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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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All debate teams and the coaches
of West Kentucky, West Tennessee,
and Southern Illinois are invited
to attend the annual International
iiebate to be staged at Murray
State CcIlege Monday evening, Ds-
ember 8. at 8 o'clock, Dr. J, H.
Richmond, Murray president, an-
nueuced today.
The visiting team this year is
composed of David Sealand Jones
-of the University of Wales, repre-
sentative of the National Union of
Students of England, and Harald
H. Munro, University of Glasgow,
represeutative of the Scottish Na-
tional Union of Students. This de-
bate will be the seventh consecu-
tive international engagement for
Murray State.
Robert Miller. Hazels Ky.. and
James Overby, Almo, Ky., will rep-
resele Murray in the debate. The
question for discussion will be:
"Resolved thee war is the mid-
wife of progress". Murtly Will de-
fend the negative side of the prop-
osition
Beth members of the foreign
team are outstanding students and
speakers and have achieved inter-
national fame in the field of social
and political sciences, and particu-
larly in international relations.
On December 9. Murray will en-
tertain the team from Southeast
Oklahoma  Teacheess. College of..
OklaT- The question for
this .clash will be the Pi Kappa
Delta subject for all colleges in
the United States: Resolved that
the National Labor Relations Board
should be empowered to force ar-
bitration of all industrial disputes.
Two of the following three mem-
bers of Murray's team will be se-
lected t . meet the Oklahoma team:
Wilson Gantt, Murray; Paul Lem-
ons,, Murray; John Brinn. Paducah.
Prof. L. J. Hortin is coach of de-
biting at Murray.
In its eight years of debating,
Murray 1155 won over 80 per cent
of -Oil its debates, including the
dpubie championship of the Mid-
Smith, and high henors in the
Spithirn and Mid-West tourna-
ts. •





Further details of the Christmas
party co-sponsored by the Capi-
tol Theatre, the Parent-Teachers
se Aseoeietioireel. the. Public Schools.
and the Ledger & Times for the
worthy rsoldren Of the city will
,be zinneuseed next week. A free
motion slime program will be
given to: the kiddies on Friday
morning, December 24. at the
Capitol Theatre, following which
candies, nuts, and fruits will, he
distributed The Parent-Teachers
are stip.: simile the collection of
funds to buy the treats and the
motion pnhture program will con-
sist if a Zane Grey Western.
"Arizona Raiders", and a Popeye
Cartoon. "Little Sweet Pea-.
Tickets of admission will be
printed and donated by the Ledger
& Times which in turn will be
altstributed by the Parent-Teachers
organizatian to those worthy Chil-
dren whu are the most deserving,
and who otherwise might not have
a nice Christmas. Admittance will
be by !Sect only, but all worthy




The Masonic Lodge Number 105
will mint on the first Monday
'night in December which this year
falls en the 8th, in a regular ses-
sion at 6 e'clock, it was announced
.today by Jake Dunn, master of the
lodge.
Work. Dunn said. will be in the
third desree. Refreshments will
be servtsi All members are ex-
pected ,ind urged, Dunn said, to
be present. .
SECRETARY WALLACE SAYS
CORN %LONE ROBS THE SOIL
"Bettor modern mettiods of
growins earn." said Sectary of
Agriculture Wallace recently, "msY
blind ermy people 'to the fact
that :es of soil fertility is a real
threw s, the. economic life of the
- Corn Met. Some people in the
town-, whose incomes are most en-
dangered-by this threat seem least
-aware itat itexigts. They do not
realiss that corn, unless it is kept
in its 1.1 .,ee by proper rotation, is
one of ' worst of all the soil de-
stroy - They do not realize that
if th, ...,0;1 is washed away as a
resiiii continueus corn growing,
ems - of small towns will also
be ,1 away and the business
men • those small towes will
• wemeer• wise it.--sese, The- erect/id'
field . 4 today may mean 'he




Merchants and business men
of Murray swung into the slogan
'today of -cwily 20 More shopping
days until Christmas." Decora-
tions of cedar and colored light-
ning fixtures have been en the
streets. for a week.
Already stores are stocked with
Christmas supplies, and many pur-
chasers, avoiding the holiday rush
ear y buying, are slue% lege
their closets with packages ready
for their good will pilgrimage.
City and farm .homes already
are thinking about the Christmas
trees to be put up and the com-








William B. Henderson, field ren-,
resentative of the Unemployment
Compensation, Commission for the
first district, will arrive in Mur-
ray Monday. December 8. to assist
all employers liable for contribu-
-lions to the Kentucky Unemploy-
ment Compensation Fund in films
necessary- reeorts, accordng to an
announcement received here today
from the main office of the Com-
mission in Frankfort. Henderson
will be located at the New Nation-
al Hotel during his stay here where
he will be available for employers
desiring his. services.
Henderson, in addition to assist-
ing employers in filling out their
reports, will, conduct a survey of
business establishments for the
purpose --ef--eletermining- • 
all liable firms are reporting con-
tributicns in accordance with the
provisions of the _Unemployment
Compensation Act.
The survey will also include a
canvass of all employing units
which have one or more persons
in employment. Such units, it was
explained, must file a status re-
port to determine liability.
"The Unemployment Compensa-
tion Commission must epass upon
the question of whether any or-
ganization or person is liable for
contributions to the unemployment
compensation fund,- the announce-
ment stated.
-Therefore even though a firm
or individual is certain in his own
mind that he at- not liable for these
contributions by virtue of having
too few employees or for other
reasons, he must file the required
report to determine liability in ac-
cordance with the provisions of
the law. Failure to do so makes
him guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction subject to either
fine dr imprisonment or both."
Recruiting Party
To Appear Here
A recruiting party from Fort
Knox, Ky.. wilt vitfte'
. 
Murray this
month for the purpose of accept-
ing enlistments for Fort Knox.
Any young man who may desire
to join the Mechanized Cavalry
Brigade stationed at Fort Knox
may get application blanks from
members of this recruiting party
or from the local Post Office. Due
to the increase in the army, there
will be vacancies at Fort Knox for
a few men each week from now
until the end of the year. The
greatest care is taken in the se-
lection of men for enlistment and
only suitable akmlicants can be ac-
cepted.
Licensed To Wed
Calloway County Court Clerk
this week released marriage li-
censes to the following people:
Harcld 0. Lumsden. 21, Mat-
thews, Mo., to Miss Mary Margaret
Overbey, 21. Murray.
Elbert Garland, 32, Murray, to
Gladys Kimbro, 21, Murray„
Tulon Turnbow, 20, Murray, to
Katherine Brinn. 17, Murray
Tom Ervin, 57, Dyersburg. Tern.,
to Nora Powell, 44. Mayfield.
Births
Mr .and Mrs. William !tiller, of
Northeast Murray. are the parents
of an 8 pound daughter, Lois Mo-
zelle, born Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Ward of the
North Highway announce the ar-
rival of a daughter, Annette. Sue-
day evening.
COAL cosT IS DECREASED
The Bituminous Coal Commission
fixed the prices Monday which
will be charged by more than 80
per cent of the soft coal industry
after December 15 in a meeting in
Washington. D. C.. it was an-
nounced today.
ORCHESTRA TO BROADCAST
Thy orchestra of Murray State
College will present the "Drains
elethe Jackson Purchase" in a racho
program to be broadcast over Stet-
lion WSM in Nashville Friday
night December 10. at 9:30 o'clock.
The orchestra, composed of 83
students, • is under the direction
et Pt ?fl' Dore. !MOT or itie
MusiteDeparernent ,-of Murray State.
Honored at First Baptist Church
Top row, from left to right: Mrs.
Carter Whitnell. Mrs. F. N. Mc-
Elrath. Mr. and Mrs. A. -H. Wal-
drop. Mr. David Terhune, Mrs.
go -Brown :-Tirt. T 1LWilliams,
C. 11. Gregston, Mr. Rufe Langs-
ton.
Second row: Miss Rennie Row-
lett, Mrs. S. Edwards, Mrs. H. D.
Thornton. Mrs. L. Clint Jones, L.
Clint Jones. Mrs. Susie Craig,
Elbert Lassiter, C. H. Fulton, P.
H. Farris, Mrs. Mattie Ligon, Mrs.
J. E. Haytvood, Lee Rowlett.
Third roe/T. Mrs. J. G. Hart,
Nanny Crawford, Mrs., Betty
lisseeMre. Trpesdale, Mrs. 8µ1.1
worth, Mrs. Eddie Hodges, Mrs.
Ed Farmer, Bob McDermitt, W
S. Tolley, J. E. Haygood. W. B.
MOW. - Sr.
Fourth row: Mrs. Ed Outland,
Mrs. A. W. Outland, Ed Outland,
Mfs. Wyman, Joe Raines. Mrs. Joe
Raines, Brack Swann, Bob Jack-
son, Mrs. Jim Cole, John Parker.
Billie Jones, Sidney Roberts, *lex




Cleede.Ragwell-- - Delon- -P-ureliare. -We  T.- 
Sledd, Sr., J. H. Churchill.
Fifty-four persons who had
passed the age of 0 were iests
of h:nor at a special service I . Moe'
day morning of laet week 't , the
First Baptist Church.e
David Terhune. 92, tlith of Mrs.
Glen C. Ashcraft, was th oldest
man present.. and Mrs. I, N. Mc-
' Love.
'.Z.lrat.1%. 86, was the oldest woman.
Mrs. McElrath has been a- member
of the Baptist Church for 70 yeess
and the -roll- , 00le- -of -the' Murray'
church has held her name for 60
years. •
Especial honor went to Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Waldrop, whose years
of happy married life number 61.
To that couple, and to Mr. Ters_
hune and Mrs. McElrath member;




Plans have been made by the
county agent's department., for
tobacco sorting demonstrations
to be held in Calloway county
beginning December 8. This
paper will carry notices of thee
demonstrations and all tobacco
producers are urged to attend
these in order to be able to
classify their tobacco so as to
bring more money at the mar-
ket Tobacco is no different
- from any ether commodity with
respect to .neat packages pleas-
ing the buyers. Know how this




Youth Had Been Ill for Three
Months; Preferred Baptist
Faith
Buel Perry Bray. 17-year old
son of -Mrs. Emma Bray. died -of
a three months' illness of compli-
cations at 11 o'clock on Thanks-
giving Day at the family home
near Brandon.
A member of no church, his
denominational preference was
Baptist. Outside of his immedi-
ate family, Bill Bray. St. Louis,
Mo., a grandfather, and Mrs. Alice
Outland, Calloway county, a grand-
mother, survive him.
In his own family in addition to
his mother, he is survived by three
sisters, Louise, Gaynell. and Mag-
deline; and. two brothers,, Cody
and Euel Bray, all of the county.
The Rev, B. R. Winchester. cf
Benton, conducted the funeral ser-
vices at Blood River at 2 o'clack
Friday afternoon. The pallbearers
were Charlie Lassiter. Cassel Got -
rison. Glen Woikman, Notsie Pray,






No words can express the appreciation of the deeds and rikcord
of this year's team. whose glories have been penned the length and
breadth Of the land. They have brought untold honor and prestige toMtirray State, to Murray and allay county, and to the StKentucky.
Their victories have not been wrought as the result of 0n1 ian'
efforts, or a few men's efforts. It has been TEAM PLAY all ng the
line. This includes not only the iearte but the effortc or all inn Presi-
dent Richomnd, the coaches, the students, the entire faculty, he loyal
fans far and wide, and down to the boy on the _street who i shouting
the glories of the school. •
. Not only in athletics but in every department Muir State has
found its place in the Sun. Everyone. ineluding the fact Ity, students.
and alumni, are doing their best to advance the efforts of urray Stab.
Murray and Calloway County are appreciative of tee glory brought
to our community. But we should do more than that for it means busi-
ness to the citizens of this community as the presto' nd enrollment
grows.
The signal fires have been lit. The enthues
turn-it is lime that we ceeate our local army et
Lance* to Murray State, avid show more concrete
bon; for the city and county will be the winner-.
Murray State,,-has the facilities to handl, a
students wittfout increasing the overhead of opera
But to get those students it will be necessary to a
ing merits and accomplishments of Murray State. When that is done
through newspaper, through radio and through the individual efforts
of the citizens then will students flock here.
Why? -The first thing a student considers-in elitseeing a, school is -
the rating of that school in the course of stsdy he wishes to pursue.
Murray rates A-1 in all courses offered as wel as athletics.
The second question, is there any social e? That is answered
by the good times everyone has had who has l4tended here. Life in
Wells Hall or the Men's Dormitory is unexcelle anywhere west of
the Alleghenies.
The third question and probably the most fundanitental is how
much will it cost to go to school there? Again Murray leads sleaswhere
can you find rooms and board fit' for a king or queen at $20 a m‘sinth
as you can get at Murray State.
Now it is high time to sell high school students all around us on
coming to Murray State. They will want to come when they are prop-
erly invited.
How are we to-do it? The power of the printed -word is un-
beatable. It behooves some organization arriengethe business men here
in Murray to raise a small fund. and with properly worded advertise-
ments and publicity stories extolling the merits of Murray State, placed
in the Metropolitan papers of "Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky. Mis-
souri. Tennessee, and Arkansas, students will make inquiry and come.
If we only increased the enrollment 25 or 50 the first year. it would be
a good start. By keeping it up year after year. it would grow in pro--
portion, and Murray .and Calloway County would benefit as well_sas
the college.
Let's-make up a citizens committees aed start the ball to rolling









5028 Tons of Lime
Patients' admitted to the Keyi-
Since October '36 Houston Clinic Hospital during theoast week'
Clinic Hospital Notes
•
Joe Da moo!. n.
lrtve iiii4Awenty-eight Mrs. Belford Pascnall, Cottagedancing here, received a message
tons of limestone have been crush- Grove. Tenn.ftom Arlova and Prideanx, ballet
heads of San Carlo . Opera Com-
pany. N. Y., that a tryout for their
ballet Would be given to a pupil
of hers Friday, November 26.
_ Mrs. Spear left for Chicago veth
Dprothy Ann Pearce, Fulton gSe.
also, known here, for the week-end
and returned with the good mews
that Miss Pearce was chosen from
among girls of leading dancing
schools in New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, St. Louis and other
cities. This year. the ballet con- The -Cleveland. Ohio, office of '
sists of only 8 girls, 4 boys, and the Social Security Board an- Christian Science' BroazcastArlova and Prideaux, so the hou.ar flounced today the aPpointment cf
of being one of eight. chosen is to R. A. Tweedy as manager of the
be envied. Paducah field office of the Bureau 
An announcement today declares
of Old-Age Insurance of the bo- 
that a Christian Science program
cial Security Board. 
will be radiorast Sunday, Decem-
Miss Pearce has been given as
a stage name that of Robye Carr. ber 5. from 12 to 12:30 o'clock as
Tweedy succeeds Shirley H. fetittite cglianbia-Bzold-..More 1,411,- a thousand 4eas-rist-BIsatton.virtsollarMen;stivttriii }Trim- casting System Church of thelimestOne have been spread oy eget at Paducah pending the as- Air series epd .tray be heard over,Rockcastle county farmers in one signment of a permanent execue. Station WHAS 4880 kilaryeies),
-Louisville.
month. INt to duties there.
ed since October 1. 1938, by- the
State Department of Agrieultuo,-
owned crusher obtained by the
Farm Bureau of this county for
the distribution of quarry line to
fartners in Calloway county.
Mike Hatter, Calloway countiart
is operator of the lime.erueher.
TWEEDY IS NEW MANAGER'
Mrs. 'Herat Elkins. New Concord.
Robert Carlisle, Jr., near Murray
Kline. -t
'Howell Bogard, Route 4.
Charlie Gibbs, Murray.
Miss. Idell Batts, Fulton.
Patients dismissed the past week.
Luther Rogers,. Lynn Grove,
Alonzo Beaman, Lynn Grove
Omer Wells. 'near Murray,
Mrs Graves Willear4 ftoute 1.





The State Baptist Association's
annual conference will convene
in Murray through November
15-17. 1933, ministers of the
Memorial and First Baptist
Churches here declared this
morning. The 1937 convention
was held in Louisville.
The messengers and delegates
from all ever the state will
convene- in the First Santis'
Church for their daily sessions.
Churchmen here estimate there
will be an out-of-town attend-
ance of from 700 to 1,000 people.
The delegations will be enter-
tained while here by Baptists
of the Blood River Association.and friends:, --
Business of the meeting will
be concerned with Baptist mis-
sions, seminaries, orphanages,
educational institutions. etc. It
will be the first time the as-
sociation ever met in Murray,-
Bratcher Loses
Newspaper Suit
The Kentucky Court of Appeels
Monday-set-aside -a $5.000' judgment
against 'The Paducah Sun-Democrat
in a libel action growing out of
the reporting of a court story, de-
claring that "a fair report of ju-
dicial proceedings without malice"
is privileged for publieations.
The libel suit was filed against
Paducah Newspapers, Incorporatee.
by A. S. Eirat,hc-a ay. aftei
the Sun-Democrat on Novembee
16, 1935, published the substance
of charges made by Mrs. Bratcher
in an answel to Bratcher's peti-
tion for custody of their tw) chil-
dren. Bratcher at that time was
an instructor in the commerce. de-
partment of Murray State Cielege.
OWENSBORO WEED
SALES OPEN AT $10
Average is $1.94 Lower Than Last
Year's Price; Other Markets
to Open
First day offerings_ on the dark
tobacco market at Owensboro Mon-
day brought growers an average
of $10 per 100 pounds. The open-
ing of the 1937-38 Pryor market
there saw the sale.of 207,070 pounds
at an average 81.84 tower than that
of last year when buyers apaid
$11_94 per 100 .pounds. The range
this year was from $2 to $24.e0.
compared with $2 to $39 last year.
Hundreds of persons-farmers
and their families, Owensboro busi-
ness men, lsbacco men from mar-
kets with later openings ,and spec-
tators shuffled about the Owens-
boro Warehouse during the day.
TeOgccernet s pIned-4he- -eves'-
age was lower at the opening this
year because last cuttings-last
to be placed in the barn and thus
first to be removed-were inferior
to the weed harvested earlier.
Neaely 200,000 pounds of dark
tobacco were en Henderson flcxee
for its opening Tuesday. Ware-
housemen who foresaw the largest
offering in 20 years expected seles
to total 7.000.000 to 8,000,000 pounds.
Last year's 5,000,000 pounds brougat
an average of $15 per hundred.
Burley markets at Bowling
Green, Lexington, Maysville. and
Covington will cpen within the
week, it was rept-lifted.
AGED WOMAN 'NES
OF LONG ILLNESS
Mrs. Cordle Rushing, 82. Is Buried
Al Barnett's Cemetery
Tuesday
Mrs Mary Jane Rushing, one of
the most respected ladies in Cal-
loway county, died at her hone
southeast of Murray Monday after-
noon late after a two-months' ill-
ness of senility. She was 82 years
 old., _ - -
Eight children. twenty
grandchildren, and nine
grandchildren survive tie '













After deliberating more than 12
hours in Mayfield, the jury hear-
ing the case of Byan Poyner charg-
ed with murder in the death of
Maurice Gorrell at a road house
folio months ago came to no satil-
faCtory agreement and were  a:dis-
missed., by Graves County Circiiii„jeog.
Judge Ls. L. Hindman
031b4k,
jurors st for a life seri ;
On the irst _ballot. ti oy
the punlshm asked. fry O. ,
Commonwealth, teed one
quittal. On the fi4al cou I




15 Fears A c ii
case probably wil, 4
the second time at the ISI,,














































Dr. J. H. Richmond, president of
Murray State College, in chasel
Monday personally congratulated
the Murray football team and
coaches as "SIAA Champions" and
promised the enthusiastic student
body that the basketball team was
likely to repeat the success ac-
complished by the Thoroughbred
gridmen. Six seniors who have
played their last fo:aball game for
Murray were accorded spec:al
praise by the president and the
student body. These seniors were
Bill Thompson, Owensboro; Cap-
tain Elmer Cochran, Paducah; A's
ternate-taptain Frank Jones, Lin-
coln, Ill.: James- Allison. Owens-
boro; C. W. Hardin, Jellico, Tenn.;
end Peril Fowler, Kankakee,
With 6 conference yictories..•. I
tie, and no losses. Murray was
listed by the Associated Pram this
week at the top of the_SIAA foot-
ball teams. Although there is no
official football championship in
this conference, the custom Ms
been to recognize as champion the
team with the highest standing in
the Associated Press ratings. Ers-
kine with five victories and no de-
feats or ties is the only only college
thus. farr. _ to-contests kturray'as-eleint-
and, at first, was reported willing
to play Murray in a post-lessor.
"Tobacco Bowl" game at Louisville
to decide the controversy. Later,
however, Erskine declined the bid.
although Murray accepted. Eis-
kine is listed second, according to
press releases, President Rich-
mond quoted numerous football
fans throughout the state who have
remarked recently that "Murray
this year has the best football
team in Kentucky. -He said if
Murray could' find no opponent for
the Tobacco Bowl this year. the
Thoroughbreds would be there pext
season
Murray concluded its regutar
grid season Wednesday, November
24.. defeating Superior, Wis., State
Teachers 26-6 for a general sea-
son record - of 8 victories. 1 tie.,,asair-oe
1 loss t non-conference.)
Varsity and fresh cant ,
ported fsr initial basket k








Drive On Thanksgiring Day
• .
PAGE TWO TIM-LEDGER it TIMES, NIVRRAIT, KENTUCKY, Till 'RSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2, 1937.
Red Cross Closes Roll Call Between the Rivers
• • • Well I'll just write a few lines
to the Ledger & Times as I have
had ,conie back in the house.
build up the fire and make dif-
ferent plans tor the day. can't
WORLD WIDE • UNIT I   NGlliyunLn. H 
i
.. get • ths Ford started to go to
. Herten, Will Jones.- J. W. Den-
GAINS 538 NAMES. r.Niazi„.j.13;,fakMiller.ud EdorrLamrebitibTilitilI
Lamb, Mrs. Lottie Denham, 0. 13.
ON CALLOWAY LIST Turribow. Mrs. Lois Waterneld. T.M. Wilson, L. K. Pinkley, Sam
Bruce Jones, Conn Masked. Wee
ter More, Mrs. Walter Moore.A. V. Havens is Roll Call Waylon 'Perry. Mrs. Miriam White.
Chairman of Local T. 0. Gibbons. Mrs. Neea Brown-
Organization son (colored). Mrs. Minerva nob:
tuns (colored). Mrs. Kitty Mar-
- -tee ieceorede Ith"K "Sill Dailey. A.COUNTY PRECINCTS L. Platt, J. E. Littleton. ,Errotte
REPORT PROMPTLY Dick, Dick Miller, Farmers Bank.
Mrs_ F. L. Meador. Mrs. C. D.
One of the most successful Red Paschall, Miss Modest Brandon.
Miss blurt Jones. Dr. Bs W_ MelonCrow Roll Call Drives ne Carlo-
C. W. Curd, John B. Underwadway (empty history •elosed sn
oakamariksgivais rya,. with a 
total t




ooper, Thompson. L. Copee-
mg the q°°ta of 
350
 set at the haver N G. Wall. Mrs. Allan Bur-begineing of the these, and suf- 
ton. and Miss Ethel Mae Paschall.paseing last year's total by mere 
The. following persor.s becamethan 300.
members in the Murray precintcs:More than $571 .Went rttc"ee Dr. James H. Richmond, Mrs. J.Red Cross local and national trees- H. Richmond. Anne Howell Rich-ury after the county-wide men'- mood. Saran " Henderson, Mesbership drive. Roll' Call Chair- Mary W. Gardner, Tennie Brecken-man A. V. Havens. Executive-fres .rtdge.Charlee Hire. Evelyn Slater.retarY Mee. Bee Melegul• See"- G. T. Hicks. Nellie Mae .Wyrrian.
A. (Carman. Mrs. A. Carman. W.
M Caudill. Nadine W. Overall.
Mrs.-Annie. Young. Miss Capp-'
Beale. Mrs. P. A. Hart. Miss Sus-
ax me Snotale Fred et Ger-glee 1,71.;ei
Fowler. Louella McDaniel 
Beale.. Mrs. Ben Schroader. Miss
Mayrell Johnson. C. S. Low's-Y. C.
L. McGavern, Miss Verna Goode.
G. B. Pennebaker. Mrs. Faith Dor-six colored families in eiazel. 4 en- an. Miss Erie Keys. Miss Alicerolled In the Red Cross. Mrs. IN.
H. Miller. Mrs. Neelyeellii.
Eva -Curd and Mrs. Grace Wilcox
were workers. in Revel-
er:leer cormtnnillree. tvWe enurd-
TY as rocperalive, -Lynn Gros-e
had ele epernbershire and a .50 cents
ddeation through the efforts ef
Ms. Lochie Harris .and Mrs. B. C.
Stienn.e Kirksey. with an enreet-
rettiit of •$11 members. was worked
by Mrs J. V. Stark and Miss Mary
Rftd. ,
'Lynn Grove had the- following
He per cent memberships: Lynn
ve Millinge,Com any Ford &
7..7-Swann's Grocery. Crawford'! Whitnele Raphael Jones. W Mrs T. S. Vinson were visitors ofSandwich Ship. - Nears Barber irlark, Gus Lamb. Jeas Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cook Friday.Shop. Lynn Grove _High' Schell, /Normans- Klapp. George , Williams, Mrs. Cook had a table loaded withe Conn Moos-es store at Wiswell. and John R. bfelugui. good food and we madehiteleel
tary Mrs. R. M. Pollard. 'and 4ocal
and county chalernen expressed
themselves as highly satisfied with,
the results. Mrs.- Darwin White.
reporting from Hazel. listed 81
memberships and $2.00 Inseontriter-
e.--aaviepraised-thestfazet
munity -in laudable terms for the
manner in which it cooperated with
Red Cross officials there. Of the
Keys. Mrs. Grady Miller,-
abel-Benederre-Mis. is.tr.' -Beery.
Mrs. Glen Jeffrey. Miss ...Reubk
,Wear,.$17ersereiest Gillis  ,Beater,Miss
Mettle Trousdale. "Mrs. Robert
Broach. Dr. A. M. Wolfssn. Mrs.
A. SE Wolfson, Mrs. R. L. Wade
Mrs. Franklin P. Ingle. • Mrs.
John Miller, C. Itee Hale. Autrey
Farmer. Fred James. Mrs. Noble
Roberts. Mrs. Will .Washer, - H. r.
Waldrop, L. Carnie Hendon, C. W.
Waldrop. Max B. Hurt. Van Val-
entine. C. B. Ford. Stanley Futrell.
Hillard Rogers, R. A. Starks..elfay•
I S. Pleasant Grove I
Wa)rie Paschall, who wa,: laken
to the Clinic In Murray Seen--
day night and operated upon for
a ruptured appendix, was reported
as doings tairty well.
hate- itetitrig• Heltirtihree wrath" The tetistees of PleasInt "G-roveor and Fords don't go together.
Any way all I know is push the 
Church. Jim and Tom Erwin,- and
starter and when it refuses to S3 
C. R. Paschall, accompanied by the
I am at the end of the row as to Rev. K. G. Dunn. Lucian Guptoa,
what to du next. So I'll just leave 
Leslie Ellis. Walter Jackson. J. ').
the car in the yard and stay home 
Wrather. and Bert Moore went to
this morning and go to a hog kill- Paris Monday and selected a bilge
log in walking distance this after- 
i furnace to heat this church. As
I it was necessary for the furnace tonoon. be ordered from Akron., Ohio. it
IThere is no sickness to report cannot be installed this week,
but we have had a real mad doe hence no serviceee wtil_be, held Jae
-elwt- fire -Pereene itribts-etIlin' Pfealiant- 01-ove next Sunday, but
muuity arc taking treiatment--7thaa-Tew---lieveireantt - Mr. -Dunn extends
had in some way handled or been a special invitation for the people
with the dog that was at &Wiest to attended' church services at
every home in this entire cam- Hazel next Sunday morning
raunity. - e Ms-s. Shannon Ellis visited her
We are glad to report Joe Del. niece at the Clinic last Thursday.
of Model, is doing nicely since The little Miss, daughter of Mr.
a A • 4 , 14.4 nIurtior_Baschall-set
at the Murray Clinic. Mr. and year, was born Friday, November
Mrs. Dill's wide circle of trestles! 20. The yourgster has been named
wish for Joe • speedy recevery Nancy Jane.
and are anxious to have t hem Mrs. Stark Erwin and mother,
home again. Mrs. Leslie Ellis visited their
Mise LOI.Ii3e Clark, county h .,.„.. grandfather and 'father. J. F. Pas-
demonstration agent. spent Wee- chat) of Puryear. last Fri dav .
nesday night and, Thursday a eh Whits. there they also visited Mr.
Mrs. Recite Vinson. The 4-14 elite and Mrs. Hafford ele aschall. She
met .Thursday morning in the
home of Mrs. Vinson. The Woman's
Club met at 1:30 p. m. with 15
members present. A meat can-
ning demonstration was enjoyed
by all. Three clever contesteevere
given by the hostess_ "Whiners eiT
thesconteets were Mrseissese-leteily.
Miss Dixie Hicks. and Ness Scythe
Knight Slinshioe Sister presents
Knight News
1 ,Ilo to all! Hope everybody
leis a nice time Thanksgiving.
and Mrs. D. C. Laycox had
as • see Tuesday dinner dingle
Mi• Sarah Thormpson. Mr. and
Me Leman Thompson and cell-
dis and Dillard. Elkins.
• and Granville Montgomery
ha. _ moved to the island on Mead
ries:. to take care of Floyd Me-
Can.'s corn until it is gathered
an,. shelled. I hope- the water
we et run them off like it did roe
Ey, and his wife last winter. That
water coming in the yard and
under the floor didn't look very
geed to Pop Eye. •
Mrs. Lena May Boyd and baby,
Charles Mil'uTh Baker visited Velma
Opal, and Tommy McCage this
week
Mr. and Mzs. Tom Sills visited
Mr and. Mrs. Fleyd McCage over
the week-end.
Bob Camay is leaveig us. He is
y.
Mrs. Hattie Steele and 1.1; s. Sear-
brough have been quilt-rig this
Week. It is reported they quilted
four quilt,.
I saw a scarlet , branch todey
waving out a signel on the breeze
that old Jack 54-.4t is on his way
to strip the rrfiage from the trees;
to hush reit( crickets in the grass,
to di". efie goldenrod's bright glow
and' everywhere that he may pass
tar leave a footprint white as
snow . . A scarlet branch amid
the. green. a• warning set where
all may see. Summer has van-
ished from the scene, %enter will
-fellow silently but autumn breeze
defiant,' gay in flaming gown leads
the way and waves her warning
branch ahead.
Miss Odell Steele visited Missies
Murl and Evie May Kimbro over
the week-end.
—Flsed McCafte it going to m-6,a
River Island Monday to gather
_Corn_ .He will hire men- to cheek
the corn in the field. He wile
probably use 8 helpers who will
shuck with pegs. Won't they make
the corn
and Mr. Erwin spent most of last
week visiting with their parents,
and had Thanksgiving dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis. The pa-
ternal parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ca-
millus Erwin, and several other
relatives enjoyed, this tiefkey din-
They -returned Wet-here Iseme
in Detroit accompalfied by Jim
Erwin who hhd been vteiting Mrs.
Erwin who teethes at South How-were found hidden in various
ard. Eaton Prischall _ale) returnedplaces. Refreshments were served
an an enjoyable social it' was to Detroit Seneday after visiting
with Mr an Mrs. Luther Deering.eruseted. The club adjoi !nad ta.
meet 'With' Mre', V. A D d -e 'e4-1.1e-s-and --Keeney Paschal en
December.
- _Me- and Mrs.- W.----W.
Terui . spent 111
holidayiewttn relatives. We
all -glad to have Mary "Harrie
Saturep
made a iness trip to Paris last
VtrIP I Kars Ellis returned to Lee-
este, ; ington ; Sunday after a few days' I
are visit tith relatives and friends. Ile I
W !dr • h me ' a.eampanied here by Holmas0. ()NA .
j These people who recently killed For Soil Improvement and Conservation' hogs have had several bad days
on the meat. I guests these cold Lime and Phosphate Are Not Adequate
days look good to them. 
Miss Ruby . Dileay and' mrs., and :Shann,,n Ellis who visited in —
Friday. I think they were in As N11. Smotherinan is still con-
search of Santa Claus. Sounds a
little early for Christmas' but it
isn't so far away the way these
short days pass away.
Gracie May went to etarksvtiteJ I...ex ',fgt.:al .few days last week.
to hTs r,orn with illness.
thoik,gh much better, I have not




rs Trom Lynn arcve s.cie-
Members in Kirksey were listednee are T.._Ci_._. Arnett. Mrs. T. C7
as.L. K Saneers. C. L. Ross. DevoeArisen. Buron Jeffrey. Mrs. Buren •
Jy. Mrs.eA. A Donerty. An Reed. E. B. Rcss. S: P. Killebrew.. 
n. Modell Miller. Dulcie Mae Dr. J. V. Stark. IL G. Gingtee
Swims. Mrs. Dalton Dodds. Mrs. ' er Lassiter.Lee Cram Bra"l
DatnelL lam. Bear' Darnell. Mrs.- Nix Harris. B. W..72,„ HarrisMrs. B. W. 
Story.
 B. H J. H. Wilson, Miss •Crystelle Palms
ai'Wf.:srd, Mrs. Noah Rogers. Newt er. Miss HaIlenet Smith. •Barberr 
Edwards. Carlini' Riley. DeirniETies-es. Mrs. Newt- Tieves. Mrs. k.
He James, Mrs. Joel Crawford Fe Sande"' Mrs- Jo" 
Perry', 
Mrs'. -H. Crouch, G. R. Crouch... Fred: 
uther Riley. and G. M
Pogue. Mrs: F. B. Crouch__ , Mreethas..Stubblefied 
Potts.
of New
,-...-:..,4„:---ual --stine,:. garbiraVI--ro-ricord-precinct reported the foe
`qrs. B. C. Swann. B 
L
leering memberships: Odell Hodges.
C. FL Jones. Mrs. C I 
i . "




Steele. Myrtis:Perry. L. M. Moody.t •
; Miltun Her.ry. Mrs Minnie McCsas-4. Neal. E. E. - Ford. .
R. T. Hewarde Cu-- t tcn' and ••1' W. Montgomery.
Mrs. Carl Lockhart! Jackson precinct. worked by Mrs.
_ eeeellaward. and J. i Homer Radford. gained the follow-
- • - 4 ir.g Red Cross members: Mee
are J. M.1 Lowell Edinonds. ep-e: J. T. Cetch-
- -. 4, pas- ' ran. J. T. Coehran, Roy Jones
• 0. es, sHomer Radford. Bryan - Staples.
Sheik ' J:tin Cunningham and Charles
e .i-. 4 -'sree C_arson. -- .. " 7 - , . 
-;"- Mr e Lewis Harding 'of 'the
' G,..-shen, Church neighborhood re-
-' ths fellowing members: C.




broke his Mini in thMrs. W. C. At- phi& Penn.. is visiting his father. The ladies ofmembers. • A. P. McDeugal. nsiehborheod met at thworkink in Miss Lizzie Suratt spent -Ise Mr,. Moss Cunninghamthe fol-
tiion to 
Tuesday with MrsnAlpha Vinser.. quilted Brother Moss aI must go but will say hells
• Mere to ?Kate and Joe." .Write to us 
Reverend Mr. Moss wair
the Locust Greve chum1' Ti soon.---Reader of' The Ledger. Miss Christine R-••••'' Times,
a group 'of young-
that thedinpes was mach enjoyed
by the way we loaded our plates
and even the second time.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Barrow and
deldren. Louis • and Hubert spent
Sunday evening with Mr. and Miss
T. S. Vii15011.
Miss Geneva Vinson is in rare
this week..
Si. F. King and family of Padu-
cah. Ky., vtsited his niother. Mrs.
Mance ,Kbag Saturday might and
he and-ktraalally twent. home bee
Murray! Sunday to see his bather cel'eel
who is there taking rabies treat- et
son. was 'given a sUrprise sh
Our pastor, Brother Lloyd se
Locu







n Paris and near
andmother. Mts.
is reported as ira-
jfdrs. Hafford Orr and
children glutted last week with
their parents and grandparents. Mr.
arri E. M. Miles.
We /had the pleaeure -of having
rid Mrs. C. H. Paschall and
.n. Martha and Charles. with
anksgiving. In the afternoon
d a short, devotional service.
:tie present told something
ere thankful for and gave a
quotation. A pertain of
was read by Mrs. Pas-
d prayer was given by
t Grove News
d a nice tobacre•asea-




g his parents and






last week-end. His car wae load- We have
ed with, eats and gifts. o)nMost €C eet wagons are rolling thick tion has theiand • fast now. There was: a more ting It readybountiful _yield from the river hoer
toms than people expected. 
Clyde Hanl
..Ballard (leartee will return to ebtaisestnneleVeiSi
Deteoit-- mo"doy -after rew daY` theme Saturday.visit with his. parents. (
. L. A. Dildey ,-and Marvin Allen 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Owens are
we:e in Murray Saturday on buse 
the proud paren s of a baby gal
born NovemberpeSS. 
DQrtha_ Leman spent- The --week-
end with her - grandjiarents. Mr
and Mrs. Chas: Vinson.
Wayne McDougal- of Philadei-
Lynn Grove School
A free program by the grad -a
is to be given Thursday nights!
Deeember 2. . . , 
The sophomore play. sWhept Sal-
Comes to Towne is 'o toe given
!err night. December.' 10. The
=,nre: Decie efrehua Perk-tra Center. Hat-?
:art: gall; mple. his niece
as -Se Jessie Dee l'reas:
Ethyl rker. hes sister.
OM- Lering Parker. her
!i1 %t,,.,..'., Mitn's; -Est -- Parker.
Bayen Parmer happened to
Trained - accident Friday aftsr-
neon. While cr.'- a foot leg










day- night. Gaan s and various
'Other social waitivities were engaged
in. •-.•
Jrat Lawson and Hallet Dunn
‘6st fine milk cows last week.
We Were indeed sorry to eser
:f Mrs. Mary Alexander receiving
a dislocated shoulder. Her grand-
daughters. Elise Ida( Brooks Alex-
ander. has been...spending the week
with her.
Miss Ann Lue Henley" spent the
week end with her sister, Mrs. Ray
Owens, and family. • .
esiezies Pool and family spent
Thanksgiving with Bert Ritsecel
oter. juephine ,ravford. and family.
Howard Hanky.. hps returnedmaid. Jessie Myers, 
;k 
le-
'home from Detroit where he were rone./ Loring's fiancee: in search df work. He reports DietTheresa H( I- 
business is dull in thiste_city.ways angry. Caro- Miss Areva Neil Tidwell spent
the last few weeksawith her grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs Rubert Hen-
dricks.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelnar Russeir
were Sunday chimer gueste of Mr_





























Tbouraands of men and women
blow how wise it is to take Black-
Draught at the first sign of consti-
pation. They like the refreshing re-
lief it brings. They know its temely
use may save them from feeling
badly and possibly losing time at
work front sickness brought on by
constipation.
If you have to take a laxative oc-








lffeidache. 30every rift- .Saive, N ose Drops Minutes





Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stubble-
field visited Mr. and Mrs Lowell
Steele Sunday.
Pop Eye killed a snake Satitr-
die."Noieerriber -26. just in feint Of
ekley Sttneart's peace. The rep-
tile measured 14 inches in length.;
Buck Bucy arrived from Detroit
recently and he said see place!
sure is a whopper.-- Pop Eye. ;
Good Pasture Depends on
Way Soil Holds Moisture
Grass en ovine ort--fertite 1588ftlee
land is not determined by the
amount of rain that falls unless
the tainfall is very scarce. Rather
it depends•on the amount of rain
water that's held on the land, says
the Soil Conservation Service.
Holding water on the land When e
iLigjlLja also 
checking soil losses.
Coptour ridges and furrows are
provftig effective in storing rain-
drops cn grassland. Thousands of
farmers in the Great Plains who
have tried these moisture-holding
structures say the ridges con-
structed 15 to 30 feet apart, or ter-
rows built 10 to 20 feet apart, hold
most all the rain that falls mei
greatly increase the yields of gra.l.s.
Here are a few reports picked
at random_ Contour ridges on the
35-acre pasture of Jess DeWess,
Custer County, Okla., increased
grass yiekie. this year at least 29
per cent.
"YFeld:s l-Ke:ft711- r.710EIR Tarm
In Jewell County. Kans.. are report-
ed 30 per cent larger than in nor-
mal years before the pasture lar.d
was contour furrowed.
And from Pawnee County, Nebr.,
(Mentes statement by A. J. Cope_
that fidges built on a 20-acre pas-
ture on his farni last spring held
ell - The - writer- froth itsleinHt Yarn
'that fell in 20 minutes. Geese en
the ridges, incidentally, stayed
green much longer than grass be-
tween the ridges.
Too often farmers think that
'when they have limed and fertiliz-
ed their land with phosphate so
that legumes can be - krovne the
Continued use "of this treatmeht is
all that is necessary to keep their
land productive, according to a
statement by- George Roberts, Uni-
versity cf Kentucky. After grow-
ing a good legume crop. Roberts
maintains, the yield of corn or
tobacco may be so much better
than previously that it would ap-
eeer...that ehey areeiustitied in their
--•=••••••••• '
North Lynn Grove
This has been a . beautiful Mon-
day. and a lot of nice hogs have
been slaughtered today. nen
-suze--").—"1 -411t Morr4"m="14-4heee
We were indeed s.sory to learn
of the untimely death of 0. J.
Byars Friday of last week. We
extend our sympathy to the father
and children.
Mrs. Elea. Hancline and son.
Larry, Misses Annie and Laurine
Paschall were in Paris. Tenn., Sat-
urday on business.
Mr. Luther Rogers is still doing
nicely after recently undergoing
ao  flporla inn 
I think little Fay Foster and An-
nie Jene Jones are really smart lif-
tle girls to be on the honor roll
every time' in the Paducah schools.
--We' telie7c- -s-cifre-he egiiie-110
good neighbors. hire and Mrs.
Howard White. who recently moved
to Harris Grove. James and Junior.
we are missing you very much!
Hemming Bird, I thought of you
the 29th. I guess...you had a good
dinner and prsbably a birthday
party.-Old Maid.
I
ahreit nine tonthe nI 
in feed consumed .by
excreted in the manure, but al
two thirds of it is in the lig, ;-!
manure. If manure is carefele
saved and returned to the !
and all crop residues are car,.:
saved and used for beds ,
returned to the soil, then •
ash supply will be main:.
most Kentucky soils fn
crops. However, It will
profitable to use some p
the fertilizer for tobaccs
manurecT eery liberally, • ft
fa grown long on the Si,:
will almost certainly suite!
potash shortage unless th.
re Ina rented rr- petaltrfeetit'
used along with other is- :
fertilizers.
Annougn good legume crops
may be grown in a rotation, they
will not .keep a sufficient retro-
gen supply for other crops if hie', -
are removed and no manure is re-
turned. Fortunately, about three-
(- - s fourths of the nitrogen Ire the f Ti •
During .the past month Marshall of animals is recovered an
coenty homemakers have blocked manure. but much of it is in
134 hats, trimmed 138 and cleaned urine and ran be saved only t),.'
135. suffi(1,•ta be.acio, 1:
belief. However, why,
is added to the soil
produce more, obvioitee
yields draw more heavily
the plant nutrients in the
exhaust those not addt.
more rapidly. For exampl,
yield of crops Is doubles
often the case. when lime a
phate are used, the draft
ash is twice as great, an.
provision - is made for
potash to the soil a time V.
when crops will not get
•pd yields will be semis'
duce& . Potash stattratiot,
up quicker on tobacco an'
than on ether crops, hut
will sooner or later be at!-
Fortunately, most el the I
used by grain crepe is in th,
and straw, and much of that








The opening date has not been set, but we-are--
now receiving and will make you a liberal ad-
vance on tobacco delivered in our barn.
•
We are ready to RECEIVE your tobacco for
the first sale and respectfully solicit any part
- of your business.
Growers Loose Leaf Floor
-Pioneers In Loose Leaf Floor Business in Murra
•
SAME LOCATION AS LAST YEAR EAST of Railroad . . . Opposite Depot
Murray, Kentucky
We have a good warm factory in which.to take care of your tobacco; equippedwith the best of non-glare skylights.
INSIDE DRIVEWAY. . . GOOD 4LEEPING QUARTER'S. . . FREE STALLS . . •
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
We will give your tobacco our very besrpersonal attention at 441,tual. es and we ID,neve e , nce in the tobacco business_means rfilich-
fo_ 
You in market-ing your tobacco to the very best advantage.
We wish to thank you for 'the splendid patronage given us last season and hoprfor a continuance of same this year.
The place to sell your tobacco for the MOST MONEY!
Again, REMEMBER OUR LOCATION. GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
East of Railroad Opposite Depot









MRS HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor PHONE 247, PLEASE
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Ft :i, a1,  Club will meet
with MrS. R Veloan at 2:30
In. -
Mouthy, December 6
Monday ft idge Club meets at
2:30 p m. with -Mrs. Herbert
Drenrs,n.
•
Mrs Jessii Wallia Will be host
1.a ths Arts siid Crafts Club at her
Rome 2:30 p. 01.
Thursday, December 9
bisoness meeting of the
Muri o. Wousin's Club at 3 p. m.
at the hsroc sf Mrs. Marvin Ful-
ton ss tht Rome Department as
hosts
Mrs. Fulton Host To Spiritual
Life (:rottp
Mrs. C. B Fulton was at home
to members vf the Spiritual Life
Group of the Methodist Church
- Tuesday afternoon.
An enjoyable and worthwhile
afterision , was spent with Miss
Alice Waters leading the study.
Th,•T, were fourteen members
pres rr.
Mrs. Para Host At -Party
Mi • Frank Pool entertained
Tuesdi.e.• -evening at her home in
honoi of Mrs. Clarence, Phillips of
Memphis and Mrs.. Roberta Hum-
phris, Wheeler who left Wednes-
das f Foi, Lauderdale. Fla., to
poll inn.
Tts issus were spent informally.
A p: Ise handkerchief shower
s,wasii ails. Wheeler as a fsse-
*ell tesy
Johnnie Steele for Mr. Steele''
birthday which was on NM/ember
24, but the dinner was given
ThanksgiVing day. A most de-
licious and bountiful meal was
served- . •
Mr. Steele received many nice
gifts. " . • -
Those present included Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Fileder and children,
Nerene, James and Bursa Sue; Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Eldridge andsstAtil•
siren, Tillie Ann. Leroy, -and Loret-
ta. Mr a
and Mrs. Grady Smith and
sons, Eugene and Edgar, Zack
Elkins. Lige Steele. Mr. and Mts.
Johnnie Steele, Troy and Robbie
Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Elkins were
afternoon guests.
Young Business Men's Club
Fete Varsity Thoroughbreds
Feting the Murray Thorough-
breds. 1937 SIAA football .cham-
pions. to their first banquet of the
season, the Young Business Men's
Club paid tribute to their success-
ful season.
-Guests- for- tlw 
James H. Richmond, president of
Murray Sts! -College; the Tissr-
oughbred squad and manager. and
uCoaches Stewart.- Moore, Miller, Mrs. Gle Oshcraft entertained
and Cutchin. Sixty-nine were pros- Monday afternoon in honor of the
eat. Will Moore Beale. Memphis. fourth birthday of her little daugh-
ter, Barbara.- - •was also a guest of the club.
The guests were greeted at the
_distal' by little Miss Ashpraft. Games
weiTe played and the little guests
entertained with songs and read-
ings. They formed a circle around
the honoree while she opened the
lovely gifts they had brought her.
The beautifully decorated caketo the next regular meeting.
• • • . • was placed on a small table in
Church Of Christ Minister the dining room. Refreshments ef
ice cream and cake were servea.Officiates At Weddings
inc guests were presented wail
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCV, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECENZER 2, 1937.
tamed Friday afternoon at her
home with a miscellaneaus shower
which was in compliment to Mrs.
Harold Lumsden: a , bride 01
Miss Overbey And Mr. Lumsden
Are Married Thanksgiving Day
Thanksgiving Day.
The decorations in the rooms The marriage of Miss Margaret George Ed Overbey. by' whom
carried cut a color scheme of green Overbey and Harold Quentsn '.he was given in marrieds., and
and white. 'Lumsden was beautifully solem- had as her attendant Miss Murrelle
The bride was presented a mock nized on Thanksgiving Day at five
shower, consisting -of old WEIrtt-out, o'clock- fib the afternoon at - the
useless articles, which occasioned home pf the bride's parents. Mr.
much gaiety. Then. Miss Charlyn and Mrs. B. ,W. Overbey. The Rev.
Hartsfield drew in a decorajed Mack Jenkins read the single
wagon which was filled with love- ring ceremonY-- before an unpro-
ly gifts for the honoree, vised altar which was banked with
The hostess served a pretty a profusion of ferns interspersed
party plate. with huge baskets of white chry-
Those present were Mrs. F,d santhemums. On either side were
Frank Kirk. Miss Mary Martha candelabra burning blowing white
Overbey, Miss Kathleen Robert- tapers. BOwls.s.of white flowers
son, Miss Gracie Nell Jones. Miss and burning tapers made dgcora-
Martha Nell Wells, Mrs. J. C. Cra. tien throughput the home.
oun, Mrs. _Boyd Gilbert. Miss --A—p-rograrn or nuptiarmuefe-wliS
Madge -Patterson, Miss Mary Fran. furnished by Mr. Clair R. Me-
ces Johason, Miss Jane Seay, Mrs. Gavern who played "Bridal
C. C. Hughes, Mrs. John Ryais
Miss Christine Johnson, Mrs. Clif-
ford, Melugin. Mrs. Sam Robinson.
Mrs. Charles Sexton. Mrs. Chests.).
_Eadtersenz.th,-Mss-C•'soeges
bey, Mrs. B. W. Overbey, and Mrs
Foreman Graham.
0 • • 0 7
Euzellan Class Meets At
Mrs. Yancey's
Members of the Euzelian Class
of the First Baptist Church met at
the home of Mrs. A. F. Yancey
Monday evening for a work meet-
ing. A lovely quilt was com-
pleted and clothing to be sent to
the orphans' home was,packed.
Mrs. Yancey and assisting hosts.
Mos.sWaylon Rayburn and Mrs.
H. I. Siedd. served refreshments
to the eighteen 'present.
Short but impressive -talks were
made - by Dr - Riehmond Cssarhes
Stewart, Moore. Miller and Cutcro
in- Captain Elmer Cochran. Co!
captain Frank Jones and John
Neal .editor of the Ledger & Times.
Regular business was deferred
-- • - -• • T




dan. Mrs. Rosie. Major. Mr. arid
Mrs. Roy Sheridan. Mr: andMrs.
The Alpha Department of the 
Clyde Manning. Mr. and Mrs.
E. RichisxMurray Woman's Club was de-
lightfully entertained - Saturday Mr And Mrs. Termon Paceafternosn at the home. of MIES HonoredNellie Mae Wyman with Mrs. J.
Hartsfield as bridesmaid. The D. Rowlett, Mrs. H. M. McElrath,
.sroom was attended- by Mr,' and Mrs.--WssA: Johnston-SaWSTIng
Maurice Ryan as best man. hosts.
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, chairman, pre-The bride wore a frock of dri-- -
sided over a short business sessionbonnet velvet with short puffed
after which a most interesting pro-sleeves. shirred high waist and
gram, with England as a back-slightly flared skirt. Her hat was
ground. was presented.of matching shade with shoulder
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin reviewed
der corsage of Talisman roses and
length veil and she wore a shottl-
About Myself."
Kipling's biography, "Something
lilies of the valley tied with gold •
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough .pre-satire ribbons. Her only ornaments
were her paternal gsandmot=- -
Hector Bolitho and Mrs. Cies GT?:
sent "King war " h Scudder Galloway. Mrs. Moline
tarsach. _ HS -Hester read selected poen's 
Keel'.- MissMary Neil- -Keel: Mrs.hraCPIPli gnd_ _ea
.a Linn. Mrs. Olga Taylor. Miss
The btidesmaid wore brown al- from Masefield• Paula Taylor, Miss Margaret Strain-y y p . Ppaca with rust trimming and
pudding and coffee was served theChorus" from Lohengrin for the Matching hat with shoulder veil.processional „and other selections Following'thenatters clad visitors, includine
daring the ceremony. Mr. Charles members of Their Mrs. John. Lovett of Benton, Mrs.
- " - the -me
bridal party,
Asa. Williams of Linton. Ind.. andfamilies and close friends Tgye in- ss , .
airs. amin w. Frost or Louisville.vited int() the dining roam whcse
. • a • 4they were served the wedding
cake with ices molded with' green Mrs. s Entertains
wedding bells in the center. -. ''t r g Club Ruby Hubbs. Mrs. Irene Boggess
Mrs. Gingles Wallis was host ts 
and children. Miss Nell Pace, Misstable was covered with a lovely
her bridge club Wednesday Morn- 
Earline Pace, Mrs. Sam Pare andlace cloth and held as center-
piece a crystal bowl of white Shirley Pace, Mrs. Lillie S'o'y,Ins at her home. Mrs. RussellMrs. Lillian Boggess, was hostess holders. Coulter was awarded the prize for 
Mrs. Helen Hubbs and baby. Mrs.
Elsie Graham.
burning white tapers in crystal —
ts a shower given in honor Of Mrs. Mrs. Lumsden. is lovely bra- high score. Guests were members
Tom Glass at her home on Friday nette, is the daughter cf Mr, arid and two visitors, Mrs. Ed Fraok
Kirk and Mrs. Thomas Banks Jr. 
Outland, Rupert Outland. Mrs.
D.,Mwrsc. laLrukc.ilmlers.Rposesr.ryMEIrsk. 
Elkins, Mrs.Mrs. B. W. Overbey, and •grew
to young womanhood in Murray Orval Whitlow, Mrs. line Gilbert, • • • • •
where she has many friends. She Is Honored With Party i Mrs. 'Fannie' W:ods, .Mrs... Tom
attended Murray State College Hurt. Mrs, Jessie Roberts, Mrs. 
Mrs. Houston Host To
Bridge Cluband is at present a student st Miss Mary Franklin Richie WRF
University of Missouri. ' surprised by her friends 
SundayiCarles Roberts, Dorothy and Re-
becca Roberts Miss Mary Mars- Mrs. Joe Houston . entertained
Mrs...s/snMitden Is the son of Mr. eventng on her twestftsh 01-r-thdaY aret- Roberts.--"Mrs,-Mher-W*14tows-sthe Bridge- -Contractors -Tuesdayand Mrs. C. C. Lumsden of Mat- at the home of Kr. and Mrs. C. Those sending gifts Zl'ere KM morning at her home on Olivethews, Mo. He attended the School E.' Richie. Games were played Whit Imes, Miss Lula Belie 1341e, street. Mrs. Freed Ccitharh re-of Mines and Metallurgy at Rollo. after whichi refreshmerSs were Mrs. Ebeth. Cooper. Mrs. Mande ceivesi the prize,Mo.. Murray •State College and served. . Reale, Mrs. H. P. Biankerfship. Mts.! Refreshments were served to theUniversity of Missouri. The hcnioree received many ssice I Guy Billington, Mrs. Linn Valea-!-following: Mrs. Jim Sabel, Mrs.Out of town guests for the wed- and useful gifts. ' I tine, Mrs. A. lf. Reaves, Mrs. Bet- Carney Herxdon..Mrs. Ottis Vale's-ding were Mr.- and Mrs. C. ' C. Guests present were Dorothy 1 ty Taylor. Miss . Reims' Taylor. I tine. Mrs. Preston Berry. Mrs.
Lumsden of Matthews.
Lumsden and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Hazel and Ruth Carter. Parmer Lee 'Miss Gladys Linn.
Camp, Annie Nell and Sue Richie, ' Miss Lalirine Woods... Mrs... 'Azle i Ws. Johnny . Parker, ..Mrs. -Lynn-
. i Freed Ctittiam, Mrs. Tom Turner,
The happy couple to sundsy arlie Crafter!. Brenco.na Kenneth 1 Linn."Mrs. C. C.-. Linn. Mrs. Berthasiville Yates. and Mrs. Joe Houston.for Columbia. Mo., we - both Manning. Andy Duel and ClydeiGraham, Mrs. Mattie Graham Mrs. • The Bridge Contractors will meetwill continue their studies at the One Carter. Gene Camp,. Harry 1 Beadie Clendenon, Mrs. Bessie Tay-1 at the' 'home of Mrs. !anis Vale's-University. and Charlie Richie. Ernie G. She.ii- . ler. Mrs. Ruth Hopkins. Mrs. Jen- ' tine Tuesday morning.--,,--
Miller sang softfy "I Love You
The bride entered the room on
the arm of her brother, Attorney
Mrs. Tom Glass Honored
With Shower
afternoon, November 25.
The honoree was the reciolent
of many nice and useful gifts
Those present were Mrs. Etna
Walker, Mrs. Dora Mohundeo, Mrs.
Marye Andrews. Mrs. Flora Buc-
hanan. Mrs. Myrtle - Mrs.
Susie Pittman. Mrs. Finney Mohun-
dro, Mrs. Pocahontas Walker, Mrs.
Susie Edwards, Mrs. Gladys Bla-
lock, Mrs. Mary Hutchens, Mrs.
Olivia Elliott, Mrs. Estelle Cun-
ningham,_Mrs. Lillian Boggess. 3nd
Mrs: Tom Glass.
Those seoding gifts were MI's.
sErrnie Rolfe. Mrs, Christina Bran-
don, Mrs. lma McNutt. Mrs. Dave
Blalock, Mrs. Floye Flanory, Miss
Bobbie McCuistoes Mrs. Boy Loy-
ins, Mrs. Annie McClure, Mrs.
Ethel Pittrnan. Mrs. Grayal SmitlX,
Mrs. Vera Outland, Iline Pittman.
• • • • • • ,
Shower Honors Mrs. Herndon
Miss Katherine Brinn and Tulon huge pop-corn balls tiled in red 
Mrs. Henry Childres and Strs.
Delis' ul refreshments we're tx ,ssd sums" .and lalue, esakiphaise with balloonssuaabow. _were_ -AU= .. 
dJacyk Griffin entertained Wecines-
'er --tc'' 114T.S: latTillii2L—lairg: morning at the home of Dewey attached as fayoys. afternoSn Via 'HO-nor of - Itiolrs.•Whe, s . . Ms B. G. Humphreys, 
guests were Bob Miller,
• Wilburn Herndon at her honksTurnbow by the Rev. 'C.. L. Fran- The Mrs. Herndon was showered with
Mrs K,t Redden, Mrs. Foreman
ics. minister of the Church of Charlie Waldrop, Zetta Ann Yates. many lovely gifts.
lifi
.
Grail:is. Ali• Annie Downs, Miss Christ. Lochie Fay Hart, Nancy .Brooks A delicious 'plate was served
PAGE- THREE
nie Hendricks. Miss Nell Sheri.
Mrs. Pearl Short, Mr. sDood"
Stroud and baby
Mrs. Fred Hart, Mrs. Viola Linn,
Miss Mary Donn Hubbs. 1)4rs, Eva
Irvin, Miss Frances Whitnell. Mrs.
Ethel Trevathan, Mrs. .„1,undy
Tubbs. Mrs. Jeff Edwards. Miss
Maurelle Clencientin.Mrs. A. A. Whitlow or Almo
gas.. a kitchen and linen shower
in honor of her daughter.
Geneva Pace. The honoree re- Quail supper Is Givens
ceived many lovely gifts. Miss Rebecca Farmer entertain-
A salad course was•-sarsted and ed a few friends with a quail stsii-•
the afternoon was' spent enjoying per Thursday evening at aevtlEt.
games and contests. Prize, winners o'clock. .
were Mrs. Nadine Pace, Mrs. Chris- Duvets were laid for Miss MarthE
tine Graham. 'Mrs. Pauline Mc- Sue Key. Miss S.latha Lou barber.
Coy. and Mrs. Ruby Hubbs. Miss Sae Farmer, Miss RebeccaTfiuse p,eseitt included Mrs. Robertson, and the hostess. s'
Messrs John Edd Scott, • Matt'
,Heitry Fulton,. JaIntSs '.Dste.
Cloptsn, Billy Boone, and Palmer
Corn.
NOMOPIXA NA PSOD MO NerAIMPIX
Sallir litirkes. Mrs,- C. H. Moore.
Mrs (st is Churchill. Mrs. Burl 
Fox. Roberta Lou Fox. and Claramarriage ceremony in his office bert Wilkinson. Mrs. Keys Futre ,
Strois, Misses Vsline Clotile 
Jane Miller. Late callers were• Saturday afternoon cf Miss NoraPool ,2 a the host.
Surprise Birthday Dinner
Hones Mr. Johnnie Steele
Neisiitiars and relatives gath-
.ered s! the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Fraxicis also officiated at the Wear. Danny Boone. Billie Sue The guest list included Mrs. Nati ot;













USE OUR LAY -AWAY PLAN
PARKERS JEVVLRY STORE
Joe T. !Darker, Mgr.
7--
1•••••• wWWWWW..••••••••=11•
Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall, Miss Evelyn
Slater and MIF. Walter. Junes.
• A • • a
Mrs. MeSwain Entertains With
Hotel Luncheon
Mrs. Horace McSwain entertained
at luncheon at the National Fletei
for Ethily Warren and her house
guests Tuesday. A delicious four
course luncheon was served.
Present were Mrs. Horace Mc-
Swain. Miss Margaret McSwa'n.
Mrs. George MeSwain. Miss Emily
Warren and her house guests.
The ensemble drove over from
Paris, Tenn., for the luncheon. •
e • .
Mrs. Phillips Is Honor Guest
• At Party
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys entertaia-
ed Monday_fvening at her borne.
with an informal party in honor
of Mrs. Clarence Phillips of Mem-
phis.
Dainty refreshments were served
to former friends and neighbors of
the honoree including Mrs. Annie
Downs. Miss Sallie Burkeen, Mrs.
Frank Pool. Mrs. lyde Downs.
Mrs. C. H. Moore, Mrs. Kit Redden.
Mrs. Sam Robinson. Mrs. Herbert
Wall. Mrs. L. M. Overbey, Mrs.
Mack Cardwell, Mrs. Osia Gra-
ham, Mrs. Foreman Graham, Mrs.
B. F. Berry. Mrs. Buel Stroud, Mrs.
Alfred Chappel, Mrs. Roberta
Wheeler, and the host.
• • • • •
Murray Club Women Attend
Meeting In Mayfield
Tuesday afternosn, the May:10d
Wonian's Club presented Mrs. FS.
G. Reynolds of Paducah In a lec-
ture at the Presbyterian Church in
that city. Members of Women's
Clubs in West Kentucky were in-
vited guests.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and Mrs. John
W. Carr were guests at a luncheon
given fOr Mrs. Reynolds by Mrs.
J. E. Warren of Mayfield Tuesday
Cigarette Cases noon, and Were also in the re-
Lighters ceiving line at the reception at the
borne cf.Mrs. John Kirksey follpw-• ing the lecture.
Pen and Pencil Sets Others from Murray attending
the lecture and reception were
Mrs. Marvin 'Fulton, Mrs. Gingles
Wallis, Mrs. Casilisle Cutehin, Mrs.
W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. B. F. Scherif-
fus, Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. A. P.
Yancey. 'Mrs. E. B. Houston. Mrs.




. . . to you who are BEAUTIFUL!
Make ..Your—LiVieliness Stand -6"u- iLlte
a Falling Star!
•
IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE MOST MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP IN MURRAY TO KEEP
YOU CHARMING AND '
BEAUTIFUL_
Our facilities and our operating force are among I
the most adequate in Western Kentucky!
•
LET US GUME YOUR PERSONALITY!
•




Mrs. Scudder Galloway. Mrs. Solon
Griffin, Mrs. Lorena Marshall. Mrs
'Jessie Lee, Mrs. Jack Griffin, Mrs.
Henry Childres, Mrs. Wilburn
MI
Herndon, Miss Frances Barnett la:
Miss Zena Bell Schroader. Barbara 1•M
Jean Wilkinson. Nellie May Mar- 16,
shall. Dorothy Lue Griffin, Hilda 4:
Mae Childres. Wilhants; tirg
Those sending Lifts were Mfrs Nil
Earl Burkeen. Mrs. Lena Hill,
Nowlin Mahan. Mrs. Kenton W
all, Mrs. Freddie Duncan. and M' •
Eva Hopkins. Vv±!
• • • • •
Little Miss Jean Butterworth
Entertains
On last Thursday afternoon,
November 18.- from 3 to 5 o'clock
Jean Buttervssa-th entertained at
the home of her parents with a
birthday party.. .classrna
were guests of the afternoon. .
On arrival the children took pa
in a pecan hunt on the lawn_ Gay
hats and caps were worn by the
children as they went into the
dining room where the little host
presided at a table in the enter
'of which was placed a large birth-
day cake with nine candles.
After cake and ice cream had
vanished, 'Jean opened the many
nice Presents brought by the little
guests. Whea the children had
-finished singing "Happy Birthdsy'',
they reluctantly departed, wishing
Jean many happy returns of ttia
day.
The following were present: Ann
Vae Hart, Janette Farmer, Mary
Jane Kennedy, Jo Ann Farris,
Minnie Buchanan, Rob Smith, Ken-
peth Slaughter. Wilburn Allen,
'Bobs Stewart, Charles Jean Wssk-
man.
Bobbie Sue Orr, Mis.s Trousdale,
Virginia Nell Wilkinson. Evelyn
Ahart, June Robinson, Charlotte
Jackson. Janice Crawford, Kath-
leen Gibbs. Bonnie Brown.
Martha Lee Pennebaker, Lovetta
Camp. Mary Travis Willard. Hazel
Hood, Nancy Dolly Wolfson. J hp
Paul Butterworth. Joe ButterwoiSh,
-Jean Butterworth. •
Master Bill Rowlett Celebrates
Birthday -
Master Bill Rowlett celebrated
his seventh birthday Friday aftess
noon with a party at the home of
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Rowlett. Interesting games were
played and the traditional birth-
day cake burning seven candles
was served with refreshments.
Hand-made turkey favors were
presented each guest.
Those present were Betty Yan-
cey, Jacqueline Sharborough; John
Paul Butterworth, Chad Stewart,
Sonny Churchill. Nancy Dolly
Wolfson, Mary Ann Wolfson.'-Steve
Lyein. Ann McClean, Tom McClean.
Jacqueline Kendall ands, Rodney
Drennon.
Tickets Still Given on




$60 RCA Victor Radio.
$22.50 RCA VICior
Radio.
4 Sets 14-pc. Tableware
to he anarded Fourth
Ittlinda Dee. 17 ""; s








any lover), gift styles in satin or
crepe. All lovely and lacy. Beau-
tifully fitted.
.Lovely Glove, Silk Parities__ 79c
I GLADYS SC:




ensen. Mrs. Andre Stephenson.
Mrs.' Christine Graham and baby, Dr. And Mrs. F. E. Crawford
Mrs. Pearl -Graham. Mrs. Gcosge Have Guests
Lewis. • •
Was Bob, P4i1 c.1,46.7";1- Fa's"' Dr end kW. -Fs-Fr
Me McCoy, Miss Ruby Young. gave a Thanksgiving dinner party
Mrs. Nadine Pace. Mrs. Azzie to members of their family at their
Stroud.. Mrs. Ara Walston. Mrs- home Friday night. Guests pres-
ent in addition to members of
their immediale family were Mrs.
E. B. Houston, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
L. Houston. Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Nix Craw-
ford, and ,Miss Gwendolyn Craw-
ford.
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and Mrs. Jake Mayer Sunday even-
tag 
and Mrs. Mayer, Mb"-
id. were supper geests of Mr
PTA Gives Program
Members of the Parent-Teachers
Associatien put on a r.- presenta-
scheo! 50
years the S•CP.i.1/11 L:111d1n4;
-Hazel Wedoesday night et' last
week. They followed no written
lines nor spent any time in prepa-
ration but just moved on their
own ideas. A large and appreci-
ative audience attended the excl.-,
cees
• Baptist (herds Society Meets
The W. M Society of the Hemel
.Baptist churn) met Tuesday after-
:noon_ al_ twee _e'ciock -en the horn*
of 'Moil -W7-- B. kflisiesta-i--5-SktBy"
-the mission study book. -Soul Win-
ning". with Mrs. Milstead as lead-
er.
.The Soeiety Will meet Friday.
ether a. in an all day service
to erve Wee
•-" ndfor Lottte. Moon .Christmas of
--I  tering.
A. J. Byars. 21. ended his own
eife with a gun at the home of
his aunt. Mrs. Fred Simpson a
short distance west Lf Puryear last
Saturday.
Young, Byars was the foterth
7 suicide ith this community in 
the
past twin weeks. Domestic ditto
cUlties were said to- be. the cau•w
of the 'eel_ He was the son of
Obie Byars., mail carried between
. Puryear and Buchanan. Tenn. He
is „survived by his father. one .sis-
ter. Mrs. Conway Valentine: tvei
ers. Chesley and Chas Henry
Byars: an eissether.--
of Henry County .
Han Improves
. Reptets from the nt,.- p.tal at
Elkhart Ind.. where Bill Hurt is
confined as a - of injuries
received -• in -a : car Wreck while
en routeeteeniesen-Det._ rein._ slated
he is progresing nicely -ifpung
Mr_ Hu-'t is a son of Mr. and' Mrs.
E. D.' Hurt of this place who are
well known in the county.
Mr- end Mrs. Gthath Owen and
r ,
Mrs. Bob Bray and little niece.
Nell Ruth Outland. --spent Thanks-
giving in Nashsette.---Tenn.. guests
of Mrs.. Bray's sister, Mrs. Jaee
Ait'hite
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and
sons. Tom. Bob and 0. B. Jr.. arid
Miss Eva L. Perry were in Parts
Sunday to visit Ann Hull. who
is a patient in the MeSwain hos-
pital.
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and daughters.
Peggy. Patricia, and Mary of Nash-
ville. spent several days lase week
in Hezel vitiating in the home of-
her father. H. I. Neely. and tam-
Aye. Mr. Peeler came Saturday
and aecornpairiect them - her-tie Sun-
day morning.
Mrs. John McLeod and daugh-
ter, Miss Alanelle McLeod. of
Mirrray. were guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A H. McLeod and
day.
The Rev. R. F. Gregory of Mur-
ray filled his regular monthly
appointment at the Baptist church
-Sunday morning at 11 oclock and
Sunday evening at 6:30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Harzad Copenhaver--
spent the holidays visiting the4'
parents ,
Mr and' Mrs. Charles Smith of
Paris. were guests of Mr. and
Mrs, A.. Wilson Thanksgiving'.
. .Miss Mildred Singleton spent a
few days last week in Hazel visit-
ing her mother. Mrs. Mary Single-
ton.
L. E. Pinkies: who is working in
Paducah. spent Thanksgiving in
eallialoenhe with home -161U.
o
is in Hazel to visit his
Moo Sanie Lamb and sister, Mrs.
Estelle France .and family.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White were
in Murray Friday afternoon on
business.
Miss Mildred Miller. whs IS
taechIng'it) Matthews. , -spent
the holidan4 liere with her parents
Dr. -and Mrs. Ea W. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs.., Aubrey termer
and daughter of Murray were in
Hazel Thanksgiving to visit Mrs.
family- had for -their Thanksgiving Farmer'
s' parents. Mr. and Mrs.
dinnei guests, Mr. -iin&Mrs. W. A_ Emus 
Brandon.
Owen of Tobacco.-.10N, and Mrs. Mt. a
nd Mrs. T. Se Herron had
Stet-ace 'Futrell -,41c1 -daughter. y as 
their __dinner guests Monday.
Brimda Sue. Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred ' Mrill and 
Mrs. Walter Wilkinson. of
-Barber- and--family- said-Mrs.e 0, W4Muria.t.• _
Clarlesesil of .Murra'. 
I *Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown. ef
- • • -Mrs. Alice' Orr visited frienns: 
near _Mayfield. were. here Thanks-
' near Providence cver the we- i 
giving to visit Mr. and Mrs. A.
end. - Nel
sen and family. and Mr. and
• Mr ard Mrs. Harlan Lawrence I M
rs. A..H McLeod and family.
Qoa. - and Mrs.. -RiettarcL  Terrelleand 
eciaulh-
were euests of Mr and- Mrs' Jake ten. o
f Paducah., were in- H?7.I
• r.-.- -
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones in
west Hazel. . -
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bailey and
family had as their guests Thanks-
let ing. Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Wilson
and little niece of Bucher az.
Tenn.
Miss Lula Paschall of Puryear.
Team__ war in ever the week-end
yoat the Kelly family.. .
Mess Corinne Thurman. Murray.
was the guest of Miss Ann Herron
Saturday
Dr and Mrs. A H. Ellis and
daughter of Providence. Ky.. spent
a few days last week in Hazel as
the guests of Mrs. Ellis' mother.
Mrs. Minnie White and Miss Verna
White.
0. B. Turnbow. Torn Turnbow.
O. B. Turnbow. Jr. James Mar-
shall Overcast, and Ted Brandon
-motored over- to .Padtreah - Fritlav-
.tn business.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
daughter. Ann. were in Trezevant.
Tenn.. Thursday night to visit the
Herron families,
ter Wilson was in -Marra%
Wednesday of last week on busi-
ness.
Miss Ann Herron. who is teach-
ing at Lynn Grove, spent a few
days with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. T. S. Herron.
Gennith Owen and James Lamb
of Bowling Green, were week-end
guests .of., their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Gennith Owen and Quitman
Lamb. -
Mrs. Chesley Farris. west of
Hazel.. who was carried to the
Keys-Houston Clinic for an opera-
tion last week, is reported doing
nicely
Mr and Mrs. E. D. -Miller. Mr.
and Mrs.. R. R. Hicks land family
attended the "funeral-4-0f Barber
Providence Ky  Tager_
day. Mr. Givins is er uncle of
Mr. Hicks.
Bob Miller was. in Murray-eron-'
day on busineas.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charlie Clayton
and daughters. Charlene and VI-
lene spent the week-end With rela:1
tives and friends near Providence'
Mr and Mrs. Rudolph Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs Leo 'Lesiva and son.
Jerald of Chicagz. Ile. spent
a few days here visiting eelatives
and friends. .
Guests in the home of Mr. arid
Mrs N. C. Hill during -the._ holi-
days were Mr. and Mrs. Hobert
Hill. St.' Louis. Miss LaVern Hal
and Joe Morhead. Nashville. lets.
K. Osbron of Paris, and little
-Miss Joyce Mae Hill of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs Charlie Provine of
Paris were 'in Hazel Tuesday and
Wednesday visiting Mr. and Mr,-




-er Spring Mattress Will Be
sr_of _Our Custgmers for a 
-MAS PRESENT!





A Kirksey High News
1 The members of the Home Era-
eomics Club are making plans for
! the initiation of those girls who.
i are eligible, to join the club. toe
!netts!' to have heaps .ef fun inito
I ating ahem. The girls to be sub--
. iected to our various initiation
I stunts are: L.aVeene Edwards. No-
' ra Mae Coleman.' Neva Sanders.
, Irene Morgan, and Ida. Brooks
l Alexander. ' .
; We are very sorry- that our be•-
ketball game with Lynn G.,. . 'u" Canr,ons. Tuesday. She
rman
had to be pc*tpOned, but we .re ; Linn killell s:me hogs. I did no
t
i looking forward -to meeene tfere I isa7n who 'helped him except 
Mill-
Wednesday night. December -.3. er Marshall qI Hazel.1
1We are scheduled to meet the Fae- The folloes ng is- an article th
e
Ion boys here Friday night and writer clip from a papilla some
I here's hoping we -put up a geed tene agO. It impressed ihe ver
y
! and- winning fight.
! Our pie supper- went over with
t a -,:bang7-FridaY-IllehL_Lesiureereat
delight. ' Pat McCuistin w-s oar
: electioneer. Sue Marine received
a cake for .getting the largest
I number .of votes as the prettiest
; girl. and Watford Dunn afso re-
ceived a cake as the result of a
i drawing held for that purpose.The seniors are practicing faith-
fulls and diligently oil their play
, to be given Thursday night. De-
cember 2e.
i Several different groups of the
-,..,1"-lent... had their beauty snapped
: ye...!,,i-day and happily without any
1 eel lees damage to the camera.
Scatter-Brains' News
This lasy correspendent did not
write last week. Just to be honest
I forgot it Isn't that absent mind-
ed? But I was very busy and it
was. Su cold I will try and do
better in the near future.
..Chatterbot. I - sure eneey your
letters and all the rest. I am out
'to find out who Ky. Bell is. I
may know her. Poop-Deck-Pap
py
you may be small but I enjoy your
news Come along every one, let's
make this a grand paper for the
new editor.
Mrs. Rube Alton and son. James,
visited her niece in Paris over the
week end.
Ralph Roane of Albuquerque, N.
X. 'Visited his grandfather. A. E.
Roane Sr . and is enroute to Mint-
inigdon, W. Va.. to visit his father
and other relatives. W. A. Cun-
ningham was a Thanksgiving Day
visitor in the -Roane home,
-Visite:, of firs. lsis O. Su Joan.
and her mother. Mrs. Orlena Steely
Saturday were Mrs. Harry Starke
and baby. Bobby, Mrs. Myrtle Wei-
her. and Mrs. Ben W. Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Adams visit-
ed his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Adam,, and family Thanksgiv-
ing Day.
Misses Loreaa Wilcox, Connie
Mae Miller visited their parents
near here and Miss Blanche Book-.
er visited her parents in Hardin.
They . teach in the Louisville
schools. This is their second visit
since September when they went
to that city.
Mrs.. Maxine White and baby.
Betty Sue, visited her parents in
Poryear. _during 'thanksgiving holt-
McLean is vial 
Faxon Facets
this beginning work day of the
a' 'k after a brief vacation. is
ii,-pieious. The tiny cresent of
neon and the stars sparkle against
3 i':ear blue sky. The sun -rises
-clear -On a crisp day-
More hogs' are being slaughtered,
and the remainder or the corn is
being gathered.
Faxon community is to have all
unusual amount of moving and it
is already under 'headway. Lowed
Walker has moved to Mrs. Maid
Wells' smaller house. His brother,
Uoyd Walker. 'bee moved to ehe
Carl Lovett farm, and John iiol-
land to the Lloyd Houston tensile
farm. 'Mr..Cas Colson has moved
to Mrs. Ada McDainel's farm. and
Frank Lee is moving to the Oster
Barnett place.
Crawford McClure, a Faxen
school bus driver, .,,has finished re-
building his ho -se and plans 11
move to his farm this week. After
some remodeling. Raymond Phelps
will move to the T. A. Phelps
home place. which Raernond has
bought. We are very glad not to
lose any of the above fine fam-
ilies from our community, but we
are also glad to welcome two ex-
cellent families from farther away.
Arthur Hargis of Pottertown has
bought the Raymond Phelps farm
and will move before the new
year comes. And Mr. Raymond
Hargrove is remodeling his 're-
cently purchased hotiste on the
highway, in anticipation of 'mov-
ing soon. St' V, 1' h • '' ,•tianges
her daughter. Mrs. Myrtle Walker,
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White. Mroo
Ada Marshall 'and son. Melton,
were, guest; Thanksgiving Day of
'Mr. and -Mrs. Lon White and
family.- • ,
Mrs. Dottie Linn.. Edgar area
Imogene Linn visited Mrs. Linn's
parents in Bib Sandy. Tenn., dur-
ing the holidays. .
Telber. Harmon and HAlis Ad-
ams building a garage in Mur-
ray for Cleyburn Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lamb and
MrO. Mary West visited Mr. and
Mrs. J, E. Bruce flees and son,
near  Stone sch Thanksgiving
DEW.
Mr and Mrs at Thompson 'and
!Ivory:0.n Narcy, visited Mrs. And 13
//AV /AY
are planned, which I shall report
from time to time.
Thanksgiving has come to have
in our commuluty more Of lt3
New Enlgand connotations. I am
sure that I do not know about
some of the "amity groups who
celebrated the day. But Mr. and-
W, B. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hopkins, Jane and Ben, Mr.
and .Mrs. Arvie Williams and Miss
Robbie, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Barnett, Mildred and Rudy, all
motored to Paducah to dine with
Mr. and Mrs. Cul Holland.
Mr and pars. Golden Ragsdale
had for Thursday Dewey Rags-
dale, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Rags-
dale and sons, Mrs. Florence Hard-
ison and Courtland Ragsdale, Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Stoscinger, and
Mrs. Sudie Ragsdale.
Mr. and Mrs. Cas Colson had
her elder daughter, Mrs. Whit Bile
ington, Brother Billington, . and
heir sons, Professors Guy and
Ov4en Hilithgron, and their hooittes.
Mr.: and Mrs. V. B. Folwell had
Mr. and Mrs. Jbhn Carraway and
Professor and WA. W. 0. Folwell.
Mrs. V. B. Folwell returned Sun-
day with her son. W. 0.. to Due-
lap. Tenn., for a visit. They plan-
ned to worship Sunday in Nash-
ville and to drive by easy stages,
visiting several places of interest.
and reaching Chattanooga in time
for Mr. Folwell to occupy the
pulpit for his evening appointmerit.
The crowd was small Sunday
at Friendship, but Brother Pogue
delivered his usual good sermon.
This was the first time we
 ,have




mous in their joy at the 
atinteuice-
merit of his continuing 
with as
another year. We were 
happy at
having Mrs. Pogue and Leste
r with
The community was 
'surprised
and happy that Omer W
ade w3a
well 'enough to be returned 
to his
home last 'week from a lon
g stay
at the Clinic Hospital. 
We could
only wish him a more 
definite
and rapid recovery. Our 
hearts
go out to him in his 
affliction.
Mr. and Mn. Pottle and 
Leeter
took lunch with Mr. 
and Mrs.
Gardner Ragsdale Sunday.
• Mr. and Mrs. Clyde 
Phelps and
John Thomas tat* Sunday 
lunch
with Mr. and Mrs. 0. NV. 
Folwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Drennun 
have
a new radio installed.
Mrs. Martha Drennon 
returned
last week from an exte
nded stay
iii okinhoma and Texas.
-Alf.
M. D. Bennett. Knox 
counte,
bought a purebred yearling b
ull to





scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it! 
Harris GroN e
As I have not wriften any
from* the- little teem fee,sonii eeee
I will jot down a „few iterie -
The farmers of this 'neo ir-tai
hood enjoyed the -tobacco sieson
of the past week. Quite a fe 1/4 of
the people around here hay.' killed.
hogs. Amang.one of the- largest
hogs killed iere was a 421:1oLcider
owned by Orbie Todd,
We were very sorry te earn
of Mr. Bethel Paschall being bit-
ten by a mad dog last Friday ore
hope the treatment will be oc-
cessful. Mr. and Mrs. A. y Mc-
Neely were Thanksgiving dilkier
guests in the Paschall home.
Arlie Lovier of Detroit.
is visiting his parents,. Mr. and
Mrs. M. M. Lovier. • '
A large crowd attended- teo ens--
time finder's contest at Lean
Grove Thanksgiving night.
Exie and Lottie Orr stoat
Thanksgivinge day with 11 it: and
Dewey Hall, of Fort !Cleo. Kea
visited home folks the pest week: -
end.
We welc3me Mr. and Mrs. How.
ard White into our little town of
Harris Grove.
George Pittman of Akron, 0., Is
at home on a short vacation.
We are sorry to hear that Mar-
tha Bell Harris was unable. te it-
tend the show at Lynn Grove Sat-
urday night.
I will close wondering if Hip






1 Gaylon Morris made a business
I
trip to Cottage-. Grove Friday.
i Miss Nell- Faust had as her.
' guests Thursday Mrs., Pittman ascl
1 daughter_ Rassie Mae of Purvear.Terry Marais 411 on the serk list..
this writing. -
''w Faye Faust is spending the








egts . of r
Jones' Mill News
•
la ust and daughters.
Netoded church ser-
'vele. Sunday. .











's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy , Thlinksgiving Day. ,ilaindon
Mr-- Mrs._ Wendell Allbritten 
P
came to visit with the Hendon,. 4°.w theand bab , Joanna of Detroit -Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Elgan Underwood
and children of Murray. visitod
the forrner's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
John Underwood and family of
near Mason's Chapel.
Mr and Mrs_ Herbert Alexander
visited the latter's father in Fur-
year Friday night.••
Several around here have killed
hogs Those slaughtering Monde),
'wee Hugh Shipley and Curd Can-
n' " Mrs. Miller Marshall of
Hazel. helped the Shipleys end








much, maybe because I like dogs
a good deal. s4cadhere are several
persons who read it:
ft only a ',dog slid there was
no name to it:,
"It Was only a dog. Perhaps
the man was in a hurry and didn't
'have time to slow down. Per--
haps his brakes weren't good enough
to stop and he would have hit the
curb.
"At any rate. he hit the dog and
drove on.
"The little dog cried out in
pain and lay there panting as ..41•A
blood oozed through the shaggy
brown- hair.
"Only a dog. Not Valuable to
the world in dollars ,ohd cents. If
it were possible 'air trace his an-
restrryou- would probably find -Ste
was-just • a 'dog.' But somebody
loved him. as only a little boy can
Wye his do o • -
-The minutei-pateed into hours
and ..the little dog wondered Why
someone didn't come 'eo rub his
head and easF his pain. Tonight
a little boy Will go lobed with a
heavy heart and cry himself to
Sleep because his dog has not came
1 3ine-7Isn't this a-great world Wherein
men put their time'and their auto-
mobiles before the little boys and
that faithful friend of man, that is
rinly a dug.
Perhaps I have used. all the
space available for my benefit.. 'I




I By Us Frances Stevens
After a. short vacation over
Thanksgiving, we are ready to
study hard and leek forward to
the eftrtitmas holidays Hope all
that are ill from over-eating turkoy.
and cranberries will soon recover.
-We regret very _much .that Rao_
Mae Chrisieriberry '11 confined to
I her hint with chicken pox.Mr Hurt is sponsortng-the play,-Wild 'Ginger-. that la to be giVen
1Saturday night December 4. Every
Ione is invited to come and eniog
* the evenins., . AdelissWri-isimy Id
and 20 cehts.
The third grade class IS marng
the study of' birds and rh the'study
they made 'small bird houses. Stu-
dents making the best, houses are
as follows; first, _Harolii'Lpyd Dar-
nell; second. James lianelinc;
third. Bettie - Jo Coctwini. •
The Niurth grade class .is Mee-
ing a study in health -of the
pm ger food watt-exercises, in Which
they are making posters.
It rays to Reiff Iffe.rfitstiffede
- awe c
READ! BUY!
e Convinced That You Get—the Best
Most—For the Least • . • . •
The most discriminating will find a FUEL Satisfactory to their n
eeds in our large, and
varied stock in the following coals.
ITS NEW! IT'S HERE!!
NTRY COAL 
Washed and oil treated, 6x3 Egg. A fine
new West Ky. product for stoves, furnaces,
and grates. Holds its shape in burning.
Does not run together. Per ton delivered
TRADE WATER
Egg and Lump. A truly good pro-
ven coal, at per ton,
Delivered
X RUN We
st Kentucky Nut Coal, 3x2 for
cooking and het water heaters, per










The Flashiest Coal known for quick
hot fire, for cooking, 6x3 size, per
to delivered 
-
Medium or large blocks, a fine coal
for furnace, grate or stove, per ton
delivered
Dawson Daylight special oil treated Stok-
er Coal. Needs no introduction. It has-pro-
ven its value in most of the furnaces in
Murray. Per ton delivered . _
$7.50
SENTRY_ 'STOKER Per Ton Delivered
OIL TREATED AND GOOD 
$4.25
BURNER 
$4.001DACO STEAM COAL At Per 'Ton MDZterier
Jellico & W. Ky. Screenigs
The above Coals are RIGHT—the Prices are
Nry.r. REACREENED
. . .
RIGHT—We aro RIGHT—and You will be Right in buying therm"!
MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
& ICE CO.Phone 64for ServICE Phone 64for ServICE











































































































The Youth Problems Of Today As Seen By
Mc, An American Girl
The three main points which I
shall attempt to bring to you will
be first, the matter which consti-
tutes the American Youth's prob-
lems, second, some of the causes
which have brought them about
anelelhird, what education might
_contribute toward their solution.
Only last week .my mother
brought to our home ?se a few
hours an orphan Mee whom she
Was returning to the State Or-
phans' Home at London. Ky. This
girl had run away from two fos-
ter homes in which he had been
1111,
aced. After questioning her at
ngth in an attempt to discover
why she would not remain coontent-
ed in apparently good foster homes
it was found that what was
troublTng- the
that no one would send her to higb
school: She had begged at Lyndon
but there they offer only an eighth
grade education and neither foster




She like all of us realizes that she
Would never be able to earn a de-
cent living without at least a high
school degree. So securing a hign
schoel education is one of youth's
great problems today.
In my opinion getting an educa-
tion is youth's major problem.
It is of course a much greater
problem for some children than
fur others. Some must battle ill
health. Many do not have finan-
cial security. Others must even
help support their families, while
favored few have only to learn
their daily lessons. This teat named
group should regard themselves as
very fortunate indeed and make
good use of the opportunities ci-
'fr,rd them -
the _opportunities that await us in
the next period Jr our life. Are we
being taught the way that we can
best use these opportunities? Shall
we be able to earn a living? '
All these questems come to each
of our sminds as we embark. ulata
the Sea of Mk. We do not know
the apewers to these questions yet
and Mall not until we have lived
our life. But we do know this,
if we find as we travel down the
years that wrong methods were
empieyea Ill training us, we shall
earnestly strive to Improve teem,
for future generatioes.
Next to the nomc, onoot an ed-
ucation are our parents and soon
will be our greatest allies in help-
t
ingeto-prepaisa-tho-young 
to take their places in the world.
Are the schools of taidav pre-
paring us to meet with heads held
high the Many problems of individ-
ual and group living in this topsy-
Some -of the causes' of ill health
might be inttiroper nourishment,
a. tendency to some diseases in-
herited from paiientes 'accidents rn
childhood and so on.' Lack of fi-
nancial securitY might he, due to
the illness or death. of parents, un-
employment of parents or by .hav-
ing parentsenet sufficiently interest-
ed in you to care whether they
support you' or not.
I think every girl should have a
course in Home Mammies. This
• will enable her to be a good wife.
housekeeper and' mother as this
.teaches girls the arts of cooking,
sewing. buying and budgenhg.
These things • every girl should
- know if she would be efficient
when she enters into the career
chosen by tithe majority of girls
- today.
Another problem of the girl of
today is trait-Mg- herself-in some
line of work, so that she will he
able to support herself and family
if this ever becomes necessary. Na
- girl is ever educated until she is
able to do this.
After we, the youth have- secured
O'er ourselves at least a high school
. degree and preferably a college
one we must remind - ourselves of. _
Tickets Still Given on '




$60 RCA Victor Radio.
$22.50 RCA Victor
Radio.
4 Sets 14-pc. Tableware
All to hr asiarded Fourth
Monde, Dec. 27
It seems to me that girls should
be trained along socaal lines
always in addition to fitting them
for whatever career outside the
home they decide to chsose.
Girls should also be taught to
develop an interest in politics and
the management of governmental
affairs. Scarcely an election passes
that women are not accused of
voting for some man because he
is good looking -or because he en-
tertains or flatters them. Many say
if There 'as a women president
and Robert Taylor was in Wash-
ington she would declare a holi-
day. This is of course exaggerat-
ed 150 per cent
Any woman' could not be elect-
ed to any prominent position if
she were so silly as this. And all
of you know-that.
Teaching is generally considered
the ideal pfofession for girls which
brtrige hi- my mind a .story ate'sot
a number of spirits who demand- •
ed admission at the Celestial Gates.
The keeper inquired who the first
applicant might be.
"It is me", ,a voice replied. Aed
St. Peter bade him 'enter. Another
knock. Another question: "Who's
there?" Another answer, "It's nie".
Finally there came a sharp rap.
-Who's there?" Another answer:
"It- i I". Another one of those
school-teachers grumbled St. Peter.
alow may I call your attention to
some ftgures showing how the
youth ef today is divided which
was compiled by the Committee .on
Youth Problems of the United
States Office of Education.
Of the 20,100,000 young people
16 to 24 years of age inclusive in
the United States: '4,000,000 are in
full-time schools and colleges: 500,-
000 without employment are taking
part-time - school work; 2,800.000
are young married women not em-
ployed and not in school; 7.800.090
are employed - at full-time or part
time non-relief jobs; .300,000 are
out of school, unei y but not
reeking .employment; 4.700.000 are
sut of school, unemployed and
seeking employment. Let each
' of us class ourselves and all pray
that we will- 'chafe the best one
and that we will slick to our
choice.
. May I quote these two para-
graphs for you the first from Good-
Win B. Wati:hh:
Conservation of Youth
"Tionth is needed. Work is
waitincto be done. Not some day
but now. The resources ere here.
The needs are here. Youth must
Brd the relationship between them.
Youth must share in the process of
planning as well as doing te-
4f
Our selection of gifts is complete, con
 ect and
pleasing. Gifts for all at moderate prices. 
Fine
toiletri.s and perfumes from leading maker
s for
My Lady—and numberless gift ideas fo
r men. A
of necessary sundries make very prac-










A remembfance we can
--aft aft. ..Thev
*--15110S'APIYikeefateA
owe this little remem-
brance to your friends. A
omplete selection' at. all
prices that radiate the
true spirit of the season.
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about in educational perambulat 
e Problems Which Thit American Youththings. We are a pushing them T4.1
and feeding them like bottle Face Today: Boy's Standpoint
babies on a federal dole. We have
shown a willingness to ,let them
do anything except what they most
want.-to do things for them-
selves. In relation to these press-
ing, crying needs of our society,
youth wants to win its own spurs.
youth is through its period of
swadling clothet. We have the
most overprotected generatiim of
adolescents in the history of man-
kind.
"One more thing youth must
have if its resources are to be made
use .1 on the highest level. Youth
needs something to live for. Youth
needs hope that can nurture life
-not the 'easy hope of the specu-
lator who hopes that somehow
things will turn out well, or the
blind hope of the business men
who trusts that perhaps the next
a1eet1011-Wftt see- sproeperityearound
the corner-but a realistic hore
that can search out a 'new way
from all the blind impulses' of our
Anteriegn life; a great enough pur-
pose to override the whims of the
passion, to withstand malicious and
ignorant misinterpretations, to
justify daring and the laying
down of a life. This is conserva-
tion of youth."
The second quotation is from
Charles W. Eliot:
"The plain people love children
more than all things else. Only
God and country are dearer to
the'common heart than the infant
race growing up to take our
places when, like old trees, we shall
fall at last. Children are visible
immortality. The beauty of youth
Is the loveliest thing in human





The problems whiteh the Ameri-
can youth of today 4-iiee are many
and varied, just as the problems
of past years have been difficult.
There are not more problems to-
day. only 'different kinds of prob-
lems that we as American youths
have to face. Sernetimes we think
that the oft-remembered frontier
has passed. The geographical
frontier has passed with the ad-
vance of exploration, but there re-
main many, frontiers here in the
new country, which are to be con-
quered. Shaped by the necesei-
ties of ,the age, a whole series of
new frontier professions are de-
veloping. Today, ten million
people are employed directly or in-
directly in industries which scarce-
ly_ marstecLai..iheo tiA.Qf t en-
tury; moving pictures, automobiles,
radio, air conditioning, and aero-
nautics are examples of these new
fields. There are so-many more
professions today, just as there
inerease in 
professions over those of the day
before, that generations when our
fathers pushed across the conti-
nent to establish for the rights of
man a commonwealth where he
could really practice life as human-
ity has dreamed it without govern-
mental interference, that youth has
no need to tear that there will be
no jobs for him if he learns to
prepare himself to fit the demands
of the age.
Four members of the Murray
faculty contributed articles to state
and national publications during
recent months, it was learned -in
a survey last week.
Dr. G. C. Poret. of the educa-
tion department (on leave of nb-
sence on account of illness), has
written an article which appeared
in.. the October issue of the Ken-
tucky School Je urnal entitled:
"The Establishment of the First
Permanent Chair of Education in
a University." Dr. Poret givs
the history of teachers' training.
Says Dr. Poret, "The professional
training of teachers has been of
slow growth." .
Dr. Drennon has had a bare re-
view printed ,in a recent edition
of Modern Language Notes. A
magazine 'article written by him
is expected to be published at an
early' date in a well-known per-
iodical.
Prot Price Doyle. head of the
music department, has had two
articles published in the past few
months. One "Whet or Hews',
appeared in the November issue
of the Educational ,Music Maga-
zine. Mr. • Doyle speaks on the
lack of proper balance between
performing ability and- pedagogical
technique of the average music
teacher. In another of his articles
"Is the Easy Way the Best Way".
published in the February edition
of The Music Educational Journal,
he mentions the fact that the line
of least resistance in musical train-
ing is usually the line of least suc-
cess. •
Prof. Carman hi Graham, prin-
cipal of ihe Murray Training
&hoot, In an article of the-No-
vember issue of the Kentucky
School Jcurnal, asks, "Do Local
Teachers Fail?" According to Mr.,
Graham. the fact that he associated
from childhood' withthe parents of
his Pupils enables him to "Urseler-
stand the child" while otherivise,
he "might not:
F.—livestock• 
EAST ST. LOUIS. III.. Dec. 1
-Hogs 8,500; 1.800 direct; mor-
ket 15-25c lower; top 8.34s- bulk
100-250 lbs. 8.15-8.30; 260-300 lb5.
8.00-8.15; packer top 8.15; sows 7.25
and 7.40.
Cattle 3.500; calves 1.500: market
not established on -steers but re
ceipts -med4retei bulls active and
strong; other classes steady; mixed
yearlings and heifers 6.00-8.00:
cows 4.50-5.75: cutters and low rut-
ters 3.25-4.25; top sausage bulls
6.50; top vealers 11,50; nominal




at Murray Co ege
A colleke farm is e 10-retest
need of the Murra tate agricul-
ture department the opinion_of
Prof. E. B. Ho re new instructor
.in the agri lure depaetment.
Mr. Ho on. who came to Mur-
ray fr. New Castle, Ky., where
he s ag teacher and principal,
the farm would give the ag-
culture boys practice and it
would also turntsh' food tor the
dormitory. thereby cutting the cost
of feeding_ the students.
It Pays to Head the-Clamatioda..
_ 
Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
t'hiropractor
rIll09 West Main Murray
urray: Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M.
et Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
6. Is this .fie i I cos *hien I may
cowinue to eh competent in even
after middle moil
- These are old) the majer ques-
tions concerned wit the choice
of an occupation; b after hign
school through our c tarts meal
the professions we ehs. d be able
to answer most of. t Meta
the more common prote its, seeni
atound Us.
Going hand in hana wit he v
cation question comes a imtrir
problem about what kinds • avo-
cations am I going to use
lieve the monotony of my p
sion. One we have found the s.
wer to the vocation question, is
hobby problem will tend ta w k
itself out -but we must be -cal
avecatIOns, so 
mane are too strenuous for- us
case our health acid vitality fail
and we must choose at least one
that we can enjoy even after
jumping around and' quick ma-
joints
These questions of what to do
about a vocation and an avocation
pass soon after our school days
are over, but the question on what
to do about crime is eternally with
us.
Extract from Readers Digest--
Federal statisties indicate that
we have only one chance out of
four of going .through sixty years
of life without being the victim
of a serious crime ranging from
robbery down the line to murder.
The lawbreaker on the' other
hand has plenty of 'statistics to
show that his chances of punish-
ment are so small that anyone is
an idiot for working. He hes-only
one chance out of five of even
beam arrested: and only one crim-
inal sut of every three who finally
faces trial • will -be obrivictecle If
convictest, he will probably serve
a much shorter time than his -ton-
tence calls for. _Even for homicide
the most basic crimes the average
lime spent behind bars in the U: S.
Ai only 43 months.. .
No wonder convicts call them-
selves "losers"-not law violators.
Rarely does is 'Osseo- pay for his
deeds, crime for crime.
In our schools we must develop
extreme antieriine attitudes if we'
are to make headway against this
enemy to progress. • Crime Marts
in school, experts tell -.us, and we
see evidence of that ourselves. f#
school crime' goes on unhampered,
humanity tintat suffer doe to t e
ex,treme hold clime has over ftts
cohverts. causing each exploit j to
be much more daring than the list,
and  in  that way petty crimin
descend -the ladder to the jilts est
outcasts in- a short time. If we,
Ischia students would halt crimes
swagger, then let us help our fel-
lows to refrain from any sort of
criminal practices, innocent as they
may seem.
Then there is the -.112.t .urgi_mrd.
question we have to face-today 4s
amteria men as future, adult chi-
zene Of the United States. This
probleM is war' or peace, which
ever way you choose to put it,
which faces. us more acutely than
any time in the world's history,
due to the mighty scientific ad-
vances in war methods, and the
increasing rate of diplomatic ten-
sion across the seas.
If We as citizens of the United
States build up in our schools
prejudice. against the awful in-
htittnan practices of war, we can
counteract the effects of the schools
of Europe, which continually drill
in the "advancing axgressiveness"
of warfare lending'. a patriotic
touch to the grimness of it. These
youth movements in .other coun-
tries are better developed than
in the U. S. -In a Communistic
party in .Thoesia, there is to be
found the young' Communist 16 to
20 years of age and the children
also have an organization calle
the Young Pioneers, In I
young people are organized
Bahilla and trained to car
at the age of 7. Later
come young Fascisti,







It is to these fearless Indiveta
uals who were vanguards of our
civilization that we owe one of
our most treasured institutions,
that of the public school, the place
where the man and woman of
tomorrow are developing their
characters; the place where youth
is in training camp preparing for
the exactim, battle of living. Of
all American and worldwide insti-
tutions the public, school is the one
that molds the world's 'destiny,
year by year, influcing the_ycanmea
ters who attend by presenting a
preview o,f life--for - their -benefit
and appraisal. It is our school
days that we prePareafer life as
well as begin living it. In short
the public school grasps the level
that econtrols.the world.
It is upon the autocratic school
system and worldwide educatten
that European dictators have heart
their power. In contrast with
youths' ideas. they have nothing ,to
fear in the way of unexpected re-
belliorrs.) They know that the,
quickest and surest Way to spread
an idea among a people is by
spreading it among its youth,-
Youth's eiretaeens the-evert& over,
are in manner the same. Wherever
man lives, he must have an all-
powerful Force to direct his path,
day in and day out, a haven of
c(,trifort when the day's work is
done:. a Being who through life
reigns alone above every other
force. Our churches train us - in
coming in contact with God, but
since *e are in school most of
five out of every seven days a
week, it is in school that we hunt
be led in keeping ourselves in con-
tact with Him. .
'Every youth today must face the
question of "How Shall I Liver
and this is the all important ma-
terial problem confronting the
world's young people. even as it
has been from' the beginning of
organized society. While in school,
we come in contact with virtually
every field of occupation. It is m
school that we develop ideas about
the various ways of making a tiv-
t118.
The ways in i:Vhich the teacheis
present 'the different subjects' to
us in our school years, determine
largely the attitude we take toward
the different fields of work. It is
the fond hope of educators today
that in a Short while, youth win.
by the spring of • his graduation
days knew what his life wock is
going to be. If we look just that
far ahead many years, of hard-
ships and poverty could be fore-
stalled, by early training for the
day when vee must support' our-
selves.
Here arc a few of the ,questions
I we as youths should ba able_toanswer after, high schooliteeheern-
ing -our choice of a life ork:
1. What ,really- are my talentsa
2. Which of thee,. do I want to
follow through' life, the most?
3. Does this -field suit my abil-
ity?
4. Is it overly crowded?
5. Is its income regular or
certain?
adults of tomorrow, -fight against
it with every moral weapon avail-
able, Aside from the loss of Ine.
tur, own U. S. Government lost 22
billion dollars. This is in con-
traet to the 337 billion spent di-
rectly and indirectly on the last
world war. It is war that de-
stroys,. the progress built up in
intervening years. What destroyed
Rome's civilization before Christ?
-ware even as it can destroy the
present our-
e. the ..prgblarris facing you 
to-
war is the most outstanding.
Of the problems facing the youth
of bygone days, war has been the
most outstanding. The youth of
past years eventually lost. Are we
going to? To lose means to invite
civilization's destruction, to inv:te
the downfall of every principle that
our forefathers cattle to America to
set up, to invite the invasion of
every principle our forefathers
came to tne---titew Wald" to es-
cape.
These problems that race the
outh of today are not shadowy.
ey are real live problems that as
a part °fettle public school system
ote- eenr-soi if only ere 1 o. Ati
long as civilization remains on
the earth there will be problems.
As long as there is a will to win
over difficulties, the result will not
i be far from victorious. As longas the public school endures, civil-ization will advance despite diffi-
cultiet because there will be new
leaders to Jake the place of those
-Who have deparied...
Jr., and Preston Jones-newly ap-
pointed Postoffice clerk( in Mur-
ray-entertained oilier mapers
of the Pustoftice personnet with a
chicken dinner Wednesday .night
at the _Bluebird Cafe.
Present were Hillard Rogers,
Thomas It. -Jones. Jr., Preston
Jones, Rudy Smith, Gus Lamb,
Maynard Ragsdale, Everett Clark,
Will Whitnell, Laymon. Neale, C.
W. WaldrOp, H. 1'. Waldrop, Stan-
ley Futrell, Max Hurt, and Gentige.
R. D. DierCulston Entertained
in Detroit
Mr. R. D. McCuiston of the
Brandon's Mill corommsity, has
just returned from --a two weeks'
visit to his children in Detroit and
surrounding caries.-
Thanksgiving, coming during his
visit, members of the family nod
a celebration combining - -holiday
<Feiner and- faiiiily -
_Everyone enjoyed a good dinner
of deer meat, turkey, pumpkin pie
and all delectable dishes.
All his childreniehtpa-n weandgrt.ta 
there,m
,
PTA Has Pro am On Safety
' The PTA m 'tin the birliagehalts
auditorium Wednesday afternoon
for a .program on safety, Because
of tne interest and importance of
the program the student body was
dismissed bora classes and also
1
attendee. s - - - ---- - --- ---
Mr Moser presideG over a short
business session during Which
I Mr a Max Hurt was elected- vice-etiiiiiiiiiin ao succeed Mrs. GarnettJones who had resigned. .
Mr( A. D. Butterworth had
charge tif the program. She intro-
duced Ole Ray Wilkins, acting fire
chief of Paducah. who spoke on
"Safety on - the Highway, In the
Scheel and In the Horne." Police-
man Glover of Paducah made a
talk iin Safety. Three members of
the Sheol Patrol Boys of Padu-
cah Scheels told of the part they
oTeacal 'in the promotion of safety
fr, ;.ehrlol chijciren.
ai moving picture on the theme
-Safety" was shown.
At the close of-the program re-
0 eehments were served by the
'Junior class mothers.
'
. Stewart Host To
Hsoidge Club
Mrs. Roy , Stewart enter-tamed
members. of her bridge club at her
home Wednesday afternoon. Only
members took part in the game.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey won the priee
for, high score.
The host served delightful re-
freshments.
Mrs. Churchill Entertains RPU
Mrs. Ralph Churchil












re about twenty mere-
re.-
tal Officials Have Party









red for war tiniversa
he situation arises, and
rican diplomats do every-
thing/to prevent warfare between
As long as the memory of the
350.000 casualties as the result s
the last war, lingers in our hearts,
we will as youths of today and
REDU,cFD PRICES ARE NOT
HERE TO STAY
•
Congress will nett reduce taxes of Corporations'
surplus capital.
The minimum wage bill fOr labor is sure.
The Processing Tux on Cotton Goods is Sure.
Present low prices will not last.
You'd better BUY NOW;
It makes no difference what ad you read,
our prices before you buy.
We have everything you wear.
Our store is, warm and comfortable. ,
Come in every time you are in town.












••••• • I • . •
numbering twenty,nine in all.
The dinner was held at the home
of Joe Smith at Hazel Park, and
in additions the Smith, the follow-
ing were preseht a son, John Mc-
Cuistun, and family of Highland
Park; sons-in-law and families:
Ray Lassiter and Gray Rober's,
Hig_hland 'Park; Elbert Phillips of
Hazel' Park; Barney Thompson ot
East Detroo, and Hubert Caldwell
of Dearborn, Mich,
PAGE FIVE
Bill Cain and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob McDermott and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Barnett and
son, Mr. and Mis. Sammie Farris,
Mr., and Mrs. Tom McWhorter,
Mrs. Frances Odle. Mrs. Mary
Greenlee and daughter, Mrs. Bessie-
Hawkins, Mrs. MfY Marten, lir.
and Mrs. Johnnie Careol, Mr. anti
Mrs. Calley Crass and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Lands Crass, Mr. and
Mrs. Sledd Farris, Mr. and Mr.,
Willie Johnson and children.
,,-Mr. and Mrs.- Sisellie Fatris. ales
Allbritten. A. B. Moffit, Cat), Crass,
Thomas Crass, Herbert Skinner,
Mies Bobbie Nell McKeel, Miss
Mildred McDermott.
Those sending gifts were Cootie
Wilasn. Mr.' and Mrs. Raymond
Creason.
Mrs. Jeff McKeel was an after-
noon guest.
Birthday Dinner For
Mrs. Wilson ,Is Held
Many friends and relatives sur-
prised Mrs. Cordie Wilsori with a
birthday dinner Thursday. Novem-
ber 25, at the home of -her par-
ents, Mr. arid Mrs. -Dick-Skinner.
- A - bountrful - dinner- was spread -
at' the •-noon hour. The honoree
received: many nice and useful
gifts.












We ve broken size r.uns on many Ail .o:or
be Fall Styles which we are reducing now
clearance, We may not have your size
in every style ;but we can fit you 'in a de-
sirable shoe in the color you want.
$6.95 Shoes reduced to $5
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New Ford V-8 Supports Many Stella Gossip
Improvnd Features in 1938 Models 
Jan C is suffering
f d!-play af the
Iriard -114 type 8 cylinder 
ceirsor 1938.are now on 
i
Stokes-Smith Motor Company in
Alu, !ay as they aie in Ford dealers
-heai ,ms throughout the United
State, They are  offered thirk year,
'A instinct -Linarb hffring-
appearance and price. Both are in
.trie luweat _prieed.fteld.
One is a newly-styled Tord line.
in coupe, Tudor and Fordor bedy
typos, powered either with the
or 65 horsepower V-8 engine. The
standard cars are designed to nee,
requirements .of . the .many molar.
car Owners whose means dictate
maximum economy in first coat.
'ea well as in maintenance and °Ile-
• - ositave
other -Moneveleadesigned -de-
li-me Tine for oWnars who desire
additional style and appointments.
Powered only with the 85 horse-
power V-8 engine, the line le-
'Oudes eight. bady types, the cOupe.
Tudor, an jasrdor sedans. as wail
as the club coupe. convertible cab-
riolet. club convertible cabriolet.
oonvertdale sedan, and the phae-
ton.
:The two lines of cars laave the
earne. improved 'V-8 ch-iSSIS, hut
their styling is distinctly different
The deluxe cars are larger in. ap-
pearance. The hood has been
lengthened. - Its . nearly verticsi
front is carried in a "V' well down
1st° the radiator grille, with the-
familiar V-8 e•mblern at the Op-
el' the "V". Horizontal lines of
the grille bars and the louvres and-
echoed in a bright rnstleos stc•el
Min& which is carried along the
beft to _Abe rear_
. The new standard line cars also
present- aalarger appearance. wah
is formed in a "V-. with the hori-
zorital grille bars extending un-
broken_ along, the •hoodside to
!Orin the louvres.
Interiars- of the 'two cars are
_...roonly an attractive._ styled
keeping With the exteraorr aattrfte
4' luxe sedan interiors are larger.
Night driving safety is increased
Ire addition of a, headlamp beam
mintrol .on the toe-board cir;bctri-'
Lines. The, control is operated by
the fuot_ A tell-tale light on -the
instrument panel indicates the pa-
sitIon of the beams, whether high
• •or ,depressed.
• • Both front and rear seats are
wide enough for- thtee persons
Seat cushions, and backs are fin-
ished in piping and pillow treat-
ment. In the de luxe cars thetin-
. lah  is set off with rows -'of orna-
mental buttons.' Ash 'trays are
recessed -in• rear-arm-rests- of the
de - luxe closed sedans ,
The- draver -seats of all cars ex-
cept- the • phaetou are adjustable
andathe-ameunt or -adjustment this
been increaeed.
One•of the untesipal•new features
is- the front seat of Tudor sedans.
The seat' eushion is full width.
Seat backs are 'divided. each beir.a
to' calla:.
idward 'as it,. is tipped. forwent:
kis provides_ a wide peseagewaa
ether side- 1for entrance ta • •
compartment.. • '
-;ies of •both - car lines are
There is ho .metal-tpan.
morning with tooth-
centact between body and ft iere ache :;ad "neuralgia" and is reti-
e result of   use ati- Iliad to his room eta  me
sulation. Safety glass is uaat eaaa posaed •through such tribute- He called y, Jp to Heaven,
throughout in wind shield. :An* He called ), a there to stay.
The luggage comptireinents in all Miss 11.36bie. Mr. and Mrs. DempS
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Bean and We tkhnaot w,•-,
mwitasgohtnHigieeso





wthtiewpa.._ 6-sse,sepoestenger spalice.ye.‘ anme_e4td locked 4,o4Chaed,z,ler dal ..ax_fitiis,zwilorwaeere otglirts_ soOn
;Uri( leep.stuTeuteitil(1...U7 ncleaYllarce. •_ .
pertinent door 'hinges are sonteal- and Mrs. Cloyd Haticum of 'near Sweet- 1.ay be Your test
ed, the cLors opening from the Concord. . We Icsi..d you dearly butk -
bottom. ' At last a - to- 
God ;ea you beat.
-Writion by a niece




as. Joel Smith 0 Loving lleinory
sis has been improved. Its features
melude-.---eenterpoistea construction:
-rubber,cushioned . engine, ea s v
steering,- eofter springs, improved
cable-controlled brakes, semi- cen-
trifugal . clutch, full torque




Here we are again at the . end
of .the. fifth month of school. We
are improving our school "roam
with posters and pictures. We
have had cur monthly tests but
haven't received our report cards.
We are expecting them this week
We were planning to have a
ball game Friday but didn't get
to have It: We are expecting them
to come over and play us next
Friday I hope we will win. --
Buel Bray. *hp had been la for
some' tune. died Thanksgiving day.
Everyone teill miss him.
Some of our school pupils are
misong school an account of strip-
ping tobacco. be glad
Alte-sreroassa 1 io waled 4
„pula away--
come. to school,
We- elected new commidees to-
day and are as follOws: news re-
porters. fourth grade-J. Wa.Selattt
sixth 'grade, Ledora Garriean•
eighth grade, ..fpr _erganizer and
also reporter. Maybelle._ Stalh_
Playground 'committee. Billy. Guer-
in, T. Garrison. Merle Sills, Imo-
gene Garland. L. D Workmar
_Firekeeper` committee. , Hubei-t and
Hobert Brandon. -Calvin Hall. Li-
brary-and school room comrnitee
Jerfnie Lee -Coleman. Viala John-
son. Argenteen.Sills. Seating coni-
mittee. Ruby Scott, Dortha Gar-.








said, the .drak •
We listened- in aver WPAD_ to -
the football game between -P ,u-
cah and Mayfield Thanksa Ilig
Day at 2 p. rp. That hero -4P-
lain Billy Black. Paducal was
the main reaien why T !amen
won over Mayfield. •
Ernest Roach will ach at
Goshen Sunday at 10:45 11- Am
glad that he and his far Y do not
have to move away. and
Z. Hurley is retained Reidland.
Fine! Moving ain't a ,oke!
No- snov-tne m thle-eigilaurlauud
this _winter. except i3roach boys
and. their mctta: Mrs. 011ie
Broach, who, will love to..Jolin
Bridges' plate ins, -idwater. which
property 'they ha' • bought.
' A big crowd ; tended the sale
of Mr. and Mrs, Will Kirkland s
on November 23.- About -6 or 8
undred- dollars wrth of vattlah.e
things were ! • - The- prominent
Clint Drinkai • the auctiOneet.
the  el to the beau-
tiful- city : •‘: - •
Wror , ass- pintols and
Weste,. . novels _for, did-
that we have
r:. : nighwaa, mohlliers.
Ci • drunkards • ' Headed
•::: aivila house Shin up?
N is hat 'I saw en Murray'g.
le, at n(ii* - Weeping, mournful
trYing to. preach withou;
aaci.cnce Pore ole soul!
About noon. -Jess Sexton saki.
"Eadc .come. with me!" So we
mocheel te the basement of the
Metlardiet thumb where the ladies
Stalls._ Rebecca Coleman. Cas,el 1 •,f S „ath Pleasant Grove church
sparrison. . . . • ha7j, prepared "chicken dinner' and
We sure _were glad .n have I,..fT,.,. like Ma used to ..rnakea
g--avel brought and put in front .-„,..,  11,ss _ gall! me an .t
our cistern and doors today. , We ,..,.._..,o caused a radiant smile of
are prouci that -cur county superai- :nar.kt La Iness for- such a good,




building where It has: been nead-i The State Teachers College, with
ed SO kn --Written by -- I brass band eXhibited the best pa-
Scott. fourth gr,ade: Lesiora Gam- rade around court square mind
.. i. J vt 
son, sixth grade: . 
I 
Maybelle Stalls4T.pm, jet ii,avri,(4r _zanize.,  . .. , Main, street since Itingling- Bross 
Cfreus .20 .940.. years alp. Smart
lx.'. boys and beautiful girls. The U.
S. flags and banners were grand
Not Everybody it, and eloquent That man in solid
Callowaj, county sub.-Ye''' BcYr- - -'----- - - - - -A group of rich- British and
scribes to the Ledge, Aerican syndicates and church
17' i
m 
Miseionaries have property ih
& 'Times but near& the "across the, seas"*. Now, a
• p few,-Senators, and eriforth'I ere aueverybody reads it• lvaraught up. .crying war..., I' wish
 you could have heard .. Or, John
 . Brinkley. and Mrs...HDpitley . ,of
Texas. "over the air, abOnt• such
propaganda. _STOr-). TLtok: Lister,:
- 1-Save-Jahn Keel and Mist Fin-
ma Keel in Murray.. Miss Emma.
has been 'teaching public schools
the past . several . years. She has
taught thousands to read and
write-fl--but not one to violate the
law of -the land. Miss Goldie Mc-
Keel oteacher), and Miss Emma
Keel, during their school „and col-
" le-ge _-days __were_ kn.-..as Mutt\ , iEsinnai and Jeff -and- I reckon
\ 470r that Miss Audit kalwell .was
--Hank and ete".-"Eagie"












7Mi Lonzo Beaman is slowly im-
pi .ving after treatment , at the
Cenic.
Doll Junes and IllUrvin Parks
havo bad quite a task painting
the Sinking Spring church since
the weather has been unfavorable
for painting.' .
t Bro. J. J. Gough filled hie reg-
ularappointment at Sinking Spring
Sunday. We are grieved to.--give
him up as our pastor. No pae-
.1.._has been-- ealied a`g. yet to. the pulpit__
Wo were to -learn 'that Mrs.
E(a.1 Mayer d Murray Route,..5. is
_an, oper- tient at-the -.Masc,n,
s'hspitai. e- is rapidly improv-
-Trig And 's hotting for her-a.
tieedy r
ludolph d. who is a Mu-
'at a business. college.
?m:i.#, or the holidays throu*
4' Mrs, Cletus Robertson
a Mo.. were home for
,g arid Visit.i4 relatives.
- -i- Mayer of Muter Bat
nreactt at Sinkine
lay night at 8 o'clock.
a is a Caliew•ay boy
always glad to htre
He has held pasto-
i Tennessee, the oast
is clerk and tress-
' .4ociation there,,heimi
this --year -to • erat
. In Losing Memory
In sad • Ice trig memory 9! t
dear um. flame l'aschall.
passed Imo, October 7. 1934.
Three years eo Unclia-Haree.
In loving memory of. Eike it
Lister, who passed away May :t.
MT. -
1
 Days have gone but sail we in o
him. Some may think the n '-
row has healed.- 'tattle. do . they
know the sadness _that; bee in_ s....t.
ar--ruk .
Canceled days of .sadness stal
over us. tears in silence often flt w
that shall always keep lum near
us, though he left us one year end
five months ago.
Sleep am dear brother and take
your rest we all loved you dearly
but God loved you best.-Written
by his sister, bine Foster.
ctssirjti
ADVIE1111111SINIti
1.),u,nne, Grant I FIRST CHRISTI;4N CHURCH
'1 he Awful Truth'
• At Capitol Sunday
Commencing Sunday, Columbia's
romantic-comedy. "The .- Awfut
Truth." starring Irene Dunne and
Cary Grant. with Ralph Bellamy;
Alexander D'Arcy, Cecil Cunning-
ham and Robert Allen in support.
witi- occupy. the -Capitol -Theatre-
icreen for a two-day „engegement.
Also in a prominent solg is Skirt-
py. the "Thin Man" wire-hair pup.
masquerading as Mr. Smith.
"The Awful Truth" leis of the
final tiff between "Mrs." Irene
Dunne, and "Mr," Cary Grant which
-leads to the div.orce courts. There,
in ,what is said to be the most
hilarioui courtroom - scene evar
filmed, they battle for the Clli-
tudy of Mr. Smith With Irene the
victor Cary, however,  WIna- the
court's permission to visit the dug
once a month.
Love, it seems, has no respect
for div.atce decrees, for the trio-
nient Cary - announces his intention
to re-marrN. miss Dunne sets
to win her man again by methods
hilarious though leerhaps not
cricket,
The film's highlight is the final
sequence set in a swank mansion
at which a dinner party, is being
tendered to announce Cary Grant's
engagement. Irene worms herself
into being invited by posing. as
his sister. Scandalous is the wcrd
for what happens after that.
Lea Mccarey, who won memor-
able fame for his "Ruggles of Red
Gap." directed -The Awful Truth"
from Vina Delmar's adaptaiion uf
Arthur Richrnan's famous stage
play.
-PIANO Tuning and Repairing,
special price; Dee examination. t
Phone-372-W. John Travis. tf•
e'OR RENT-Furnished apartment
Electrically equipped. Steam
Heat. Available' now, Newly
- decorated. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.tfr
,allE YOU' in_ the Market far a
, Radio? We Belt the ACA Victor.
Philcu and Sentinel. Farm
Models for homes withcut elec-
tricity. Johnson-Fain Appl. Co. tfc
FOR SALE-Will sell cheap, good
1934 model 1 1-2 ton Chevrolet
• truck. See/L. F. Thermond. 4fc
-FOR SA ---1 ---lammer Mill Gr:st
\Mill. in good condition, practical-
y new.,' Will sell _cheap. Ain
lilting , business. W C Crowe,
ii-ksey. Ky. Dfp
A RENT--Furnished Garage
airiait.oedt. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. If
i0I-tDER HELM'S HEALTHIER
' CHICKS NOW. SAVE.10'l HON-
1-:'•;TLY PRICED-HIGHEST LiN -









'FOR SALE-Registered 2-year * aid
bull. Also fresh and springing
tWo and three year old cows. 41..;
M. Miller. Phone 280-J. ' Itp
FOR RENT-a-ream h-use. near
'College on 15th .St.: also 3 and 2-
ro:m apts, or bedroom on South
5th St. Also 'Joe Williams tarn.
See Mrsi, Etta Williams. 307 South




Refined ' Middle aged lady wants
housekeepin# nursing, or place
as a cothpanion. _Write Box_









., e. -A Reader.
• 
FOR RENT-a furnished bedrodm
-on -1st floorwith -privateo en-
- ',ranee and 'bath. See. Miss Alpha
McGough. 311 North 5th St: lac
FOR RENT-3-toom ghrage agit.
cheAp: also 4 rooms in horde
Both furnished. Just in frcnt of
Wells' Hall at College: Mrs. J.
-D. Hamilton. Etc
FOR SALE--Florence 'Circulating
Heater, Only used 3 days. In
excellent canclition. See ,Mrs.
•Ethe1 Beaseden at • Regal Dress
-11thop alee-gbe.slove at 502 South
4th St. Itp
,Dancing has rought sorrow to
many. It is said you cannot take
Jesw; to -a dance. .If you can
please write •Publicity Supt. S.
Pleasant Grove Missionary Society,
Hazel, Ky. itp
FOR SALE-Grist Mill, .18,„ h.p.
engine. crusher, Sheller.. and, pair
of Scale:. also -set uf blackarrath
tooL1-•_ See_C. _E. Penny or sant
Wilson, Wiswell, Ky. 
FOR fiENT-gew 3-room house.
3-acre, lot near town: lht a -..c.r,
bath, garage. Call 227 Ite
FOR • RENT-7-rciorn apartment
with garage 'on West Main St.
- sa5 per month.:.See. John:Ryan. Ic
• . • ' • - 
WANTED-a' General housework.
"Day., only See Mrs. W. H.
'Glover. 420 North 3rd St. He
FOR SALE-5 pigs weighing abarttt
So each, 1 mile narth set
BenT77 ILghway Clifford Melo-
wa4nte--141fic
Square Deal Beeson Shop. Emit
Main St. at Railroad Crossing,
Murray. Ky.' D2f3p
WANTED--Man with car to take
over profitable itawteigh Route.
.Established customers. Nliasa be
• satisfied with earnings uf $30• a
. week to start. Write ffawleigh's.
Depta "K  Y L-181,101. Freepart,
DI. Itp
s_ __a_
, F- OR RENT-10-room house ein
county's 10 0001 North 14th St. Balliariarite base-
) has _been sold I ment garden and garage See W
$5000: the ree
'0 lajage a •
Middle . aged lady, wants to do
as seeded late in housework' for a small family
farmers have cb- L Write or see Mrs Bessie Thoreo-
- end. ' ' son. Buchanan, Tenn. lip
G. Melton at J N., Waggoner's
'Benton Highway. _Itc
Miss Alice Waters, formerly a
missionary in China, will be the
guest speaker next.. Sunday night
at the FirSt Cheistiati Church in
the annual Women's Mitsicmivry
Society service. speaking trt.nn a
broad knowledge .of Chinese his-
tory, customs and attitudes, Miss
Waters will be able to add much
enlightenment 'to .the present-day
interest and concern' in the Orasoit.-I--
The service will begin at 7:30 and
will le in charge of the Women's
Missionary -S.,ciety with Mrs. 0.
B. Boone, president. A special
offering for missions will be taken.
"Deliver Us," will be the ser-
mon subject of the minister, A. V.
Havens, at the Sunday morning.
worship service, which will begin
at 10;45. •
The Sunday School will begin at
9:30, led by . Superintendent_ _Geo,
S. Hart.
.  _
The Young • People's.Soctety
Christian Endeavor, spaisored by
Mrs. George Hart. Will meet in
the 'bating People's Parlor, Stir-1day
evening at 6:30.
'The Junior CnrIstlan Eii&usun
Society. led by Mrs. Ira Moeson
and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, will Meet in
the Lecture Room at 6:30. Sunday
evening.
'The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday, night ataE o'cloce.
L. F. Cole. Menifee ceuntv, maie
a net profit of $30 last month ca
eggs from his flock of 125 ptiiiets.
Ed Perkins, Green county, bought
three registered heifers to add to
his purebred Angus herd.
Approximately a thousand wes-
tern range ewes have been placed
on Larue county farms.
THE DE LUXE.
85 HORSEPOWER
DE LUXE FORD V-8 ... 112" wheelbase; 85-horsepower engine;
Improved Easy•Action Safety Brakes; Center-Poise Ride; Alb
steel body; Mohair or Broadcloth upholstery; Walnut•finished
trim; Twin horns, tail lights, sun visors; Clock; 0.00" black
tires, white sidemmlls are extra; 8 body types; 6 colors.
Foap offers two new cars for 1938—the Standard Ford V-8 and the De
Luxe Ford V-8. They are different in ap:
peiranc,e —but built to the same high
standard of mechanical excellence — on
the same chassis.
Because people liked our 1937 car so
well, they bought more than of any other
make. -They liked its looks, its smooth
performance, and the way it handled. We
have improved on that car in the newly
styled Standard Ford V-8.
But some folks wanted still more size
and style, with the same Ford adkantages.
For them, we designed a new De Luxe line.
The Dauxe Ford V- 8 Seclahs are Ion& --
with more room, larger luggage. space,
,and finer appointments all around.
uhuar
U. S. 'Department of Internal Revenue
Lists Provisions Governing Tobacco Sales
The U. S. 'Department of In-
ternal Revenue "has notified Coun-
ty Agent J. T. Cochran of the pro-
visions of the tobacco law thgard-
ing sales of tobacco from the farm
other than loose leaf . floor and




visions of this regulation.
- The statement from the Depart-
ment of Internal Revenue follows:
ill A farmer may sell tobacco
grown by himself, in the hand or
leaf. without restrictions, . but if
•
he stems or twists er otha ae
manipulates his tobacea foi .112
he incurs liability as a ma,' . H.: -
tuner of tobacco, and fur ti . ax
at 18 cents- per pound 9:1 11,2
quantity disposed a.
I 12) Every perton who se: toconsumers leaf tobacco not : 'an
by himself incurs-Jiabiliq - -7.1-
manufacturer of tobacc a an,- i,ir
the tax at 18 eelli6 per /New .11
t' quantity sold,
311 Every p w
',
ho sell -
tobacco nut grown by himad1 10
a manufacturer of tobacco ce 1 a
i
dealer III leaf tobaceo incur, Li-
bility as a dealer' in leaf t_l. la
Oak Grove News- . and ties li bility cannot be vs
__ al-Win every huely!..._I_hope every-
one let down their tobacco.
Miss Lurling Orr was a Sunda
dinner guest hi Mess Chester Orr,
Little Mid'  is Wicker is en
the sick list.
Ceme on Snow Batt! suge do
Like your_ 1.01ers_ Malay Ads, I
guess you are still happy going
school.
0. J. Byars. of Puryear, Tema,
committed suicide Friday, Novem-
ber 26. •
I suppose Norton Foster has his
tpbacc..., down.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story' and
son, Tommy Dan, were Thanks-
giving Day guests of Mr. Story s
parents.-Grasshopper.
Nina acres -of the Hebb :arm:-
Guthrie road in Todd county; nave
been terraced.
It Pays to Read the Classitleda
ed by hat4ng Ole sale mad , in
the growers nanie... U._ fie
to"e_g.rulit11.1g In the field 9i
hanging in the barn, or loadcd on
a wagon or truck in transit to mar-
ket, under an akreement, that
Brown is-to debi'er tbe tobacco t
an auction sales- floor and- have- it
sold :re leisavene mama;
qualify as a dealer in leaf tuba,-
co before. the sale on the auction
floor is made; otherwise, he will
become liable to the penalty pra-
vided in Section 3360. R. s., as
amended, which is a fine of not
less than, $100.00 or more than
$500.00 or imprisonment not more
than one year or both.
Feraier information and nil
necessary assistance in the prepa-
ration of the registry papers for
manufattui"., of tobacco or deal-
ers in leaf tobacco will be funs-
upon application to the T 1-
bacco Section. Internal Revenue
Service. Louisville. K.
THE STANDARD
60 OR 85 HORSEPOWER
STANDARD FORD V-8 . . . 112" wheelbase; 8 or 60 horse-
power engine; Improved Eatiy•Actioa. Safety Brakes; Center-
Poize Ride; All-steel body; Broadcloth or Mohair uphol-
stery, Mohair extra in "60"; MahopuiY-6nislievl trim; One
tail light, sun i,i}or ; Twin horns; 3 body types; J colors.
De Luxe ears are equipped with the 85-
horsepower engine only.
The Standard is even lower priced than
the De Luxe. It has graceful now lines
and well-tailored interiors—with a choice
of engine sizes-85 or 60 horsepower.
Before Ford made V-type 8-cylinder en-
gines available to every one, they. were
used only in expensive' cars., Since then,
four million Foul Owners have learned
the genuine  enjoyment of driving an eight.
cylinder car With all-around economy.
The thrifty "60" engine, especially, makes
possible in Standard models a very low
Arst cost and equally low 4eraliqie.
"ft two distinct 4.44*, Iwo 'engine
sizes and two price,rangesi- you'll find a
1938 Ford car to fit your needs exactly.
P lk I ( E C. FOR CARS DELIVERED IN
Tudor, $644; Fordor, 1.7as9DTaniT;TrAtillEosr:VTR.AR
Standard Ford V-8 (60 he,1--Coupe, $599;
(85 hp.)—Coupe, $09; Tudor, $669; Fordor,
-- Vila --De Luse Ford V-I1 (SF hp. -rottly..)—





Standard and De tale ears einlired with
hampers.,i-bumper guards, spare' all. el, tire,
tube, tire lock and band, cigar light. r, twirl
horns, 
panel,
ant l headlightatnoext hear.,nchgairnfell.cater o r; iflsttfl-n
ilr apvtan kdatitliorile.m ..., e L.tidx.rvi ri,air:i viief ;•yr
al..o de luxe steering wheel. glove , ailParIt
merit lock, rlork, and eltrunie wile, I bands,
at no extra charge.
THE STOKES-7-SM1TH
MOTOR CO., Inc.


















































































if sou hate viettons of whoa'
)4)ur Iltre not" aAtuuned, please
....port them for this ceeluinn.
M. litnie Hubbard; Shady
Grote. an instructor in the Crit-
tenden County schools, spent thc
Thanksgiving holidays with het
brother and his wife here, tne
and Mrs. Csriall Hubbard.
aerett Broach, Dallas, a-ex is
seisez his mother, Mesa Betty
Ill
A=4111-..those from.. Murray-who
wise present in Paducah either
Wednesday or l'hursday of last
week to hear the Rev. Frank Nor-
se, famed evangelist minister, lac-
tee were the Rev. and Mrs. Car-
roll Hubbard, Ms. 011ie Wilson.
. 'dee Hurl e Hubbard Mine Rubye
Carolyn Wilson, Miss Mildred .Veil.
harris. Mrs. Pearl Phillips, Mrs.
Clint Ward, Miss Lois Farley, Mr.
and Mrs. H. E. Wall, Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Darnell, Miss Alpha Me-
q.gn. and others.
el.., Lois Farley spent the holi-
fl-ason in Paducah with rela-
I., es there.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell
visited Mr. Cromwell's parents,
Mr.- and Mrs. Roy Cromwell, at
-.their home in Clinton over the
week-end. Cromwell is assistant
county agent of Calloway.
Dick Pierce spent Thanksgivieg
in Union sCity, Tenn.
Miss Mary Tarry visited her
brother, M. T. Tarry, in Dexter
on 'Thanksgiving Day.- es --- - -
Miss 'Beene Paschall, who has
been emploeed in Memphis. Tenn.,
for several months, returned to
her home in Hazel last week. She
will accept employment in Murray
^as a. stenographer this week.
Lesuise Swanne...iestructoe
of 'home eibnomics at -Marion High
School. and Miss Lauraine Swa.iii
instructor in the Water Valley
lash School, returned to their
}lane here to spend the Thanks-
avails- recess with their parents,
Mr. ,and Mrs. Robert Swann in
College Addition.
Miss May Etta Buchanan spent
the Thanksgiving week-end at the
home -of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ve B. Buchanan. of near Key'll.
Mrs. Gearge• Downie Miss Salty
Burke, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace
. son, Joe, Jr., visited Mr. and
\lie. Wade Burke in Linville on
''sariltegivirig Day. Mr. 'Burke is
ars. Pace's brother and is an
etcle of Mrs. Downs and Miss
e arks..
J. H. •ahackleford, secretary-
'reaeurer of the Western Dark
A1.4 Tobacco Growers Associa-
sn, spent the Thanksgiving hee-
d ty with his parents in Nashville:
se Shacklefords moved from their
porary apartment at Mrs. K.
•
,
Rebineon's. Tuesday to an apart-
ment at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett where they will make their
permanent home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones visited
Mrs. Jones' sister, Mrs. Herbert
Palmer, and Mr. Palmer in May-
field Sunday.
Ray Miller and Bennie Miller,
Highland Park, Mich., visited their
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
George Miller in Harris Grove over
the week-end. They returned to
Highland Park early this week.
Mrs. Jewell Witty and slauge-
-tees_ Katis.----spent---tho- • Thasskaftv
ing holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Outland in Brandon. Mr.
and Mrs. Outland are Mrs. Jewell's
parents.
Mrs. Nettle Weatherly has return-
ed from St. Louis after a several
weeks' visit with Mrs .1,..p_agurt.
Mr. , and Mrs. Lloyd Robinson
visited their parents, Mrs. Ethel
Bewden, and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Robinson, over the week end.
Dewey Lampkins was indisposed
with flu at his home Saturday
Miss Alice Keys, college admin-
istrative secretary who has been
recuperating in a hospital in Nash-
ville and at harrie from a recent
illness, returned to her duties at
the college Monday morning.
Miss Clara Rimmer, critic teach-
er of English in the Murray Train-
ing School, and Dr. Ploy Robbins,
head at the geography department
of Murray State College returned
Sunday from Nashville after visit-
ing in that city over Friday and
-Saturday.
ma Winifred Keys and Miss Dot
Currier were present at the
Alabama-Vanderbilt football game
in Nashville Thanksgiving Day:
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cane and fam-
ily, formerly of tha county' and
now residents of Detroit, visited
relatives in this vicinity over the
Thanksgiving holidays. With them
were their daughter, Mrs. Pauline
Hatcher, and their son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Estil Jones.
All were formerly of this ccunty.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford
were visitors in Mayfield on
Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs, Sally Johnson and Miss
Josephine Neale returned Sunday
from Detroit where they spent
the Thanksgiving holidays With
relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry and
Katie -Tarry spent the week-end
with Mrs Tarry's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. Rd. Pucatett in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Pugh, Stur-
gis. -spent Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Curt •Jones. Eliner Reed Jones
of Golden Pond, also was a visitor
Monday at the Jones home.
.Miss Lillian Watters spent the
week end with Katherine .and
Mrs. Bondurant in Fulton.










end at home with his family. Miss home in Hazel with tonsilitis the
Christine Johnstien, a teacher in earay part of the week.
the South Fulton schools, also spent
the Thanksgiving holidays at .home
with her parents and sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Beale Outland
spent . the Tbanksgiving holidays
with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bates in
Greenvale, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wilkinson
took Thanksgiving dinner with
Ms. and Mrs. Ellis Wrather aad
Mr, and Mrs. James H. Belcher
visited Mr. -End Mrs. E. D.- Fulton
and family of Hickory Point,
Tenn.. over .the saeek-end.
Mr. and Mss. John Wilson Frost.
Louisville, spent the Thanksgiving
Holidays with Mrs. Frost's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop. They
Mr. and Mrs. I. A- Wilkinson at were accompanied by Mr. Frosts
Concord Thursday. father, the Rev. W. A. Frost, Who
Mr. awe Mrs. E. E. Swor and visited relatives in Mayfield. The
on, David Wear, of Ashland, Ky., latter was for many years editor
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
in Murray and Hazel with their
families, Mrs. Z. Swor and family
and Mrs. Annie Wear.
Miss Naomi Maple, critic •teacher
in the Murray .,College Training
School, visited Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Langston in Nashville en Thanks-
iving, day_ Ana ..atten.ded the Van-
derbilt-Alabama football game
there in the afternoon. Alabama,
a strong contender for the Rose
Bowl invitation this year, unde-
feated and untied throughout its
season's play, defeated Vander-
bilt with a last 'quarter field goal
Willard Davidson, assistant man-
ager of the National Hotel, was
among those from Murray who at-
tended the Alabama-Vanderbilt
game in Nashville Thursday. Re-
turning, Davidson stopped over at
his home in-Camden, Tenn., for the
week-end.
Miss Elizabeth Dumas, manager
of the National Hotel here, spent
Saturday night and Sunday wan
'her mother, Mrs. Mattie Dumas, in
Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus* Phillips
spent Thursday in Paducah, whefe
they attended the Tilghman-May-
field football game there.' Tilgh-
man won 21-8. -
Mrs. ace Dttmas, Dexter: -vietted
in Murray Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rye- and
Mrs. Mabel Phillips, Paris, took
luncheon on Thanksgiving Day
with Miss Elizabeth Dumas in
Murray. Mr. Rye was formerly
governor of Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Ray visited
Mr. Ray's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
W.. A. Ray in Stella on Thanks-
giving Day. .
Vernon Smith, a United States
Railway Clerk, returned 'Sunday
night to his home here after - a Bob Humphreys, Mayfield, stale
week's run between Louisville and highway commissioner, is visit-
ing ties sister, Mrs. Rue Beale, and
new nepheW. Julian, at the men's
dormitory today.
Mrs. Norman Clapp and chile
dren spent the Tnaeksgiving Nett-
days in Paducah with relatives
and friends: They weresaccompa-
nied home by Mr. and Mrs. 'Allan
Bondurant for a short visit.
Mrs. Polly Keys and Miss Wini-
fred Keys left today for Paducah
for a two days' visit with friends
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Maguire re-
turned Tuesday evening from a
Indianapolis.
' Miss Mattie Jo Norwood took
Thanksgiving dinner with her
parents in Hardin, Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Norwocid.
Mrs. R. A. Myers spent Thanks-
giving Day in Mayfield with her
husband and with, Mr. and Mrs.
T. D. Humphreys.
Mr. and Mrs. :R. S. Ward are
the parents of a girl baby born
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cannon,
Russellville. superintendent of city
schools in that city, visited Miss
Lula Holland and other relatives , trip in Eastern Kentucky. Mr.
and friends bore over the Thanks- I Maguire preached at Harlan, Ky..
giving holidays. :on Sunday.
-Mrs.' Bob Farley was ill aflatiiata-Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bailey spent
of the Western Recorder, Baptist
periodical. Young Mr. Frost Is
the president of the Premier Paper
Co., Louisville.
' Dr. Clenet -Ellis 'and family, of
Lexington, Ky., spent the Thanks-
giving Holidays visiting friends
and relatives in the county. Doctor
EWA. a _waive ea CO:away
ty, has teen very successful in the
practice of dentistry.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Curd, pub-
lishees of the South Reporter of
Holly Springs, Miss., spent toe
Thanksgiving holiday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mc-
, nartr-orT8ftimrr -TQW-s. it
was the former Goldie McKeel.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jones and
daughter, Dora Jean, Detroit, are
visiting with Mr. Jones' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Jones.
Pat Morris, vice-president and
trust officer of the. National Trust
Company -in Chicago, and Mrs.
Morris and little son. Tommy,
spent the Thanksgiving eoliths s
with Mr. Morn's' parents here, Mr.
and Mrs. M. T. Morris,
Miss Mary Williams, an employee
of the state department in Frank-
fort, sereet Thanksgiving with her
mother, Mrs. Love Williams.
Kr. and Mrs. Everett Curd,
Nashville, a p ent Thanksgiving
Week-end WitiL tb.eir parents.. ML
and Mrs. J. B. Curd.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Johnson
and daughter, Folly Jo, of Amaril-
lo, Tex., .visited Mrs. Johnson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams,
north of. Murray, over the week-
end.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wiillaans 'tea.
Detroit, Mich..who have been visit-
ing the former's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Williams, north of Mur-
ray, for the past several days left






The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway is a money producer
and a money spender in every county, town and city it serves— it is, the
economic partner of every business and every community on its line., •
In 1937 it has paid, or will pay, to Calloway County and the towns of
Murray and Hazel, $4,791.49 in taxes. Go to your public tax books to find
out just what competing trucks and buses pay. Is it to be your — the great
Public's— policy to support those who support your local government
through taxes — or those who contribute little or no taxes to help support
your local government?
In 1937 the NC&StL's payroll in Calloway County has been and will be
approximately 923,088.00. Its total 1937 payroll for the system will be
approximately $8,975,000.00. Do you business men value this payroll —
cash mkid Twice each month? •
Will you do your part to support the Company which helps support
your business?
In 1937 the NC&StL has bought, or will buy, $4,677,000.00 worth of
equipment, materials and services — coal, cement, brick, roofing, iron, steel,
Oil, gasoline, paper, foodstuffs, water, electric, telephone and telegraph
service, et cetera. These purchases are paid for in cash currently, and aid
the economic welfare of the territory the NC&StL serves.
If the NC&StL is to continue to be a worthwhile economic partner,
if it is to spend more dollars to keep the wheels of business moving, it
must have more patronage.
What monies the NC&StL takes in it promptly. spends 'to help all of
you — will you not aid your oviii community and yourselves by buying
more transportation from this longtime public servant?
The NC&StL asks added public support on its record - pat Sind present. -
r '
•
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the week-end with his mother in 1 They reported a most enjoyable
Nashville. visit.
Mrs. Ora Bodkins of Wickliffe is
spending ...this week_ with lacr
daughter, Mrs. Roy Stewart, and
Mr. Stewart.
Mrs. Barber McElrath has *been
confined to her home with illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale
of Memphis spent the week-end
with his mother, Mrs. ,Iaok- Beats,
and sister, 'Mid& Lola Clayton
Beale
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., is con-
fined to his home with illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner and
children of Bardwell spent the
holidays with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Outland.
Mrs. S. B. Tandy is the guest
of relatives in Sebree, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Berry and
little son,- Dickle. of Marion. KY..,
were—hOliday guests 61 haa par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Schroeder.
Mrs. Ronald Chlachill is a pa-
tient at Mason Hospital where
she underwent tiu operation last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pieree, Bin-
gen, Wash., announce the birth of
a baby girl November 18. The
young lady has been namedaBetty
Lou., Mrs. Pierre was Miss Ruby
Swami, daughter of Mr.eand Mrs.
Robert Swami, before her mar-
riage.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mills r
turned from Buffalo, N. Y.. and
Detroit this week after spending
the last four months along the
Atlantic Seaboard. Mrs. Mills, who
formerly was an operator in the
Modern Beauty Shop here will re-
sume her work there. She is' a
graduate of the Moler School of
Beauty Culture in Ft.. Worth, Tee.
R. H. Falwell, ars T. 0. Ba'u-
cum, and E. C. Jones were en
Louisville Monday on businesa
-M117 Juliel-floTtarri. an instrucior
in the. Masonic Home in Louisville,
.spent the Thanksgiving holidays
in Murray with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Isl. D. Holton.
Mr. and Mrs. Asa vailllams ead 
ter, Tree& Louise of Lin-
ton, Ind., and Mr. Gordon Miller
of Indianapolis. Ind., spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn
were dinner guests Thanksgiving
Day of Mr. and Mrs. Wells Over-
bey at the National Hotel.
ate and Mrs. Tudor Jones of
Mayfield were, guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. ,C. L. Sharborough,
Mrs. Frank Hort returned Sun-
day to her home in Robinson. Ind.,
after spending the past two weeks
with her son, G. C..Asheraft, and
Ashcrpft.
J. W. Richerson and wife, South
Bend, Ind., who have been visit-
ing their. pares:its-et eae-
and Harris Gtove for the hut two
weeks. returned Sunday to' ,,their
home in South Heed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Barleett
spent Saturday night and Sun-
day in Sedalia, visiting Mr. ancl
Mrs. Will Shankle, Mrs. Barnett's..
pai cute. 
e
Miss Margaret Purdotn. secretary
of the Calloway County Farm Bu-
reau, and tier mother, Mrs., C. he
Purdom. returned Monday from
a four days' visa', with Mr. and










Mr. and Mrs. J . aa. Wells and
son, Jimmie, Rahway, N. J., ere
visiting NIT-% -Wells- -"parents, Via
and Mrs. M. R. Wells, and also
his sister, Mrs. F. F. Acree, and
her husband, Attorney F. F. Amt.
Miss Lucile Wells attended the
Alabama-Vanderbilt game in Nash-
ville Thanksgiving Day. She was
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. I.
aSiress, of that city. Miss Well:
came back by Hopkinsville and
spent Sunday with Misses Ada
and Fanny Boyd.
afternson. •
announce the arrival of a 9 pound
boy horn_ November 26. The in-
fant has been named Charles
‘It‘ orill Carney was a business
Mr. and 'Mrs: rrest Coleman
_ _ - 
t
Miss Dorothy Currier attended
I h e Alabama-Vanderbilt game
Thanksgiving and spent the week
end with her brother, Tony Cur-
arier, and his NVife, of Nashailles
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. Currier
:spent Thanksgiving with Mr. Cur-




l had as her
roeste Saturday her brother, Mr.• bert Whitnel, Sr., and Mrs.
Whence Mrs. Paul Hornpeak, Miss
velyri Hornbeak. and Mr. Hersry
5. •
Whitnel, all a Fulton.
Mrs. Roberta .Humphreys Wheel-
er left Wednesday afternon for Ft..
Fort Lauderdale,. _Fla_ where she
has a position with a large drug
firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert were
called to Mayfield last Friday be-
cause of the illness of their sea-
in-law, Floyd Griffin. Mr. Griffin
is much 'Improved at this time.
Mrs. J. 0. Atkinson., or Martin.
Tenn., was the guest Wednesday
of her mother, Mrs. C. B. Fultue,
and Mr. Fulton.
Misses Emily and Oneida Wear
had as their guests last week-end
Mrs. Zula Cobb Lawrence mei
Mrs. Virginia Mother of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wear of
Bruceton. and Mr. 0. L. Holmes
of Paducah,
I KENNEDY- MaiVES 'HOUSE
I --.--,
Jack Kennedy last week mows(
his large six-room house' on sixth
1 street about 40 feet notthabf HSold locatiota Workmen this week
have been busy changing tne water
main distributaries to conjugal
proximity with the newer locaticsn.
Kennedy said he moved his house
so that he would have more room
on the lot for such other enter-






We are glad to announce sensational, new low
prices on newspaper cuts. Reductions ruCas high
as 40 per cent ove'r old prices.
Candidates or any others wishing  newspaper
tats for any purpolk-will save money by plaang
their order with—
The Ledger_84 Times
isThe better the picture submitted, the
better the cut"
Except Sunday CA PITO LI, Except SundayTill 5 P. M.
Balcony 19c Balcony 16c



















'Yea-a-a Man! It's a
coined, sockeroo tha
menU make you hoh
your:aching sides:'
SATURDAY
253 GIRLS MISSING .COR SLAIN
' TAXI' GAL RACKET EXPOSED I
11A111r) IP 101 Cf A
DON TERRY JACQUELINE WELLS
tilt 11AVWORTM- •• ARTHUR IS1FT • PAUL f!I
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$300 In Merchandise to Be Auctioned Farm Committee
At Ryan's Golden Buck Sale Jan. 24 Announces Dates
For Soil Meetings
Beginning tomorrow m • • _ :.„i
December 3. Ryan's opens one a Save ssa: .o. s ot:
the most gigantic sales ever sta :e.1 are saisame. aa eiss, 7..
The Count:. Ac.i 'cultural Corn-.
in Western Kentucky. It is a
GOLDEN BUCK AUCTION sate.
with over $300 wcirth of merchan-
dise to be auctioned off at the
-erair ol The limitary -24-,
p. m.
Ryan's qua Itt y -merchandise.-
known since 1880. '19 featured in
this sale and values are astound-
ing. With e ' purchase veu
receive a G LDE. BUCK. whise
in turn, may. be in biddies
for the merchandise ta atictior.-
e-d-at the end of the sale.
Many interesting items are listed
OW the,- giant Circular Whieh -15u
will receive, as well as in an ad-
vertisement found elsevihere in
this issume Watch for your- eir-01-
F;si
Our Service...
Our services. nelode the
use of an exclusive am-0
butane., never used in
connection oith funer-
als. and is subject to
your call at any time.
das or night, at very
reasonable prices, and
alaays in the hands of
courteous and paper-
ienced drivers. We
obey all the laws of the
state board in the op-










Gallon Black .Walnuts or
Hickory Nuts 10c
Gallon Vilnesap Apples _
Fancy Washington Apples. .
Dozen   _2aesta_Mie
Fancy Florida Oranges.
Dozen  '211c to , 25e
Good Home Dried Apples. lb. lec
Grapefruit, largest 5 Pinks,
ti for 
Blue Box Supersets. TWO lee•
boxes and caka _ 21e
A boat or Cup and Saucer Free '
a ith Snow Kilts, Baking
Powder • • 24°
'ac pkg. Grapennt Flakes Free
lth 3 Pail Toasties
-n Ripe Bananas.,
en • 10c to '12c
y's 1-lb. Cocoa and half
- .Antal& and Recipe
25e







, purchased a ill: inaels. • So,
soursea. oanr f4C:' • 4 !
friends. becaiee all bid, at •••.,•
aurtion must be made well as a
paid -TVir in Golden Thisr•:;--7 -FOS:
titer details will be gladiy expia 9-
ed at • the -atate--Ftyaria-Qualoy




Pence', atlin.ttcd the William
Mastm• Memorial Hospital during
the past week:
'W. H. Murray: Petry
Dumas (col l. Murray: Lindel
Blakely. Martin; Bertha Teague
ictil Pa,ris. Tenn.: Cleo Travis'
Ferguson. Hymen: Mrs. J. E.
Mayer, Murray: W. W7 Paschall
Murray; Mrs. Arnoi E. Cravens.
Cottage tart se. term. ah'arrre
liditchum. Paris. Tenn MINS Looney
U. BOothe. Paris. Tenn.: Miss Mary
Ettlfh Fowler. Central City.
Patients dismissed during the
past week:
Joe Leslie Cathcart, -Hymo_n: Mrs.
R. R. Meloan, Murray: Reuben
Spencer Bell, Pans, Terotri__IsSrs, gr,gm. ,
Jewel TraWick. Murray: Linde!
Blakely. Ma'rtin, Tenn; W. H. Fin- 
Speaking few the committee.
ney. Murray; Willie Miclyeta Sena 
County Agent Cochran urged every
producer to attend one of Uwe
ton: Miss Lola Spaulding. Paris, Meetings in iirder to get the ad-
Tenn.; Patry- Dumas -icolk. Murray. vane.. informatLn ti l• plan his crop
adequately in 108: In this man-
ner he can aVilfd being out eit
compliance When the supervksor
checks his farm in the fall of 1938,
Cochran said.
• 
„lee ,,..pot with County
'mIT -completed
plan, and date i-chtolules for Ow
explanation of the 1938.-Agricul-
Tiir.4 -05is -tvatirts --rrogram- to: the-
proci,:‘-ers of Calloway county. it
'a as title this morning.
The :ctlecittle of meetings follows:
Hazel_ December 6. 7 p. m ; Lynn
• December 7. 711 in.: Back-
usbui g. December 7. 1:30 p. m.;
Kirkscy. December 8. 7 p. ma Pas-
chall. December 8. 1:30 p. iii.:
-Alma December 9, '7 p. m,; Blake-
ly. December 9. 1:30 p. in.: Faxon.
December 10. 7 p. m.; Murray. De-
cernber 11. 1:30 p. m.. and Con-
cord. December 13. at 7-p. tio- -
The farm outlook for 1938s.4:1-
fsrmation' furnished by the casenty
agent's office said, will be given in
connection with the explanation
of the 1938 prugrarn. Twenty per
cent of the predircers in the. cotin-
Only 18 More Shopping Days Till Christmas!I
ty Who-have TiiTett trromPty wrar
the 1937 program • are telling the
county committee that they failed
because they did not understand
the- program. They did not know
its - provisions. Therefore, their
cropping ss•sterns were out of step
with the county conservation pro-
Hazel School__News
Miss Ethel Mae -Paschall. sp.e-
,
snr of the seventh and eighth
sikalah. 'ChurOlal.11..,forothe bea 
grades. he/bored-- her pupils with a
ory. Bro. H. L Thunhan and all 
Part2n4. I3'r-Thd-Muguimme• four to sevigeri:Ncio'clv ek pl_song he s.mg 13i7ii-T. K.• F. Greg-
others who so- kindly assisted in r a ,. t y •••• E % _pear .7).102.n e --ud' re ss e da 8 a :. tPot I g•rreiprn_
lour - hours of sorrow and grief. We resew, paenses A prize was
J ai's° thank th'be who -sgat ll'al awarded the',eouple that dressed
i cfferings. • . .
j May heaven's ricriest b'..,,,trls c.31,..(:%:‘-t;n1gikeprtihzesri.4..7.1ns.,x11111 o'''eFrann6k•••-
I be with every one is our prayer Steele and Mary -Ellen Brandoa
li -Lilburn • Rasburn and fan' 1 iy
I 
Will Fravek 'had on' a big Rile-vim
hat, white collar and cuffs. anu
1
Card of Thanks
We set str --eirpress-enar -
thanks to our many friends. We-
to es and neighbors who 'Were 30
loyal to ea during, the and
death .if our beloted wife., and
ther ,We also extend our
thanks to Mr. and 'Mrs. Ronold
Chart Mil. Mr. Max Churehell
Churchill lists
Aims of BSU at
silver buckles cr. his shoes. Mars•
wore .a bract-Mess - and- a
black cape trimmed in white. ,
i When all , the guests • arrived
Murray College 0...re-PlaYed. Miss Paschall
---- ' those sales for the games. The
i ,. „ems. Baptist sludess :_ sinign , is names for the sides were Bradford
• arid Delaware. The leader for the
ithe coariectidt link between the Bradford; Was- Ha Grey Nesbitt,
: eellelli' and the local church., unl- for the. Delawares Martha Myers.
i tying all the voluntary religlius• Each game wQn counted a certain
...activity of' ,Baptist students on a eumber.. of points. . When the last
1 local campus and Baseast students game , was played the Delawares
i throughout the • South - This was were the ones- to win. '
i the answer Ralph Churchill. stu- ,Reireshments were served- by
_.; dent secretary. gave when waged some of the seventh and eighth
the purliciee of the Baptist Stildent grade pupils and Miss Paschall'
Union on the carnpus. Aftet 
the refreshments. they had
ille•pa esaaisetball games... karst.oval_
:- -Any stiident is aidenriatically-a"
member of tais (irganization when a 
gatne betwelen the boys. The
sc.:re was .13-9. The 'second • game'
he • joinsany cf _the organizations the girls played the boys. The
of the local cnurct. as the Sunday bbys won 4-I.. •
School class 8VP-t: or the i YWA. ''•ses invited • the High School
•-7It offers." says Mr. ChurchilL teachers, but . only two honored
1 "to all •Baptist students an attract- them, by coining. Mr. James and L, ive program iir reO.tious. activity. D. Miller.. Only one high -school
,l promotes spuntual development and student was present. Carlos Ste_iiie.
I growth throt: ,r_t I-, _ s ',rs's.-1; ned Bible Reporter. Mart
ha Myers '
I1 study. prayer. and paatieepatiOn in
l the Weak - of the local church and The _Parent-Teachers Assnelation
, ti'- d-nominati, n as ;:l, whole.- of Haze{ gave a k
itchen snswer
1 . •i ' "-- for the Hazel High ocheol home
economies class of 1937. The Ta7aSf-
Cas y t f-tunty's large corn crop gift was a new streamline Perfec-
:a' .:.- .ncream-d farm inc erica •don stove -the latest ModeL.Ttscre
were rnany other gifts given.. pz in-
  eliirdilig----Whieif -iii117-g-6 into The
new home ec rooms. ,
The class served tea to the mem-
1
 bers during the business iessoin.
The girls who served were dreesed-
sin Japanese kimonas and wore
yellow chrysanthemums in their
hair.. The tables were decorated
avith. Japanese ianterna and vases
of •yeil'iw chrysanthemuree
On Sa.a•,y. November 19; four
L_::-.. the Hanoi_ i_Fac_ Club
an-.! , .. ; :-.., r sent to .Murray
to '•' ' . •.A. :..1:J.1 far the horr
es, - - • •ear The Home
• Si _a 11-. • g the nk.
-' - ./. •
i
Whoa Who In ti. 1i-realism Claw
-. -- with 7'guess I should
•ri Just naturally
B. - . . : .au want to call
• Sr , 7 • .. -1 tnink you should
Xs- a. S.r Herbert Herndon. no*
fo; l,... .m.proved 2-leaf Valance°.
*--,--th' I. s h • he hasn't over 40,41ants.
IC, `...,r:il , tam- _i Blowhard /Lee has
-10.-t got it --from Afri on assvild
• •sierail'hint - bid I
• ,any Isek.. He
. legate the ggest one in• the
- ...ettealog- don't lie. We had
-- Illii---',5timbance._ in the class
"Sadie Nell Farris was
-ass and' in her hurry
' to WM.-Sideways as•
n the door. Well, she'
ee were a whole class
ng her out. It - was
too. Next I want you
ofessor Robert Ross __ 
As 'a-little .fellow and -
• minded like all pro-
adith fastnern thinks
Armstrong is the
n the class butil.Hed
't •th flithAso. We II.



















- Hog 1il1iñg Was in progress th- e
past vck during the fine cold
weath
Mr. _altd Mrs. Holton Byars
moved to Miss Eth.ey Paschall's
place for a short period while
sating to get poeaeSion for ins
future hume. with Mrs D._ J. Wil-
son. 
.
The health _demonstration gven
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Byars last Tuesday night was very IS LISTED FOR 1938
instructive and was enjoyed b
all present. A delicious supp.!-
was served by Mr. Dudley at.i A 1938 leader for the SIAA
Mr. Pickard of Paris. Tenn. champion Murray State College
.The weather Thursday. Thank,- Thoroughbreds will be electel at
giving day, wasn't very pleasant the team's annual football banquet
It wns a busy day 'with mze.y i tells Hall. Friday evening. ac-
la working hard while others-cording-- wnriouneerrients by re-
•ete visiting and having a nice tiring captain Elmer Cochran, of
tiine celebrating the grand ead Paducah.
day. The reports of guns were The banquet will bring to a close
hereid over the woodland and fields football activities far this year in
most all..clay. • Murray. The Thoroughbreds an-
Mr. and Mrs. ,Commodore Jahn& nexed their second SIAA chain-
and eraldren. Ernest R. Loretta pionship ha football in five years
and.Lavenia Ann spent Thursday this season a.s they defeated Ten-
with 'Mr..•J:ii nes' parents. Mr. and ?lessee Tech. 21-0: Middle Ten-
nessee. 21-14; Mississippi- College,
43-0: Union University, 21-0, West
Tennessee. 19-0; Morehead. 32-8;
and tied Western 7-7. They won
over Ouachita. 27-7. and Wisconsin
'State Teachers. 26-4, and. lost to
Hardin-Simmons 21-0 outside the
c_nference.
During the season, the Thorough-
breds, neade '159 first downs to
their °pigments 63. for an average
.of 15.9 per game as compared to
their oppositions' 8.3. The Mur-
ray team did not play a game that
they were not leading their op-
ponent in first downs when the
-final gun %au-tided. Coach Stewart's
coharts gained 3390 yards from
scrimmage with 1199 yards gained
by their opponents. This gist's
the Murrayrnen an average of 339
yards against their opponents'
119.9. Only HardiniSimmons 'out-
gained the Thosoughbreds. Tea-
nessee Tech ersded up in the red,
losing 12 yards.
The 1938 schedule has not been
announced as yet, but it is defi-
nitely . Settled that Murray will
open, the season September 18. in
Superior. Wis.. against Wisconsin
,State. Hardin-Simmons and Wes-
tern have als„?., been definitely
carded.
Mrs. Dick Jones, and family.
i
Willie Baker finished gathering
corn Wednesday of last week.
Arthur Rogers, happened to a
painful accident MoncraY' of last
week when a cow hooked Kim -in
the eye. We're glad to learn the
sieht of Mr. Ragers' eye was- um:A-
la.-tit Mr. Rogers - was canted - to
the' hospital were several stitches.
werie taken in the eye lid..
Orejs Key. of Paducah, came
h:me last Wednesday to be wait
his parents, Mt. and Mrs. Otre
Key, and son. Lowell for Thanks-
giving' slay. Ortis' spent the rest
of the week,' with home folks. .
Mr. aAd Mn, Eurie Kuykentiall
attended i the funeral i srvices for
Clint Jones, of Jones Mill.
Mr. and{ Mrs. Fred Orr moved
to Gurstef Paschall's place on
the State Uine road near Cross-
land la:sr - i'eek.- We extend oUr
very best v. shes to Mr. and Mrs.
Carr thraughotut the coming yeer.
Detery__Hall ' f Fort Knox. Ky..













Mr. and Mrs Ben By,






d wind 'ea e' in like
Sunday rfriorning.
-Byars. cd_ Payear.. Tenn-
!flitted suicide,' Friday. .The
body was laid to'rest in a cemtery
near Puryear., 'Mr. Byars was she
son of Obie/tyars of Paris, Tenn.
- -Golden Lock
Fred Witt.-Estill county farn-.r..
bought a registered bull to head




. We Pay the Most!
•
J. T. Wallis & Son
Tickets 'Still Given on












Prof. L. R. Putnam
To Conduct Choir
in Paris, Tennessee
Prof. Leslie R. Putnam, voice
Instructor Of Murray State Col-
lege, has been selected conductor
of the Woman's Choral Club which
is•sponsored by the Music Club of
Paris, Tenn, Mrs. William Mor-
ris is president of the organization.
The Choral Club which consists
of 20 members rehearses twice
eh month with the idea of giv-
ing a public concert in the spring.
An extensive program is scheduled





This is the fifteenth week 'if
School, every body is wurking har
getting ready for the examina-
tions.
Several students are absent on
account of work and illness.
The new building is progressing
nicely. We hope it will be ready
for the grades after Christmas.
We have three new stoves and
several new tables.
The seniors are working on a
play that will be given at a later
date.
The elementary grades gave a
good Thanksgiving prograni before
a large crowd last Wednesday
evening. The, program was spon-
sored by the teachers, Mrs. Mor-
ris and Misses Walston and Rogers.
and Mrs. Walston. The primary
room - gave--a Mother- Goose-play-
with Betty Frances Roberts act-
ing as Mother Goose. Little Misses
Jeanette Walston and :Nell Adams
acted Bo Peep and Miss Mullet.
The intermediate grades gave
songs and dialogues, while fifth
and sixth grades gave a Thanks-
Pageant- -
'First And Second Grades
The first and second grades are
back at their regular school work
again.
We liked to practice on our play.
but are glad to have all our after-
noon less:ins once more.
We have several new library
books and are busy reading this
week_
First grade honor roll for last
week was as follows: Gerald Hol-
land, Imogene Outland. Joe Wayne
Darnell, Julia Ann Holland, Elms
Dean Henslee, Joe Donald Dyer,
Sue Adams, Earl Tucker, and Bob-
by Tucker.
P T FOR '38 -..,Str'snda'n_traBdes in reading
Ben Hopkins, Ronald Thompson.
Kenith Joyce, Christine Williams.
Jack Roberts, Franklih Brandun,
Glen Roberts, Betty Roberts. and
:Stable Colson.
Record This Year is Out- Those spelling every work in
standing One; Far Exceeds spelling were: Ben Hopkins...Ronald
That of -Opponents Thompson. Kenith doyce, Christine
Williams. Jack Roberts. Franklin
- Brandon. Betty Roberts. Mable
HARDIN-SIMMONS Colson. and Ralph, Harris.
Fifth and Sixth Grades
Our school is progressing nice-
ly after our program we ,gave last
Wednesday night, November .24
We have got back to our classes
and all are working hard for next
week is test week.
We will then receive our grade
cards , for the forth month" eT
school. We are sorry to lose one
of one schoolmates, Porter Blaknev.
Monday morning we received
eight new books for bur library.
We also received new curtains for
our library shelves.-Ruby Miller.
Sports
The Faxon Cardinals put out
a hard fight to top the Almo
White and Black Warriors, with a
score of 20-17. It was a close
game all the way through. Faxon
'made 4 points in the first minute
and led throughout the game.
The second team also wou• by a
score of 25-18.
There will .be two games here
next Wednesdaysnight. December
18, with Concord.
Everybody 'is invited to came,
since it is expected i to be the
best game of the season.
There will be two games here
Friday nights December 10, with
Beelerton. r axon went to Beeler.
ton early in the season and lost




A delegation of five, Lee WTI.
hams, tdd Kellow. Margaret Bing-
ham, Elizabeth (Bibbo) Williams
Caawell Hayes, may represent the
College News at the semi-annual
meeting of the Kentucky Intercol-
legiate Press Association.
The representatives expect to
leave Thursday. December 2 for
the 2-day convention at Morehead.
Ky., and will return the fifth.
Don't put up with useless
PAIN
Get rid of it
When functional pains of men-
struation are severe. take CARDUI.
If it doesn't benefit you, consult a
'physician. Don't neglect such pains.
They depress the tone of the nerve's,
, cause sleeplessness, loss of appetite,
wear out your resistance.
Oct a bottle of Cardul and isee whether
it will hetp. you Si thousands of women
have said It helped them
esosp iginsh, e certain Ir p.ayina.C4rdliietipaida
in g
women to get more strength from Lb* food
they eat.
AllASMANAPPONAIIIASAIliitiNTOINIIImeiNfri
kg IT'S NONE TOO SOON:
To be thinking pf Christmas and gifts for
re.latives and close friends.. .
Send the most personal and appreciated







x .One (8x 10) and four (3x4) photo- - iv.4
70: graphs in folders . $4.00 %
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Zelna Carter, native of this
county, and until last summer
connected with the Murray Post
Office, has received another pro-
motion with an additional raise In
salary in the postoffice inspection
field. He is being transferred to
Basting. Neb., according to a 
ter received by Murray friends.
Jimmie, as he was popularly
called here, is going right on up
the government ladder and the
folks here are glad to see him find
the success that he is entitled to
He was cne of the outstanding
young men of the testes and was
a leader in both church and Civic
He - not' only earned
his salary but attended
here on the side until he graduated.
and in addition to these duties he
found time to be in all the local
plays that were staged. and served
as Sunday School superintendent
for several terms.
Since going to Norfolk. Neb., last
sunune
their way into the social circles of
the town. Mrs. Carter, who wes
popular here where she was also
.civic promoter as well as a
teacher in the city high school for
a number of years. was admitted
into the Woman's Club, given
membership in several of the social
organizations and has been gra-
ciously entertained -on several, oc-
casions in her Nebraska home. As
a farewell courtesy to them, bo'll
Mr. and Mrs. Carter were the
honor guests at a dinner-bridge
given by one of their clubs dura
ing the Thanksgiving. season.
, The twins, too, are making rapid
strides in their se-hooT aitiFk and
.Litge. Mettle Carolyn has an en-
gagement to do a solo dance
the Granada Theatre this week.
Mrs. Carter arid, the children plan
to spend the summer in Murray.
.....mors.10111W,....
Dr, Charles Hire, head of the
denartinent _qf physical science at
Murray State College, will address
the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advance-
ment of Science some time during
the of December 27-January





First grade, James Johnson:
ands grade, - Bettis -3-, --Drtnit'lrell-
thira grade, Geneva, -14-
fourth grade, •Cherles Lewis '•
ny, Anna Louise Williams, Rot.'t•t'
Lee Crouse, Mary Julia Swift. ma




Pupils who were neitoer
nor tardy during the fifth im
of school are as 'follows: TomttlY
Wilson, Water Crouse, T. D. Wil-
son, Betty June Cunningham, Bet-
ty June Drinkard. Eva M. Was'',
Margaret Williams, Anna 1 , [.
Williams. and Robbie Crouse,
The 1937 edition of the Sock and
ift -rn Club will present a----3-let 
comedy, "Leave it to Psmith," on
Tueday. December 14. The cast of




Natural Cedar Tree s,
sprayed and decorated in
silver white, including at--
tifkial snow, and tree lights
attached, ready to set up.













, 10-pound CLOTH BAG SUGAR ..........53c
3 cans COUNTRY GENTLEMAN CORN 25c
Can VAN CAMP SPAGHETTI  5c
,,No. 2 can PETIT POIS PEAS  15c
50-oz. can Campbell's TOMATO JUICE . 22c
14 oz. TOMATO CATSUP  10c
Qt. SOUR PICKLES  18c
Dozen FANCY ORANGES 20c
*"":2 RICE KRISPIES, I PEP ,26c
HOMINY GRITS  10c
TOILET SOAP  4c
2 0. K, WASHING POWDERS  4c
2 large and 2 med. IVORY SOAP  27c
10 lbs. MORTON'S SALT   90c
5 lbs. MEAL   10c
3 pounds SNOWDRIFT 55c
•
ELLIOTT & BI ALOCK




THE BEST OF FOODS IS ECONOMY
Fresh Cocoanuts, each 5c





Winesap Apples, galion  
Oranges, nice and juicy, doz 
Meal, Jersey Cream, half bu 
Meal, Jersey Cream, 10 lbs.  
Tomato Catchup, 14-oz. bottle . . 10c
Tomato Catchup, 14 oz. Beechnut .19c,
Grape Fruit Juice, Topmost,
No. 2 cans, 2 for  25c
Tomato Juice, Campbell's, 3 for' 23c
That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Spaghetti, Van Camp's, can . . 5c
Red Kidney Beans, No. 2 can, 3 for 23c
Dry Salt Meat, lb.  13c
Peaches, No. 2V2 can, Red Robe,
in heavy syrup, 2 for'.,.......:35e
Cherrigs, No. 2 can Red Robe 15c
MEAT MARKET
Choice Cuts from Armour's Branded
Beef
"Half lb. pkg. Link Sausage
Bacon, Dexter Brand, lb.
Lamb, Brains, Oysters.
Will PAY 30c doz. in trade for EGGS
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17 and Stewart Counties.
$.150 a year elsewhere IS
Lb e State of KenindliK
t9 An a year to any addreria
V"•`"lother than above.
ew Series No. 527 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAYCOUNTY NEWS EVERY WOE Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 2, 1937 Volume CV; No. 48
arsity Opens Cage
Practice November 29
urray State College Thor-I
-oughbreds Hope for An--
other Championship
The Murray College Thorough-
reds, basketball runners-up in
th the KIAC and SIAA tourna-
ents last spring, reported for
eviler varsity practice in the
au, Jotip W Carr Stealth
g Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
ith basketball coach Carlisle
utchin in Osage.
Twenty-nine candidates reported
✓ duty. Cutchin tsill hold prac-
ice every afternoon from 3 until
he said today, and with the ar-
ay of talent he has in prospect he
opes to duplicate his 1935 !IC -
omplistiment when Murray- won
e basketball championship of
e Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
tic Association.
Floyd "Ron- Burdette and Eth-
idge McKeel, all-SIAA forweid
nd center, respectively, are eo-
sins --ot - the l'horOUghbreds
is stair, and Ohl lead the vars-
y baskateerss through what is ex-
ted to be, the most successful
sketball season in Murray's his-
ry.
The high point cf the varsity
ason, Cutchin indicated, is a
ip through Eastern Kentucky
egipning on February-7 and laat-
ig a week. Four or five teams
ill be played on the trip, but
egotiations are still under way
ir dates and just who will be the
acehorses' opponents on the road
ap ha, not been determined.
The Thoroughbreds will play
heir spieling game of the year at
turray December 10 when they,
ngage the Southeast Missouri
11-Stars in the new. health bulld-
og. The 411-Stara, are -led by
illard Bagwell. a former star
asketeer for Murray . College.
agwell played four years of bas-
etball at Murray. He was on the
11-SIAA team two- years. on the
ississippi Conference one year;
was all-KIAC forward and captain
one year
Murray is certain to play the
ollowIts teams, according to Coach
.7titchin. Berea, Morehead, Eastern:
Western. Tennessee Tech. Middle.
Tennessee. Union University, Del-
ta State. Mississippi College. and
West Tennessee.
The following men—the first nine
if which are lettermen—reported
Coact, Cutchin Tuesday for prac-
tice: Floyd_ Burdette, Martin.
Tenn.; Etheridge McKeel, Rector,
Ark.; Gene Bland, Cairo, Ill.; Rosa
Magruder. .Kevil; James Hurley,
Calvert City: Paul Fowler, Kan-
kakee, Ills Hugh Finley, Dyers-
Murk, Tenn.; Bill MeRaven, For-
tageville. Mo.; Bourke Mantle,
Bardwell; Hastings Kenney. Deca-
tur, Ill.; George Bland, Cairo. Ill.;
Walter Murray. Horse Cave; Bill
Carneal, Barlow: Elbert Pence-
baker. Cunningham; Robert Brown,
Cobb; Ralph Love, Danville; Joe
Brown, Danville; James' Lowry.
Pilot Oak; Pat McCuigion. Kira-
'bey; James Juett, Wickliffe; Clif-
ford Baker, Birmingham; Bob Noel,
Scmerset; Joe Spaulding, Matthews,
Mo.; Dale Deibert, Decatur, Ills
Theron Riley, Kirksey; Jam.ss
Hughey, Martin, Tenn.; Tom At-
well, Portageville, Mo.; U. C.
Beale, Amarillo, Tex.; and Edward
ell • !vela Cit
Agents Listen to
Meeting Lectures
T. Cochran and Kelly Crom-
well, county and assistant county
agents respectively, attended the
conference of extension workers at
the livestock pavilion in Lexington
through four days of last week,
returning here in time for the
Thanksgiving holiday -lull.
At Lexington. the Murray farm
heads heard informational lec-
tures- by men higa. in the
States Department of Agriculture.
Persons who appeared on the pro-
gram included J. W. Whitehouse.
state 4-H Club leader; Dean Thom-
as P. Cooper. Earls Mayhew, who
spoke on the progress of the farm
security administration; A. B.
Graham, in charge of specialtsts
with. National Area; Dg. Frank L.
McVey. president of the Univers-
ity of Kentucky;- W. C. Johnstone.
formerly McCracken county agent
and now connected with the state
agronomy department; and Miss
Helen Dingman, who spoke on
what extension workers coitici
learn from Nova Scotia.
Earl G. Welch. J. B. Kelley,
and Miss -Ida C. Hagman discussed
the feasibility of the Rural Elec-
trificatipn program.
December Song
The sky is gray, the day is white.
December's snow is blowing. -
'Twill not be long till comes the
_night
And I'll to my love be going.
Ah, yes. to my love be going, ov
mi to my love be going!
With a ho-di-hey and hi-de-ho
-While still my youth is flowing!
I'll open the -door, I'll steal a kiss,
We'll walk In primrose bowers;
I'll hobble the heart of my pretty
Miss
And halter the fleeing hours!
Ah. Yuletides gone! Don't close
the door!
Once more I'll be Prince Charm-
ing,—
I'll live my lost Decembers o'er
And again to my love go storm-
ing!
—Edward Freeman










Food lime, or calcium as it is more properly call-
ed, must be in our foods. We not only require it
for OtIr bones and teeth, lzotit quite recently scien-
tific investigations .have shown that it is necessary
for nearly !!,11 of the body .functions. Food lime is
ftot found very abundantly in most foods and un-
less we-include at least a pint of milk each day in
our diet it is very likely to be liking in amounts
sufficient for body needs.
Foryour daily milk, let us deliver at your door
each morning our rich, Pure, Pasteurized milk in
sanitary bottles.
Insist on Sunburst Pasteurized Milk for
Health and Safety
Sunshine Vitamin Pasteurized Products




Correspondents and local adver-
tisers who got -their copy in by
Monday:—
Murray Loose Leaf Floor
Churchill Funeral trome
Murray_ Milk._ Rsaducts Co.
Murray Lumber Co.
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
H. B. Bailey
Dutch's Shoe Shop








New Concord Milling Co.











Four Lettermen Remain; Cutchin
Is Captain; Strong Teams
Are Listed
With four lettermen returning
from his last year's squad, Coatis
Ty Holland is, looking forward to-
a successful season for his. Mur-
ray High School basketball team
this year.
Phil Cutchin, football iuminarall
is captain of the Tiger ,snetman
this year. and with such capable
help as Fulton. James. and Puckett
from' last year's outfit and' with
Irvan, Gardner, Ross. Huie. West.
Robertson, Patterson. Kingins. and
Farley campetimg for places on the
squad; Holland should • have one
of his best teams in years.
The Tigers' schedule -includes
such tepms as Mayfield, Benton,
Tilghman, Fulton, Morganficld,
Clinton. Bardwell, Sedalia. Cairo.
Ill., and games with local county
quintets.
Practice started Monday. The
Murray gym has been seal sanded
under the direction of Cleve Lee,
and officials declare it is in ex-
cellent condition for the coming
season.
HOLIDAY SEAL SALE Business Recession Just Pause
STARTS IN COUNTY Before New Spurt Ford Avers
•
Dr. J. A. Outland Is in Charge
of Campaign to Help Pre-
vent Tuberculosis
The Christmas Seals campaign to
aid in the prevention of tubercu-
losis got into full swing here this
week with Dr. J. A. Outland and
his county health nurses.. heading
the soliciting parade. The sale
of the seals will continue unti
Christmas Day.
With the Murray Woman's Club
Lovett, in charge of the city sales,
and with the county schools co-
operating in making the drive a
success, Dr. Outland was cella-
dent that Calloway county would
use a 'greater number of seals thIri
year than ever before.
There are 13,000,000 Christm/
seals in Kentucky ready to be re
leased in the state-wide crusade
against tuberculosis, Dr. Outland;
said. "Tuberculosis," he declared;
"is, the greatest destroyer of life
in the active period. It took 2,065
of our citizens last year, and LOB
of •this number ,were in lite active
period of life. Tuberculosis robs
childhood, wrecks youth, blights
manhood and womanhood, and has
no regard for one's station in life."
It was Dr. Outland's view that
education is the greatest weapon
in the fight against the white
plague. The Kentucky Tubercu-
losis Association,,, he Said, is the
only state-wide organization dedi-
cated entirely to the fight against
tuberculosis. "The Christmas Seal
is its only means of support. The
Christmas Seal spreads knowledge,
creates interest, and points the
way to safety from this dread dis-
ease."
Union Carbide Branch
Plans Big Project Near
TVA Wilson Dam Site
A dispatch from 'Tuscumbia, Ma,.
on Thanksgiving'Day addressed to
Dow. Jones r Company. New
York, said Etectro Metallurgical
Co., a subsidiary of Uni:n Carbide
& Carbon Corporation, would condi
struet a $5,000,000 plant on a
acre site on the Tennessee river
near Wilson Dam of the TVA pro-
ject.
Construction is expected to start
before March 1, 1938, it was said. ,
The new plant will produce cal:
CHURCH OF CHRIST cium carbide. ferro alloys and other
electric furnace products.
Lord's Day: Bible study at a:45.
Preaching at 10:50 and 7:00 o'clock.
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
7 p. m.
Friday: Ladies' Bible class, 2:30
We are happy to be at work
with the churchshere another year.
We feel that great good has been
done in the year which is passing
and we confidently set our hands
to greater things in the coming
year. We have but one interest
and that is to teach "The Bible,
the whole Bible and nothing but
the Bible."
Some further observations will
be made next Lord's day on the
story. of The Rich Man and Laza-
rus. •
"The Impotent Man at the Pool
of Bethaegla" will be the topic at
the evening service.
The public is invited to attend
our services.
C. L. Francis. minister
Paschalls Bring .
in First Tobacco
Quitman and Houston Paschall.
brothers who live on a Hazel rural
route, were the first persons to
bring tobacco to a local floor in
Murray. Quitman Friday brought
in about 1.800 pounds of dark and
light tobacco to the loose -floor of
Bunnie Farris. and Houston fol-
lowed him on Saturday with
around 600 pounds.
Farris said the tobacco was In
good condition and was of good
quality. Other floors did not re-
port having received any tobacco.
It is expected the market will
open about January 1.
ARMY REOPENS RECRUITING
OFFICE IN BOWLING GREEN
The Under, States Army, on No-
vember 29 reopened its Recruiting
Office in the PaarsOffire Building
at Bowling Green for the first
time since 1925. It will examine
and accept applicants for the army
Sergeant Pete .J. Herlevic, of the •
68th Field Artillery, Fort 'Knox,
whl be in charge of the office.
All applicants, Herlevic' said,
must be of goad :character. ft.
from communicable diseases. single
and without dependents, .and with
at least an eighth grade educa-
tion to be acceptable.
GAS TAR MAY BE REDUCED
Motorists of Kentucky are hope-
fully following news from the
meetings of the House Ways and
Means tax sub-committee in Was-
ington which, is now studying
the - possibility of repealing or re-
ducing the federal gasoline tax
and other automotive excise levies.
W. F. Gardner. 'chairman of the
Kentucky Petroleum Industries
Committee, declared today.
DETROIT—Henry Ford, in an in-
terview last week, said that the
present business recession is "tem-
porary and .artificial."
"No one," he said, "need look at
next year with any uncertainty.
The present slow-down is not a set-
back; it's the pause before another
climb. Two things helped to bring
it on just now and one of them
was the uncertainty of business re-
garding political interference, but
Congress is taking care of that.
The other was the stock market
fluctuation.
"Everybody knows the stock mar-
ket has no permanent effect on
business, but it does have an effect
on the state of mind of the Ameri-
ean business man who plays the
market. He often mistakes his
personal depression for a business
depression. The stock market has
no more real effect on American
business than the results of a dog
race in California."
A contributing factor to the pres-
ent "pause." Ford said, has been
the fact that money too long has
been a "principal commodity of
beerenvereeL
"Money," he said, "has tecome a
business in itself., instead of an
adjunct to business. Moaey is rot
wealth; wealth is what msgasie
buys. But that has been turned
upside down. The present system
has got us twisted into producing
things to buy dollars with, when
what we need is a -money system
that will produce dollars to 'boy
goods with. Under the present sys-
tem the tail wags the dog. Money
is just part of society's transpor-
tation system for moving goons
front man to man; it breaks dcaan
so often that it is time our finan-
cial engineers developed a bettsr
model."
The present motley •system as ex-
emplified by. thaw "who manipu-
late -it for iprofit," Ford said. is
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
entirely out of date, and is in
large measure responsible for re-
curring abusiness recessions. -It
is a system that seeks to Control
labor; wants to control govern-
ment, finance, food industry and
even the schools. It manifests an
avariciousness that would Control
everyFordthienxg1.3
.l'ained he had no over-
night panacea for what he termed
the out-moded money system. "But
any system," he added, "that seeks
profits alone is terribly handicap-




Sunday. December S.- 1937
At the morning hours following
a short sermon by the pastor on
"Elements of Permaneacy in the
Church", the official family of the
Murray Methodist church will be
presented to the Congregation, end
this official family will receive the
Lord's Supper together. It is ex-
Apected that every off icii 1114111160C
will be present.
At the evening hour Rev. R. W.
Faulk will conclude his series of
illustrated lectures on the "Lands
and the People of the Bible" This
series of leetures will afford the
-people of Murray an opportunity
to learn much about the places
and people that we read of in the
Bible.
. The Church-school is at 9:30 and
all are requested to be on time.
The morning servrtie is at 10-a0
and the evening serviOe at 7:15.
Our children and -young people
meet at 6:30 p. m.












curred, turned to Murray with
Wallace 'Williams and R. A. Starks
of Murray who left for Brazil on-
niediately after hearing of the ac-
cident. West stopped at his home
in Tr -City. Mrs. William Hurt,
whose husband remainetT in a
Brazil hospital with a broksn
shoulder and ribs. accompanied
Williams and Starks to her parents
home near Hardin.
. Sam Bruce 'and Hurt remain in
a Brazil hospital.
The accident occurred, it was re-
ported by Starks, when West. who
was driving Smiths .car, attempted
to pass a truck, which at the
same time started to turn off a side
road to the left. Charges were
placed against the truck driver.
Mrs. Pearl Wiiiiams and Gersis
Smith, who were injured in 3n
automobile wreck near Brazil,
Ind., while enroute from Detroit
to Murray last Wednesday were
urray Tyiesday by
ms and Carlos Wil-
de a special trip to
hem. ---
ms sustained a broken
small vertebral injury,
suffered a slrght con-
the brain.
an - West, wha was drie-
r when the accident oc-
Rev. S. P. Martin
Aids at Porter
Memorial Day
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor
of the First- Baptist Church of
Murray, will aid in the Memorial
Services in Lexington Sundaar in
memory of Dr. J. W. Porter. who
was for years editor 'of the "Wes-
tern Recorder". Baptig doctrinal
magazine. Dr. P:rter died two
weeks ago. He was pastor of one
of the 'largest churches in Lex-
ington.
Dr. V. I. Masters, present editor
of the "Western Recorder—suc-
ceeding Dr. Porter to that posi-
tion—will fill the Murray pulpit
Sunday in the absence of the
Reverend Mr. Martin.
It Pays to Read the Clamineas
Keep An Eye Open
For Mad Dogs! Ask
Lavons' Workers
There were five of them'
working in the office of Lavons-
Portraits, a photograph develop-
ing corporation here. They.
were Katheryn Outland. Rozelie
Perry, Mrs. H. 0. Blalock, Doris
Fair, and Rella Gibbs.
The morning's conversation
had centered around the sub-
ject of mad dogs. Kathoryn
said her -else at home, she
thought, had gone mad earlier
in the week. People caugnt
the deadly disease so easily.
th,f &ride&
At a later hour, the group
was separated. A white-faced
Rozelle rushed into the room
where Doris and Bella worked
alone and cried cut that Kath-
eryn had fainted.
In another room they found
Katheryn standing with foamy
lips and wild eyes. The gins
ran screaming for a doctor.
The conspirators bubbled who
laughter, and Katheryn began




Mr .and Mrs. Harold Lumsdon,
married onlyi.,36 hours, were slight-
ly injured. -and their car torn so
bits in a. .nautomobile coltision
which occurred - Saturday after-
non just outside of Mayfield us
the couple was returning to Mur-
ray. Lum.sden was driving.
The smash-up also demolished
the other car driven by Berthold
I Weatherford and injured his step-
!daughter, la-year old Louise Orr,
who through her stepfather Mod
suit in Graves circuit court against
H. Lurnsden ,et al.. Matthews. Mo.,
residents, for the sum cif $10.000
iThe petition alleges that Miss Or s
face was disfigured for life when
cut by shattered glass in the wreck.
Mrs. Lumsden, who was M.ss
Margaret Overbey befsre her mar-
riage, received treatment at a
local hospital before continuing 611
with her • husband to Matthews,
Mo.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Murray's Tigers
Whip Grove High
7-6 in Last Game





Coach Ty Holland's Murray High
School Tigers conquered the Blue
Devils of Grove High School of
ParisD y  1,irn asiball dtain.mp ..
here
   Thanksgiving7-ft  .t
was Murray's fourth consecutive
victory over Grove.
The Tigers registered 14 first
downs to 6 for Paris, and their
margin of victor insofar as play
was concerned was much greater
than the score indicates.
Both teams scored in the second
1
 quarter, Murray tallying first
when Phil Cutchin plunged . over
from the six-yard line. His tritft ---
I
kick 'from placement was good for
the extra point whieh spelled'
the margin of victory.
Immediately after the (ouch-
-, de-WM the -Tigers- -began, another
march netting steady first downs.
but Enoch, fleet halfback for
grove; intercepted a Murray pass
am his Own 30 and raced 70 yards
through the scattered Tiger de-
fense the touchdown. King's
kick fli i placeme'nt which might
have tie. the score was low.
'-With a minute to play, the Blue
-Devils made-a-desperate- -effort to
score after they had rushed the
Murray punter on fourth down
and gained possession of the ball,
but a series of passes was incom-
plete, and Murray took the bail
as the game ended.
With the victory, Murray's Tigers
ended a successful season, with a
record of six wins,. three losses,
and one :tie. They whipped Mor-
ganfield 14-0. the same team that
knoctede mighty Sturgis from the
conference championship last week
13-12.'
To Show Tobacco
A tobacco show for fire-cured
tobacco will be held in Princeton,
Ky., on January 7-8. it was an-
nounced here today -by the Prince-
ton Kiwanis Club, sponsors of
the e1cp_sition.
Prizes for best samples of _tobac-
co will be given.'
You' Will Find
EXCLUSIVE FLOW
Best by every test ... For all baking p•
sale at most all grocers. Miller'
NEW CONCORD MI'
MURRAY, KEN
NANA mo. gr. Aait MAMA/SOMA WA MAMA MA WON MO AAA Wft !VA !telg.-
Don't Discard Your . . .
WHITE SHOES
My dying service makes
them the proper shade.
•
GILDING . . . SILVERING






II!s Building or Repairing • • .
IR
i
• • Whether you're planning to remodel one room or build a home,
to come to our office for a free estimate. We have. men who will
• you plan your work with absolutely no obligation on your part.)
There's plenty of time yet for you to
home before Christmas. Why delay
own home now through FHAeasy
MURRAY LUMBER.
DEPOT STREET MURRAY,






Why pay rent for
a home when the
same payments can
be for your OWN
home? Let us ex-





make plans and beg
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the misinformed. It would be to'
much to hope otherwise. And, no
Freedom From Yen-
ereal Disease-A Pre- doubt. the objections raised vein
_requisite to Marriage be based chiefly on two points:
"Infringement on personal liberty"
From Bulletin of the Dep.( tment i and "Unnecessary expense to the
of Health t I individual and to the State."
For many years past respor.s- 1 No exhaustive anatysis cf tee
ibility for public health in Kepestfirst objection should be required
tucky has rested, by statute. I to show its utter groundlessnom
squarely upea the shouiflers of ; In the United States today are ale
the medical profession of the aproximately one million _potential
State. The latest evidence of the ' mothers who have syphilis. Tvien-
faithfulness with which this oblige- 1 ty thousand of these 'are In Ken-
tion has been and is being dis- i tucky. ' Last year sixty thousand
charge(' is to be found in the ac- 1 syphilitic babies were born in the
tion of the Kentucky State Medical , United States. One tteusand or
Kis- ociatich in sponsoring legisla- more of these are in Kentucky.
tion toe make freedom from vener- i Fully as many syphilitic babies
eal diseases a prerequisite to mar-1 were born dead. More than toat.
range. 'At its annual meeting in one-third of the syphilitic babies
Richmcind, in September. the As- ' born alive will probably be blind-
sociation through its House of '1 -ed. partially or completely. by Inc
Delegates, unanimously adopted the 1 eetion of - spirochetes. or be crip-
following resolution: t pled thrdugte life. Five out of
RESOLVED: That the Ken- • every- six women wrr _
lucky State Medical Asesela, ; pregnant .while having undiagnosed
tion advocates •passage' by • the I, and untreated syphilis will have
next General Assembly of Ken- disastrous outcomes. That is. they
tueky of a law requiring that, will either bear dead children or
before a'rearriage license as is- children who will ale shortly after
sued, both the man and the birth or be crippled, blind or deaf.
woman applying ' for such Ii- Early diagnosis and proper treat-
cense must- have-presented to ment of these sypailaffe. expetatant
the license clerk May certified a mothers would result in healthy
negatita reports for syphilis and !live births in ten out of every
gonorrhea, from micrpscopic and eleven cases. . -I
blaod tests and from approved Certainly it win ro: de to say
physical eitarrunalions, - -- a -a -- - , that syphilitic .mothert sa'reaaarty
A fe‘ •cif the States. notably I paying the wages of sip. because,
Connecticut and ' Illinois already i in, at least half the cases, the dis-
have such leg/ease:id on t heir ; ease was meocently contracted.
statute • books. It should not be , Nor will it do to say that syphilitic
long before similar laws form in- ' expectant mothers should . think
tegral psirte of ehe _cedes of . every ienough of. their unborn children to
'State in the Union. , ; pt-oteci them by having them-
F Ias safe to assume that every selves treated in. time. . StatiSthis1think R citizen in Kentucky will . show that severayeivo cut of every
appro the legislation advocated' seventy-three mother bearing sypn-
by the State Medical Associate:m.1 ilitic habits did not know that
And this approval...Sheuld, _Ne. _0(2t_i_theY had the „disease. It is not,
snercavapassive. but active and en- I thee deliberate dodairig Of ereat-
ergetic. It IS to be expected. that i ment by expectant mothers, but
ahtections will be raised by the ' ignorance of their condition which
_ etnee...the • -uninforefed -- and I is responsible- for the prevalence-
1 of syphilitic babies. -
.1, To find this. syphilis and to teeset
it se that it will not be cone-
! Muni-cable would result in reduc-
ing by half, at least, the numtier
i of syphilitic babies brought into
the. world, either dead at birth or
! doomed to live blind or ertplted
throughout life. Surely promo-
. tem. t11 such. a result is_ eennitele
' more important than the slight
intlinieseesnt personal 'liberty
I which enactment . of the proposed
' legislation might involve.
The second objecaon, that of ex-
pense, is . equally without solid
foundation in fact. The large life
insurance companies, whieh have
Sfor several years beep ()tering to
1 their policy hslders free periodic.
f in ertelii-g MT such exarialnations,.togethee with the treatments which
follow, have resulted in adding
several years to the lives of the
persons examined. Certainly no
person able to pay should object
to the cost of an examination which
will pr.tect himself -and those met
holds dearest against a terrible .
diseeee. freedom from which can
be definitely determined only by
such an examination. For those
who cannot afford to pay for priv-
ate examinations by competent
and understanding family phye-
cians, there are now available in
this State public agencies which.
whencalolfedthuepon Ina stuhceh scases?.
will make the examination free of
cost
charge.
But what, the unthinking_ object-
or 
 ,
Of course, there will be some ad-
ditional expense to the. taxpayer
as a result of the proposed legis-
lation. More test nese; will be
requited in the laboretories and
more technicians will be needed to
run the tests. At best, this addi-
tional expense will ns t amount. to
More, than a few thousand dollars
a year. And what are a lew thou-
sand dollars a year compa ed with
the millions of dollars whtçh
to control the spread oI syph-
ilis is .annually. costing he
of this country and this States
-Last Year al:,ne 20.000,000 wee*
days were lost by eitaiens ins the
United States because of the inca-
pacitating effects of syphilis. At
the rate of four dollars a dey.
which is a conservative , estimate,
the menetary loss to •wage earners
aggregated $80.000.000.00. A million
and one half dollars of this loss
was bourne by wage earners in
Kentucky. - Ten --minion dollars.
were expended in the United Stases
te take _care of the blindness pro-
dutteii- • by syphilis. Of this ten
million dollars the taxpayers of
Kentucky contributed approximate-
ly 5200.000.00. Add In the items-
the cest of maintaining syphilitic
feeble-minded and Insane, and it
readily. ecomes apparent that we
are paying hundreds of times as
much to maintain • syphilis as it
resoled east- React ically -to 
eradicate
the disease. And this is the nionee
coat alone. The last :1 lite caesed
among both ehildfen and add1ftS
and the human suffering- entailed
are above and beyond estimation
it ternused dollars and genes
With the begineing of the cur-
rent year an intensive coopetative
campaign for the control of syphilis
In the: country was inaugurated by
the United States Public Health
Service, the varisus State and local
health departments and the medi-
cal prefession. Already this cern-
paign is beginning to show re-
sults. Comparing the last six
months of 1936 with the first tIX
months of 1937, we find in Ken-
tucky:
1936 1937
New Cases Syphilis 2.935 5,481
Number of Treat-
ments In Office) 24 077 47 574
_Blood Tests for
physical examinations, art a =it S3Phtih
tieso figures include only the
work done by eealth.Beneettnents•
While no definite data is available
at this time, it is safe to asstime
that private practitianers are treat-
ing more cases of syphilis today
than they ever did before. The
important point is that about twice
as much syphilis Was found and
'sated during,
of 1937 as in the last six months of
1936.
The experiences of the Seance-
naviao countries and other Euro-
pean nations show esnclusively
that syphilis can be controlled
when people recognize the nature
of the disease and attack it openly
and intelligently Only a few
years ago 8.000 new cases of syph-
ilis were reported in Sweden an-
nually; last year only 431 new
cases were reported. In Great
Britain in response to a nauohal
campaign, the prevalence of syph-
ilis decreased 50 per cent from
1920' to 1934. Denmark and Nor-
way report rilarly successful ex-
periences.
The ace plishrnents of Euro-
pean natt s and the encouraging
progress ade in the United States
during e first six months of' the
inten campaign for control of
syphi
1,
levary business man should coa-
ti:as thoughtfully and have cause
to rejoice that -the Saturtay Evens
Mg Post announces in a fullaarige
apace that the October 30 issue
WA, the largest in years. The Post
anauancement says. -The October
30 issue, 1937, carried the largest
volume of advertising since the
assee of September 13_ 1931." Yes.
sir as long as American manufac-
tursrs are willing to spend 118,109
and more a page to advertise their
wares to eppr:ximately 3,000.00e
peeple, you. can be pretty confident
that everything will turn out
all right. And what is true of the
Post is substantially true of the
other leading magazines and news-
papers in the United States.
With the new proposea lowered
surplus ax bilFIn -Congress and
apparently no expressed opposition
to it by the President, it is a high
sign that big business will take
heed, and business will forge












lipon which to base the
that we. too, can, with-
ew years, reduce the preval
of' syphilis in this countiy
almost irreducible quaimum.
essential to this edd is tale -
nt and enforcement , of
legislation in every state as
proposed by the Kentucky
Medical Association' If -this
d legislation, however'. is
me the law in Kentucky. it
aye the .active backing. Of
every ightethinking citizen in the
Commonwealth. The matter is one
in whicri every citizen.. has, a di-
rect and a vital interest. It means
proteation for the sons and datiett-
tees of today and for all the sons
and daughters of the future.
Advertising Bespeaks
Confidence
rItill krgest mefthandisers is




Every parent and teacher should
be vitally interested in all the fac-
tors which have to do with the
maintenance of the health of the
school child.
Not the least important of these
i
factors is e "sweet reasonable--
ness" on the part of adults with
whom the child is brought in
contact in the home and in the
classiaom. Parents and teachers
who permit themselves to be cross
and irritable in the presence of
ehildree produce a- tense, unhappy
environment in which children do
not, thrive.
As' for the children themselves,
over-fatigue and late bedtimes
lower resistance to infections, re-
duce efficiency in school work acid
les:sen the ability of the children
to be cceperative with parents and
teachers. .
,In addition to sufficient rest, food
of 'the right kind, and adequate in
quantity is essential to mainten-
sere of the child's health. Milk.
fruit and green vegetables are the
protective foods which the child
should have every day. .
Physical defects . constitute an-
other factor in the maintenance of
child health. Every effort should
be made es remedy prompUy such
defects as are remediable and to
prevent all such as are prevent-
able. Tonsils, if diseased, should
be lemoveel at once; protection-
should be riven against all the cis-
teases of chi4dhood for which there
are approved immunising agents,
and teeth should have constant
are..
It is particularly important that
the child hest., a complete physical
examination by -the family physi-




It is cult for any 'child who
is 'not physically fit 10 learn prop-
erly' or to get out of everyday life
those satisfactions which make for
Freeland News
Howdy folks and people! I hope.
everyone is feeling line these cool
nights and days. Aunt Cindy feels
as good as she °ever did. It has
been snowing down in Freelahd
Town. I hope everyone bed a
nice Thanksgiving dinner. • _
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Terror
and Mr. and Mrs. Will Wainscott
were Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Wainscotta sister, Mrs. Daisy Wil-
liams of Macedonia. Her sister
and brother-in-law and some of
their friends from Centerville,
Tenn., were also present. After-
noon guests were Cleve Lax and
son, John Edwin, and Mrs. Terinie
Duncan, all of Macedonia. 4
Miss. -re We Williams. Opent
Saturday algae with Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Simmons of Macedonia.
Mrs. Linda Simmons is spending
a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Timmon Lamb of New Providence.
Speight Williams of Macedonia
spent Wednesday night and Thera-
day night with his uncle
' 
aunt, and
ns, . and Ma Benne Wil-
liams and sons. J. C. and Ronald
Mason of near Blood River.
Hello Miss Frances renter :1
Murray Route 3! The Macedonians
are looking forward to seeing you
at the old schoolhouse In about
tisSo weeks. There will be a pro-
gramaon Friday or Saturnay night.
We will let you know in time
far you to walk down here, len
sure you' ,can find some freala
meat' -ass aa
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons and
daughter, Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
Williams and daughter. Eron Larue
and Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Oebron t
and -.son Bobbie Itree-, -Were The
Thanksgiving dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. linuas Mitchell and ctul-
airen. Decy. Clifton. and Maley
Elizabeth of Macedonia.
john' Everett Williams of Frog
Creek, spent -Saturday night w.th
itatNifieffWits-.110tWOIN,70.14'ff MgATellSOMC001014MIM'fiNtstilkeiNOMPIOMAtfltZetRA- happiness. And physical wee-
essne has much to do with the
child's mental health. It offers the
only sure foundation upon which
I personality.






will likely not be until after the first of
YOUR TOBACCO NOW!
iE LEAF FLOOR ( the big barn near
make- you an allowance on it—so that
,
tr floor November 26th.
By Fair Dealing
--j-i.ed,4#*-verwficisrice of the buyers




9UTH OF THE COURT SQUARE
KENTUrKY









We often think that it will
always be the otter fellow that
will be in an automobile accident.
We do not stop to think that today
according to statistics that 27,000
persons will be injured. And
1,100 0' these will be totally tits-
abled. Fpr the law of averages tells
that each year 10.000,000 Americans
are injured -ins accidents and 400,-
00 are totally disabled. That is
one person in every three aver-
age families. So you see it can
happen to you—to your family
here in Murray and Callaway
county. These figures are for all
accidents but •a large percentage
of these auicshobile'•''' accidents.
Automobile accidents took over
36,000 lives last year besides the
thousands that were injured for
life. So let's drive more careful-
ly. You'll never reach 70 if you
drive seventy. Let's drive 50 and.
be safe, s
It is estimated that the average
motorist meets appreximately 25,-
000 moving vehicles on the road
each year. If we will just con-
sider the thousands of potential ac-
cidents, when the margin of safety
lb a matter of inches or seconds we
will realiie it is safer to drive 50
instead of 70. Modern cars have
a great many more gaiety features,
'but these features Cannot accsunt
for the human element involved in
driving. You never know what
the other fellow is gonif to do :e•
what his reaction or nervous 'ten-
sion is when he gets in a tight
place. despite the safety featureS on
'obr automsbiles. • !




No nettles how many medicines
e‘• you have tried for your -cough, chest
A cold, or bronchial Irritation, you can
get relief now with Creomulsion.
%.1., Serious trouble may be brewing and
you cannot afford to take a chance
with any remedy lees potent than°
Oreomulslon, which goes right to
the seat of the trouble end ails na-
ture to soothe and heal the Inflamed
mucous membranes and to loosen
and expel the germ-laden phlegm.
Even if other remedies have failed,
don't be discouraged, try Creomul-
Mon. Your druggist is 'authorized to
refund _your inostcy If you ate • not
thoratairay aatisfled with the bene-
fits obtained from the very first
bottle. Creomulaon is one word—not
two, and it has no hyphen in it.
Ask for it plainly, see that the name
on the bottle Is Creorniaston, and
you'll get the genuine product and
the relief you watt. (Ads')
his friend. John-Edwin Lax.
Brent Williams and Miss Eva
Mae Williams have purchased a
new guitar.
Sweet Pea, I want ycu' to tell
me- what the riddle is: a is car-
ried to the table and cut' but never
eaten. Be sure and tell me what
it is.
Billy ran inte the house and Mid
his mother there was a bear in
the Yard. The mother repotted,
"Billy, go upstairs and tell God
to forgive you for telling a story.
That is onlyea dog in our yard."
When Billy came down from up-
stairs his mother said:, "Billy did
you tell God to fit-give you'."
"Yes, and 11 said to over look it.






Well, this writin bun
ow aga n, • u • n t stay very
long.
Mr. and Mrs, Oman Paschall
Mr, and Mrs, Rudolph Key and
daughter. Dorothy Love were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Morris and family.
Misses Arnie, Erie, and Way
Orr. are visiting this week _witu
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ore
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Cook and
Donnie Paectiall have all ot. their
tobacco down and ready for strip-
ing.
Sam Paschall is on the sick. it,
Miss Ernestine Page - -of 
Mill. is visiting Mies Thelma P3gIt
Of Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. C. 4. Paschall has purchased
a new Aladin lamp. Come up. Old
'Maid, and work by a good light.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pesehall and
Mrs. Nannie Paschall visited Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Paschall and tam- ,
ily, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs Hope Key and
Mr. and Mrs. One Caldwell of
Murray- visited mr._
Page of Jones Mill, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel
have purchased a new radio
Mrs. Beckie Paschall and Mildred
Nance spent Thanksgiving Dia at
the home of Alas. I C. Griesi.
They reported Mrs Greppee aiati
is still 'unimproved. We !lupe for
_
As news is scarce I will ring off
for this time. So long—Happy
Jack.











Work done at reasonable
prices. Estimates given on





has been appointed as a
NEW FORD DEALER
To all car owners—and to Ford
owners especially—there should be
good news in the announcement of
added facilities for convenient, eco-
nomical service in this neighborhood.
The consistent policy Of the Ford_
Motor Company is to provide the
highest possible type of dealer repre-
sentation in each 'community. And
in keeping with this policy, the new
Ford Dealership announced here
today4is equipped to render expert
service on all models of the Ford car.
The Service Department is equipped
with the most modern equipment
and all mechanics ham been thor-
oughly craiiia in Ford service. ,
Genuine Ford Parts are ysed and
labor on ordinary maintenance oper-
tions is billed at a standard flat rate.
Drop in and inspect the showrooms
of this new Ford Nalership where,
glistening new Ford V-8 cars are on
display . . . Note particularly the
fact that this yea there are two
new Ford V-8 ears. The Standard
Ford V-8 comes in two engine sizes
—85 R.P. and 60 H.P.- In addition
-the De Luxe Ford car* wikthe 85
11.P. engine is the biggest and most
huturious Ford V.8 ever built. We
believe - you will find everything








































The young professor (trove his
ear down the narrow, winding
road that led into the valley of
Weir. It was strange country to
him, shadowy with giant pines, and
still hanging sleepers that trailed
oven -thee-044 in places • Rain had
fallen' recentle and he was forced
to. use unwanted cautioh. Road
ditches growii into gullies flanked
'he road on tither side. Birds and
.quirrels were numerous. Twice
he saw deer bound startled away
from the roadside and crash off
into the brush. '
This, he retlected, was just the
type of life that Ariel had alwrys
lenelyeend. w44 a44 tilled
Weft. a stranee beauty. Some-
where in these miluntains he would
find Ariers came •
He had Mee wondered what
lay' behind At cultured bril-
liance. Beloit' the • boy, he felt
that he himatet was-tull and slow.
and yet he knew that was not true.
He rcineeeberen the white radiance
of Arurre snide as he had told
him goodbye at the statioe, but
there was something rase, a poig-
nant wistfulnee that flowed away
like smoke, breathing through ell
if Ariers being.
"Goodbye. Darrell. It's been
wenderful to know you. I' hope
we meet again."
'NI pull' a surprise and visit
you someday," said Darrell.
--eleteasee"----Itew egetieetly Ariel
• turned upon him! His eyes were
grey windows., shadowing the
thought that leaped from them like
water -from a fountain. Darrel]
  ttiew-for -eheeflret time the
-Teethe , utter fragility. He was
not t*II. and he was slender as
a girl. His face was beautiful,
white as thin lawn, like ie crea-
llan_eaL_BaDetate; end_ _it .was his
.'yes which gave his body fife,
gave direction to his flashihg
thought. They were remote, aloof
and close, wistful and sad and
beautiful. Mee evith wonder and
hope without doubt, clear as
purity truthful changing eyes,
myetic and ear -seeing-the stranee
pale medium by which 'life be'
tame the ghost of Heaven
Darrell left his ear and follow-
ed a triiefor miles until he found
himself in a remote canyon far
from the halves of man. Here life
was free arid simple. Darrell
loved the bread peaceful sweep of
summer cloud, above the trees, the
moss-grewn nails, the dim flash-
ing shadows on the slow mind.
All these were Ariet's. The stow- Oldham county farmers bought
creeping purple of evening, the and spread more than a thousand
haze on the hills. the black shad- tons of limestone in 20 days.
•
ay•
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owe the cool soft night with wind
whispering in the pines, the 17tgn
mysterious stars, the tender plants
and growing things and decaying
leaves, the foaming brooks with
their gentle mtirmur--all those
were to Darrell as if Ariel had
created them, and he felt as if he
stood alone upon the verge al
a new world on whose broad
wealth no man save its creator
had gazed. Darrell loved what he
saw, and if he loved it, how
much indeed. zgu.st Ariel adore it!
He came presently to a cabin
half hidden by pines, silent in sun-
light 'and shade, like ,nnimaje
in a dreaming sleep.
"Ariel!" he. called at the door in
a loud veice.
He listened. Only the long
swelling sigh of the wind In the
trees, slow lull, and slower rise!
Then he pushed open the door
-Aeiel . lay across
the- bed as if he were tired, but
there was a smile on his lips. His
eyes were closed, and in that un-
guarded moment Darrell looked
at him long. He saw strength.
beauty, love in that face, and
marvelous intelligence. All that
man had ever- known or would
ever'know lay behind the opaque
glory that housed the soul of
Ariel!
Darrell coughed loudly to
awaken the boy, but Ariel never
moved. Darrell bent over him
and touched him. His face was
cold, like porcelain. There was
no life in that body.
Darrell buried Ariel under the
aster beds by a shallow stream.
Then inside the. house. he. found
what Ariel had written, and while
the evening fell and the wind
moaned and the silence covered
the groans of the centuries, he
read - .
On twelve thin sheets of paper.
Ariel had remade the world. Out
of his genius he had found Beauty,
and he had made it imperishable.
He was another -Milton, with all the
unadulterated glory that was never
Milton's. Sorrow and bitterness
he cast out and found words ter
peace.
Darrell wait outside and stood in
the , shadows. He watched the
evening change in the West. • and
he felt the color more than. he
saw it. And he heard the silence.
A epirit moved in the haunting
twilight. - Disease and life were
transient, but Beauty was eternal.
In the silence he heard the voice
of Ariel 'speaking words thet would
live , as long as beauty lived, and
he- plodded eft Ante ItU stet at
night
"Everybody's Talking',:,
"Direct the traffic to Wanner's for quality silverware, fair
price. and easiest terms!"
Select Christmas Gifts Now: Visit our store and see the beau-
tiful service seta, lovely eov•red vegetable dishes, sugar and
cream sets, water pitchers, and hundreds of other attractive
its for Christmas. Lay Away Plan If Desired.
VID






VOU'LL FIND it much easier, quicker and
less tiresome„ we believe, if you do all your
Christmas shopping right in your own home town
<swizz.. iltsi bother to yourself, we say,
- -do your shopping at home . . . . However, if you
find that you most come to Louisville, we'll be
glad to see you again at the Brown—and we'll try
ttz give you a restful, refreshing and happy visit'
THE BROWN HOTEL






Folks, the month of November
will soon be gone and the year
of 1937 is almost ready to slip
away. This year has brough glad-
ness to some of es, while to others'
it has brought sadness and disap-
pointment. We should all be thank-
ful for good health, if we happen
to have it. And for good clothes.
We should nat grumble if we all
don't have fat pocket books. The
Bible says "money is the root of
all evil."
We sure have had a nice tobac-
co selsonnMost of the folks around
here put their tobacco dcwn. If
it stays rainy I guess stripping to-
bacco will be the order of the
day.
_ Robert Edward. Guy Moore and
Truman Oliver killed some nice
porkers last week. T. A. and Mr.
Edward's hogs weighed the same.
Of course Mr.-- Moose' woeldree stay
in line, and he made his porker
weigh 310 and the other twa just
235 each. Sweet Pea had Wea-
ned to be at that heg killing, but
was too sick to say scat much
less see a hog killed. But 110(4
old- Mrs. Edwards and Mrs. Moore
1-11 ld,d is,. all IllaKITIN IhC tat ct
And that husband of mine really
don't mind • rolling up hts sleeves
and did a lot of ,sausage grinding
and rendering the lard out. He
has els) been introduced to the
biscuit making and sausage fry-
ing. He says he doesn't mind
cooking things but he does mind
eating it,
We are all cheered up again
over the improvement of Mrs.
Robert Crouse; We just believe
now she is going to make tlic
grade. She has had a hard strug-
gle and we hope that good health
will be restored to her.
1
 
Look out. Macedonia folks and
Hazel Route 2ers! I am going
to wander down there and gather
some news that you haven't men-
tioned en your letters. Mr. and
Mrs. Hathway Bucy and Mr. and
Mrs: OthO Freeland are the. proud
parente of baby girls. These baby
daughters Were born the same day.
Hathway and Mrs. Otho Freeland
attended school at Macedonia
several years ago.
Onis Geutin came h.me to spend
Thanksgiving with his parents. Mi.
and Mrs. Jim Geurin of hear the
Tennessee River. One returned
to Detroit liaterday where-he- has
been employed for some time.
Saturday was a rough. rainy day
but it wasn't too rough for Truman
Oliver and Guy Moore to go to
town. Those birds don't mind the
weather..
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Meore are
planning for Christmas on a large
scale. They are going to Detroit
to spend the 'holidays with their
boys. Sweet Pea's wishing teem
a merry time up. north_
Hickory Grove scribe, I sure
like your 'letters. I wonder if I
have ever met you. I have met
some fine folks over there and I
like to attend church there also.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams
have installed a new radio. Poar
me can't hear any music ereet
the birds and cow bells. 1
Here is a little joke on one
of the neighbor men. I will not
call his name. His wife sent by
him, to get her a can of baking
Powders and he forgot what she
wanted. He told- someone that
use to when he would forget what
his wife had sent him after he
would buy a can of baking pow-
ders but that he wasn't going to
do that this time. When he asked
his wife what it was she sent him
after-et was baking powders!
Guess who it was.
"Country Things I Love Most"-
I love the coming of Spring-time
to the hills of Tennessee-buds
swelling and bursting an new
born leaves, the most delicate
things in all creation curling up-
ward to the sunlight. Before long
red buds and dogwood will glorify
every hill-road and reflect in every
hill stream. Violets will wander
over grassy banks. and the trum-
pet honey suckle will offer its
sweets to bee and humming bird.
I love old farms. old homes, old
chutches, old books, old songs and
old people- .
There's a sort of mellow sweetness
In a good thing growing old-
And each year that rolls around it
Leaves an added touch of gold.
-"Sweet Pea"
Cedar Knob News
Monday neorning. November 29,
time for me to be coming back.
I have been writing to the good
old Ledger & Times for over a
year and I thought perhaps I might
be missed if I failed to write this
week-so hear I am. .
I konw I love Christmas time
in the country, with its old-fash-
ioned peace, its old fashioned joy.
and its old fashioned good will to
men. I love to see the negroes Now You Can Buildcome up to yell "Christmas gift!"
and old neighbors who corns'
tracking in by the back door.
while mother calls out "Come right
on in!" I love the living Christ-
mas tree in our front yard, with
a star in its topmost bough. I like
the Christmas programs at our
country schools and churches-
may we always have youthful
voices singing "Hark The Angels
Sing", "Silent Night", and "Come
All Ye 'Faithful", while candle*,
been in the windows. I lave .to
thine of Christ as a toiler, a work-
ing man such as farmers are. 'I
like to hear the Christmas pro-
grams that come over the radio-
the carols, the magnificent "Hal-
leujah Chorus" frofe Handel's
"Messiah," and best of all Mich
Clirestmas stories as Dickeres
mortal "Christmas Carol" in
which I join Tiny Tim in saying,
"God bless us every one!"
Mrs. Ethel Maynard and 'daugh-
ter, Barbara Jean of Hazel Route
2,' and Mrs. Ruth Maynard of
Cedar Knob spent Monday after-
noon with Mrs. Kittie Simmons.
Mrs. Simrweis remains very feeble.
Mrs. Lula Rowlett, Miss Susan,
Miss Velma Lax and Bob Aebritten
were in Mureay,Monday afternoon
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Allbritten and
-Mir.- Warliek- Meseta- were _in M.Lliz
ray Saturday on business.
Johnnie Simmons caught a ride
into Murray Wednesday to attend
to seine business. He thought he
would catch a ride back but was
disappointed and had to walk all
the way.
Mr. and Mrs. 'lets Minns
children Wilma . and Jean, San-
ford McClure anel children, Louell,
Laurine. and -Orval, Mrs. Fannie
Wisehart and grandchildren. James
and Glenneth, Jessie McClure,
Rainey Lovins, Geneva Lovins,
Miss Annie Willis, Mr. and Mrs.
Bertrum Willis and son Mr. and
Mrs. Fred McClure and children,
Mr: and Mrs. Clay McClure and
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt McClure were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lovins.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertrum Willis,
Miss Annie Willis, Mrs. Hassel'
Brown. "Uncle Jesse" McClure.
and Cleo Ferguson attended churee.
services in Paducah Wednesday to
hear the Reverend Mr. Norris of
Detrc it, Mich.
"Uncle Jeff" Stubblefield of
Macedonia. spent last week". wilt
his brother, Willie Stubblefield, of
Green Plain, and helped in cut-
ting wood.
Hatten Lewis. one of the old
home boys, said he spent Friday
night with Mr. and .Mrs. Carl
Clark of Murray Route 4. and they
had .just killed hogs and that
those hot sausages were fine. He
said he hoped they w..uld not al!
be gong when he visits these folks
again, The folks are readers of the
good old Ledger & Times.
I had better close as the rural
carrier will be coming down the
road soon and if I shouldn't mail
this some, of the readers might
miss my letter.
Look fee me next week.
-Ky. Bell
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Dr. Masters, editor of the West-
ern Reeorder. the Baptist staiM
1,aper. will preach at the morning
lieur. The Recorder is well above
'he century mark in age.. It has
withstood with ever increasing
courage ale attacks of every enemy.
Masters is perhaps the most
widely quoted editor of religious
eeirnalism in the south.
Bro. J.- H. Thurman will preach
el the evening hour. The pastor in
his absence is anxious that these
:plendid men be heard by large
..!id attentive congregations.
Sunday School, under the direc-
eon of faithful officers and teach-
First Baptist church at Lexineene
Ky. Lr many years.
This memorial service will Se
held in the Immanuel Baptist
church of which Dr. Porter was
pastor at the time of his death, at 
2:30 Sunday afternoon. Decem-
ber 5. Pastor Martin vs41-1 return-
in time for the Wednesday event4
mid-week meeting, the 8th.
3, when we will meet Fairbanks / ris who has been in the Clinic
High School of Graves County. On I Heepeee -
Friday night. December 10. New I
I am looking for a nice gift fromConcord plays Hardin High School i
of Marshall County. - ; you, "Old Maid", as today, Mon-
day. is Humming Bird's birthday.
Puryear Route 3 miry Katherine Morris spent
Little Miss Delores Wicker has 1 Mee Wes Spann. -
-Humming Birdbeen on the sick list for the past
several days but is better at this
writing.
• I -thine the priee-oe mule she- -State BSU Leader _
-ing is picking up rapidly. Mr.
Everyone came back from the mrWaiirldHaooPehorrsegatr 
Attends Meeting
..t.s. is ding a very substantial
work 
Thanksgiving holidees reporting a But it might have been because it R. H. Falwell: -Jr.. a student in
real nice time, was n Thanksgiving day.
g_hoReevt.heTirrITaten
every Sunday in the year. ized an FFA club and have chosen corn Thanksgiving day.
The agriculture boys have organ- Odie Morris finished. gathering Seminary in Louisville, left that
the Southern Baptist Theological
room. There are classes for ell 
the following boys as their of- We were sorry to hear of the where he will attend todaye•ance,
. city last night for Nashville, Tenn..
Each class meets in a separate
ages. Dr.. Huge M. • McElrath,
superintendent.
eeTI-ery4r1448SuridaUrly 19elLninineleetwiatht 
6s30,grams. of deep spiritual meaning.
Each .Union meets in a separate
room which removes all distrac-
tions and noises from those pres-
ent. The work' in this department
of the chtu-ch life is growing in
uneibeee- irste,oeit eoti
R. W. Churchill, director.
New Concord' High
School
times: Gus Yarbrough, president;
Lesterelfitson, vice-president; Har-
mon Smith, secretary; Brooks
Moody, treasurer; Solari Bucy, re-
perter; -' I. B. Allbetten, Farm
Watch Dog. The boss have four
pigs that they are trying to-tat-
. They plan to sell these and
take the money to help' finance
this club.
The first six grades have organ-
ized a rythm band and their uni-
forms are red
The revival, under the directen
et' Or. 'W. F. Powell, pastor of the
First Baptist church of Nashville:
Tenn., was truly a genuine' re-
vival. Quite a number were re-
ceived by baptism, others by let-
ter and relation.
Bro. Fred Griffin Scheleeld was
the leader of song. Both 'of these
men did splendid work, endearing
themselves to the people of Mur-
ray, by the very fine Christian
spire they manifested on all oc-
casisChurch and pastor invite the
people. of; Murray. _and-adjacent-
communities to all the services ,if
this church where a cerchal wel-
come awaits one and al,
- The. pastor has gone tneeexinge
ton, Ky., to speak at a me-tweeze
service to be. held for Dr. e. W.
Porter, whose sudden death ;rem
heart failure was announced over
radio.
Dr. Porter was with the Fest
Baptist Church here in- a revivei
meeting last year. He also preaced
ed the dedicator sin main when
•the handsome building was fully
set apart to the wore of the leire,
without any debt whatever
Dr. Porter was ar able preacher
of the Bible, he was also fer yeers
editor of the Weeten Recorder,
and a writer of great lorce..-He
has a number of 'books of which
he eat the author, that are Pouch
sought and read. He did an out-
standing work while pastor ef the
over the 'week-end with Mr.' -and
death of Clint Jones and 0. J. tomorrow a conference of all like
Byars. • presidents of Baptist Student's
Mr. and Mrs. Delmus Peschall Unions in the Southern Confe-
attended funeral services for Cent Irence. Falwell is president of the
Jones last week, . • • ' Kentucky BSU.
Hello, Little Swann -TAW -Jed' Young Falwell will return to his
Parks! I Would like to see you and ' father's h:me in Murray Friday
I am wondering what you' woule night and will fill his regular ip-
like for old Santa Claus t bring Ipointment at the LaCenter Churc
you as Christmas is just earouild , Sunday afternoon and night
the corner-- !Sunday night he will
rhosiPy Farriq and vhileiron I niaiwillP in tds
Johnnie Love and Conrad. Del- the S:sminary. -
mus Paschall and daughteir rune-t'.The honor roll or this six weeks
is as follows:
First grade (A), 13rtha Sue
Stubblefiele, Dora Faye Ratteree.
Ira 'Dean Elkins; first grade fee,
Norma Jane Williams; second
grade, Ralph Willoughby, Gene











enth grade. George Gibson; eighth
grade. Edna Williams, E. H. Lax;
ninth grade, udrie Mae Smith,
mary,..D.unn; grade, Roy Maye -
field, Paulin Dunn, Jaunite Wynn. _
Audry • Ma Coleman; eleventn
grade, Ned Alexander, Ernegpee
Miller: twe th grade, velour-MC-
.cage,..11 ht 
Our visifors for lase -week and-
this- week_ were Dortha Nell leu-
trell, Dortha Nell Thornton. and
I Rose Henry of Murray State Col-
lege Miss Henry is a former stu-
dent of our school. Legenia Hen-
don, a student of laet year, was our•
%%seer Mcriday. We were glad to
have these girls with us and in-
vite them back and others to cerne.
Sports
A pep squad has been organized
and everyone is taking a great
part in it. Sweaters have been e
ordered and there are about 24
members.. The leaders seee--41-eselle- -- -
Hargis, James Max Grogatr. Julia
Coleman, and Bobby Farley.
We invite everyone out to the
ball game Friday night, December
At
were in Murray to visit Mrs. 1•'• -- ft raga to Bead 
tge'Closolfleas
and ALWAYS at
A night's rest that's peaceful
A and reffeshing-a pk.ascrtatrnos-
krs phere in the lobby - the warm
Ilk) glow that good Food brngs-the pleasant reaction that low'• i4,#4 prices give - these are the
N things that make the Melbourne





LINDELL BLVD. ie GRAND AVE
Will Your Child Be On the Outside
Looking in This
AT OTHER CHILDREN whose parents have built them a HOME OF
THEIR OWN or modernized their old one tkis year? There is a feel.
ing of warmth and appreciation of havink a home of your own at
Christmas time when you start to decorate it. Your Children, when
grown, will always remember those gosd old times during the holi-
days when they were
HOME. It gives them
young. They will always want to come back
a sense of security in later years.
IT IS TOO LATE THIS YEAR, BUT BY
Christmas 1938
Your Children, Too, Can Enjoy
A Modern Home






THE WILLARD TRE A VicENT hag
brought prompt, definite rehef In
thousands of eases of Stomach aged
Duodenal Lams. due to Hyperacid-
ity. and other forme of Stomach Dis-
tress due to Erress Arid SOLD ON
211 DAYS TRIAL. For oom leut in-
formation. read ••Willard's




A Better Home For
Lesi Money Than
Ten Years Ago
and Pay for It Like Rent Under the
F. H. A.
ersiNlitair
YOUR INQUIRY IS INVITED
101 WAYS YOTUORMHAOKMEE Like hew
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It's thritteas time at this great store
and we have throvin open Our doors
on the greatest arras of worths one
practical gifts you base seen in sears.
FINE KROEHLER CUSTOM ,TAILORED GROUP
A.Gift The Whole Family Will Want
__Take the family-into-yeur ionfi4lenee thinChriatmas•attel if-it-new—
. living room suite is needed. we are certain that it will receive their
- "'hearty approval as the tortbined gilt for home. We are showing
many wonderful creativs----beautiful interpretations in the mod-
ern mode, with a wealth oI coverings that will make gift selec-
tion a simple task.
USE YOUR CREDIT
Christmas shopping 'will be a profit.
able pleasure ih our great displays and
may se remind you that by choosing




Free Gifts. With Every Suite
Is 11105 W:TS.4 A• U.
•
"GIFTS THAT CHEER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR"
HODES -BURFORD
**Coe POiRAT C 0
Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores
Main Store 118-120 No. 4th St.---Paducah
e Store, Corner 4th & Jeff Paducah, KY Branch Store, • Mayfield,-Ky.
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- Across the River I
The Chatterbox is trying to wear
-,pees" as she scribbles this time
at she's reminded of the verse,
aere we see through a glees
.1ark1y" and site's tempted to
':row them to the winds.
Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland spent
.irt of the past week in Caro-
a ay at her son's F. H. Spiceland.
daughter's, Mrs. Jchnnie Ahart.
N: and Mrs. R. B. Kirks came in
the week end while she was
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd 6-Rice4and,
1.ss Ruth Cathi and Miss Ante
e Spiceland pent the holid-y
their .parents.
Many enjoyed the•club meet'TL.,
Mrs.-
y.. A derriOdstration was
. chicken canning.
3arney Cook is the only one
—Auld here who has killed hogs
.t we're all getting hungry.
Mr. Doug JOTte, has a- co
!,,ently had hei third set of twin
calves. She has had sUt calves in
tile past three years.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Spiceland
,cent Patiticah last week to hear
Dr Frank Norris Bro, John Out-
:and also wen
I visited in Calloway last week
( nd between trip:. to the optome-
•:-ist. Heard about Mr. and Mrs.
,;uy Lovins having about 35 peop.e
•.ir dinner .guests last Sunday
along them beiag Fred McClure's
,mily, Unbind McClure's family,
.is. Virgie, Rainer- and Otis LCV-
a family, Mr. and Mrs. Bertram
Annie Willis, Mr. and Ws.
.-lay McClure, Mrs. Fannie Wise-
,it and James and Glenith Wise-
irt. Mr. and Mrs i Aylon
-lure- -and—lessie McCIn*L an-ct
,tiindma McClure and maybe
!iers. . It's a w:-.'nder Guy clidn t
to kill hogs if it was Sun-
Mrs. Ernest Bailey cyanided lots
of words into the few short hours
we had together.
Saturday afternoon my mother
and I visited Miss Opal McClure's
neat little apartment in Murray.
ity Ninety Year Old "Ma"
She never used a lipstick nor
rouge nor powder Ruff.
She never smoked a cigarette nor
even took to snuff.
She never saw a beauty shop nor
heard of manicures,
Or permanents and finger waves
to enhance youth's allures.
She never saw a picture show, and
never drove a car,
She never rode a train or bus.
From hoin she ne'er went far.
She never sewed by 'lectric lights
nor had the modern aids,
And tho she was small and frail,
she had trO need- OT-maidt,
She never wore a "store bought"
dress nor -silken underwear.
Nor snagged at pair of chiffon hose
--she never had a pair.
She never heard a college band
Mallory School News
Honor loll
Those making all A's and B's:
Eighth grade, Katharine Knight,
Maxine Valentine. Ted Spiceland,
Warren Jewell, and J. D. Lasater;
sixth grade, Cecil Spiceland, New-
ell Knight, Fay Hodges and Louise
Ledbetter; third grade. James FU-
Well, U. L. Knight, J. T. Vale.ii-
Une, John C. Steele and Deima
Hodges; second grade, Edward
Graves Knight. and Burlene
Knight; first grade, Virgil Futrell.
Virginia Willoughby, and Laverne
Ledbetter.
We are glad that Mrs. Herman
Lassiter is cenvalescent and we
wish for her a speedy recovery.
Miss /113thy Alton. Hilman Fer-
.gersom. end  W.- -42---Crouse were
pleasant visitors last Friday.
We certainly did have an en-
joyable trip together with Pleas-
ant Valley School at Belmont
Park.
We enjoyed rnir regidar =witty_ 
end school party Wednesday, and
our thanks- go to Mrs. Mavis -Mas-
sey for the lovely candy, and was
It fine!
We have been busy this amok
taking exams.
We hope eveiy one had e
pleasant Thanksgiving but there
is always something to "take the
Joy out of life" and just now I
am wondering how the teachers
are to "get by" without our super-
intendent and his wife? We sure
will regret to give them up and
can never forget the favors r‘.-
ceived from Mr. and Mrs. Wrath-
Cr.
Clifford Blalock and. his inogier
me in from Detroit for. Thailllis-
Ang among relatives. They and
:is Burman Parker, r. and Mrs.
, eg Lovins. and Mrs. Cratus Bon-
.• visited Mr. and Mrs, Ot
....ins Saturday.
Noble Lovins and wife a o
,me in from ,Detfuit in. a ew
Misc. •
I visited with "Mint ulu"
Miller Friday afternoon. We and
And yet ma had the fullest life of
any one I know. .
She had a husband true as gold
and eleven girls and boys
And shared the burdens of them
all and also rhafed _their JSys.
She had an old house on a hill, a
weather beaten thing. •.
But with such happiness,' within
the rafters seemed to ring.
It matters not if wealth and style
were terms unheard of thece
Its four walls made . the kind of
home which now. is much too
rare.
Its big old kitchen with its smells'
of apple pies and spice
Left memories kmough to pay Car
all ma's sacrifice. .
And when at eve, all elacled tisii I
great hearth lire so- bright,
I think the angels smiled Moon
this icture of delight.
Fat fe er beds awaded all and
m would tuck them in
bile ,pa took a nip or read
nyi knitted stockings then.
Ote course the family circle broke.
/ they left' her, one by one,
o sit alone with folded hands
since all her work was done.
But after.ninety years of toil she-il
earn a crown of gold
And welcome loved one home
again where none will e- er
grow old.
—The Chatterbox '
Our hearts go out t4,..klein Crow
and Billie Max in their bereaw.:-
ment.
I always look for the - Attotalhe
River letter and saji Chatterbox,
It doesn't seem long since you, the
Buchanan girls and Lpuise Miller
and a lot of boys, would dron  dawn
just below the school -house fag
a social hour and music and was
I alwayi glad to welcome yon!
And do I' remember why you said
you liked to come, "Because every-
thing was so scattered - so homey",
magazines and boots -every where
and nothing where it should be.
Oh! thcse were never to be
forgotten ,das and even now I
never stop to think about clean-
ing house and 'washing dishes for
fear I shall do what I heard one
woman did, got out her pencil
and paper and counted up the
times that she would have to wash
I dishes if she lived 20 years and
she committed suicide. But instead
of that I just count my blessings
and try to be thankful that I have
a few old brown, crackey dishes
to wash.
Chatterbox, don't take that
house-keeping too seriously—but
I better go before that long-suf-
fering editor loses patience.
Hoping our editor had a happy'
Thanksgiving.
Coldwater News
Another week has passed away
and most every one around here
' ha.s „been busy getting :in. wood[
and killinghogs for it seems win-
ter has come to stay.
Thanksgiving day passed and
so far we haven't heard of any




Mrs. Graves Williams has re-
turned home from the Clinic wisest
the has been an operative patient.
Tas Ycungblood made a businers
trip to Murray Saturday.
Fred Kirkland has purchased a
new 1938 Chevrolet truck.
Mr. and Mrs. William Majors
and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Manning
visited the latter's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Carrie RIchie, last Thurs-
day.
Luther Easley and Jim Harrol
killed 3 nice porkers last - week.
Quite a number from around
here were business visitors in Mur-
ray Monday.
Annie Nell Richie honored her
sister, Franklin, with a surprise
UMW, party Sunday stHernoon.
from 2 until 4. Those . present
were DorothY. Hazel, and %Attie
Carter, Parmer Lee Camp, Annie
Nell and Sue Flichie, Andy Duel.
'Clyde One Caster, _Albert Stone,
Charlie and Harry Richie. Gene
Car-nR Ernie G. Sheridan and the
honoree. Little Miss Franklin was
the recipient of many nice gifts.
Her friends left late in the after-
noon wishing her many more hap-
py birthdays.
Will see yOu all sometime in
the, future.--K. T. Did.




$139 ALt1 31(9 VALUE'S
98c
14:t: colorful plaid Blanket Pairs
—large. double bed Rise, heavy,
soft, warm, dully cotton yarn.
FINE COUNT, FAST COLOR
Dress Prints
12c
LOWEST PRICE IN YEARS
A ridiculously low price for














!Slack, brown, smart styles. Sen-
,sational values.
.$t69
Lew or medium heels in all sizes
for women and misses.
III KELL
80-Square Prints
22c I \LI E
16c
the market's finest prints—















SEA Igl Vs1) FINISH •
8C
1 he market. Hest grade 'oL






























Extra high top, heavy rubber










Big double bed size spreads In
rose, blue, green, gold and hello.
Outing Gowns
(inrs 111:55 I


















A big value, offered in all solid





Standard size. Made of
splendid quality nainsook in











,r- • a"sa- •
Almo High School
Everyone enjoyed the progr
given by the sophomores Wednes-
day afternoon. The 1-act play,
entitled "A Birthday Party at the
Poor Farm", caused much ex-
citement. Listeners' hearts were
filled with joy and sorrow. We
were glad to see so many parents
present. We hope to give a free
and better program in the future.
The Almo Blue and White Nevi.-
Hors met their defeat in a bas-
ketball game Tuesday night at
Faxon. - The Warriors fought with
all their might but Faxon won
both games by a scare of .20-11
2540. The Warriors will moot
Hazel' here- December 10. •
The 3-act comedy entitled,
"Bashful Bobby", will be present-
ed by the senior class, faculty, and
two alumni of Almo High next
Saturday night, December 4- The;
will be one of the best plays ever
presented in this corrununity and
those who like good, clean comedy
should not miss this play,
It Pass to Read the Claadtieds
Vancleave School
The end of the filth month of
our school term finds Vancleave
working hard on a school pro-'
gram to be given Friday night,
December 3. This program is
being given by bath upper and
Primary grades, The program is
as follows: Welcome Address;
reading, "Mr. Can't and Mr. Can":
monologue, "Negro and the Water-
melon"; one act comedy, "Gradu-
ation at Gay vile"; monologue
"I'm Engaged"; comedy in one act.
"Meet the Flusband": comedy in
— •
one act, "The Minister's New
Car"; monologue, "Negro at tria
Telephone"; one act farce, "Hcisii
He Popped the Question."
Everyone is invited to -"tome and
enjoy this well planned prOgrain.
There will be no admission fee.
The honor roll for the fifth
month failnina. _first grade. Ida-
relle Thorn, Gladys McKinney;
second grade, Dale Todd, Young
Lovett; third grade. Mae Dell
kins; fourth grade, Duel Burkeen;
sixth grade, James Bdrkeen, Bob-
bie Fennell, Oeda • Hopkins, An,
arine Lovett, Jewel McKinney,
RN!
SLIPPERY WHEN WET!
How Often You See This Road Sign







Be prepared this winter for any kind of weather. - Make folif
car tire-safe and pay particular attention to protecrtion against skid-
ding. Remember- your brakes can stop your wheels—but only your
TIRES can stop your car. That is why SAFE DRIVERS are replacing
smooth, worn out, -dangerous tires with FIRESTONE TRIPLE-SAFE
rTIRES.
HERE'S WHAT TRIPLE SAFE MEANS
1, PROTECTION AGAINST SKIDDING. The scientifi.
sign gives longer non-skid mileage and stops your car
cent quicker.
2. PROTECTION AGAINST BLOWOUTS
to 28 degrees cooler because every fibre r
saturated with liquid rubber by the Fi-
process. This counteracts the interns'
ily causes blowouts.
3. PROTECTION AGAINST
awn-dipped cords under the
extra protection against pir
A Tire for every
Purse and Purpose!





Firestone Tires and Batteries Ar
Carried in All Sizes for All
Makes of Cars





























































































a 99Santa Says:- A II 



















































E IDEAL GIFT RED, BLUE, BLACK
pair 











• EXTRA LARGE SI7E
• IRISH LAC BORDER
The Box . . . . $toQ
 11•1111.11•111•111111111111MOr 
narvers
Where I have been un-
loading my pack of 0
SATIN GOWNS AND --
PAJAMAS
FAVORITES WITH THE LADIES!




















• SOFT KID UPPER














Mother, Wife, Sister, Daughter will
surely like one of these!






















11 Cheek this on your list, as .4dies need new ones every y. . Issin
• FELT UPPERS





MURRAY'S GREATEST SALE EVER IN HISTORY!
With every purchase you make at Ryan's you will get a GOLDEN BUCK AUCTIONCERTIFICATE, which can be used in bidding at the auction. All bids must be paid for in these GOLDEN BUCKS. Save them for yourself, your family or friends. They cost you noth-ing. You get them with every 25c iturchase'FREE. Golden Bucks are eligible to bid on any-thing listed in the Auction!
See Circular for Merchandise to ge Offered
Every person in Western Kentucky and Tennessee has the right to participate in this
distetolamm ot t,•eiciukTuNse, over $300.1U worth. All bidding must be donewith the Clck-a -z_ Zucks-•--No money can be used.














CERTIFICATE CERTIFICTEThis certificate is accept- This certificate is accept-ed subject to the rules ed subject to the rulesprinted on the back printed on the back











TAM AND SCA 0
SLOO
SETS
_ --51••
1110110bile",-0-.0•
7,--5.10,
See Our
Circular
for
Auction
Items
and Details
•
BALBRIGGAN
PAJAMAS
98c
Pair—
PINK BLUE
• Two Piece
• Knit Cuffs
• Assorted Styles
WINE "
•
•
•
WOOL AMS
AND HOODS
BOXED
HANKIES
Santa's Special
Men's
Ladies'
Plain
Lace Trim ,
Your Selection-
25c-50c-
0i=n
•
•
• 
•••
